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PRBFATORT BOTE

If tills review of Luxembourg’s international relations
and foreign policy betrays a predisposition in favor of the
position assumed by the grand duoal government on certain
issues, in part this attitude is reflective of the official
and semi-official sources cited.

There has been remarkably

little controversial material published on the Grand Duchy;
most authors have been sympathetic if not partial to the
policies pursued by the grand duoal government and to Luxem
bourg as a nation.

Moreover, smst publications issuing from

Luxembourg retain an official or national bias which it is
difficult to dispel.

Consequently a highly critical analysis

is rendered difficult by the very fact of the predisposition
of most available material.

It must also be admitted that

the international relations and policy of Luxembourg, restric
ted by the modest dimensions and resources of the lend, do
not lend themselves to the drama, eclat, and complexity of
more powerful states.

By reason of material and subject this

relation of events since 186? pretends to be no more than a
review,
W, J , P .
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CHàPTEH I
INTRODOOTIO*
The Grand Duohy of lAixemhourg has been desoribed as
an anaohronlsm whleh, through the graee of exeeptional oireumstances, manages to survive In the present era.

Indeed,

the continued existence of a small nation of slightly over
1,000 square miles supporting a population of about 300,000
does seem exceptional in a world where the tendency has been
towards mammoth states, federations, unions, and empires en
compassing continents and numbering their peoples in the
millions and even hundreds of millions.

Described as an an

achronism, Luxembourg is seen not only as a miniscule state
which has escaped annexation by powerful neighbors but also
as a relic of the Holy Roman Empire which somehow survived
the dissolution of that ancient realm.

Others have treated

the Grand Duchy primarily as a buffer state created at the
Congress of Vienna and maintained subsequently to keep the
peace between France and Germany.

Luxembourg has been con

sidered a small but strategic region of such importance to
both France and Germany that its acquisition by either con
stituted a casus belli ; this explosive situation impelled
the powers to remove the country from the possible grasp of
either neighbor and so to maintain the peace by permanently
-1-
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neutralizing the land and guaranteeing its territorial inte
grity.

Luxembourg historians have preferred to see the sur

vival of their eountry in the light of an enduring national
ism.

To them the Oongress of Vienna, although suoh may not

have been the intention of the powers, merely restored to
Luxembourg its ancient independence after a foreign domina
tion of almost four centuries.

In all of these views there

is an element of truth, but the truth is partial for indeed
Luxembourg is, in a sense, a geographic and political ana
chronism, a buffer state, a strategic region, and a distinct
nation.

But each viewpoint, seen separately or in the com

posite, should be considered with reference to a primordial
fact:

that Luxembourg has been from its beginning and still

is essentially a borderland.
This quality of being a frontier region wedged in
between cultures and political units often in conflict cannot
receive too much emphasis.

Luxembourg*a history for more

than a thousand years has been that of a borderland, from the
periods of Roman conquest, barbarian invasion, Franco-German
dynastic conflict, and through the continental and world wars
which have engulfed Europe.

During the period of Roman domi

nation the land which was yet to become Luxembourg constitu
ted part of the frontier region facing the Rhine and the
Germanic tribes.

After the passage of the barbarians the

territory of Luxembourg retained its border character, this
time as a region between the cultures later to be described
as French and German.

The land and particularly the national

3
âyaaaty had tias with powerful neighbors to the West and to
the last.

This position most certainly gave rise to a strong

regionalism.

Moreover, a preferred position between two an

tagonistic powers recommended a policy of playing one off
against the other, a policy which permitted the counts and
dukes of Luxembourg an enviable autonomy.

Under suoh sus

tained end propitious conditions the Luxembourg state evolved.
The annealing of the state was accomplished on the
battlefields of international conflict for which the fortress
of Luxembourg so often supplied the setting, at the peacetables of international conferences at which the duchy was
so often a bone of contention, and ever with deference to
dynastic considerations.

For more than a thousand years

Luxembourg suffered the fate of a crossroads in European
polities.

This heritage can be profitably reviewed to pro

vide a background, lend perspective, and throw into focus
recent events as they are related to the foreign policy of
this land whose fate has been determined by a most particular
geographic position.
Luxembourg’s history properly begins in 9&3, but
historians, particularly those of Luxembourg, prefer to start
with the Gallo-Roman period, perhaps as much to emphasize the
antiquity of the land as to indicate its character as a border
land even at this early stage of development. Luxembourg en
ters the piges of history with the subjection of Belgian Gaul
to Roman rule under Julius Caesar’s lieutenant, Labienus.
The Gallic population inhabiting the land, the Treviri,
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although they accepted Roman rule through fear of Incursions
by German neighbors to the east consistently maintained a
partloularlst attitude even when they had been appreciably
Romanized.

Their warfare with the Germanic tribes rendered

them stronger than other Celtic tribes and, moreover, the
intercourse introduced Germanic elements into their speech
and culture as the Luxembourg historian Joseph Meysers has
demonstrated.^

The intermingling of races, of cultures, and

the conflict of political groups in this region was apparent
even at this time.
However the industry of generations of Roman gover
nors and administrators was swept aimy as in a flood.

Waves

of barbarians, of Suevi, Alains, and Vandals inundated the
region in 406, devastating it and putting its inhabitants to
the sword.

They in turn were followed by hordes of Huns.

Both groups left few if any settlers in the region, the
Germanic tribes passing on into Spain and Africa, the Huns,
defeated by the Visigoths and Romans, being turned back to
wards the east whence they came.

The banks of the Moselle,

uncultivated and depopulated after the passages of these
peoples were subsequently settled by the Eipuarian Franks.
With the settlement of the Eipuarian Franks along
the banks and tributaries of the Moselle, even as far as the
Meuse, the racial composition and linguistic character of the
Luxembourgeois was set;

whet Celtic and Roman elements

1. Joseph Meyers, «Le Peuple Luxembourgeois,"
Le Luxembourg; Livre du Centenaire. 593.
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remalmeâ were sulœerged Im the FTenklmh flood.

Thereafter,

except for the old merquleete of Arlon, Luxembourg remained
essentially Germanic in speech and customs.

The dialect

•

spoken by the Luxembourgeois to this day called Moselfrankiah
or Letseburgesch. extends throughout the ancient territory of
the county and duchy of Luxembourg, four times larger then
than it is today, and generally throughout the area settled

by the Ripuarian Franks.

Peculiarities of development as

well as borrowing from french render it in many respects dis
tinctive from Middle German and distinguish it as the speech
of a border area capable, under singular circumstances, of
assuming attributes later to be described as national.

In

1939 Letzeburgesch was officially elevated to the dignity of
a national language in company with french and German.

Aside

frmm a legendary infusion of Saxon blood during the reign of
Charlemagne and the actual introduction of French immigrants
into the country during the short rule of Louis XI7 over the
land {1634-1697), the racial coi^osition and cultural pattern
of the Luxembourgeois %ms established definitively during the
fifth century.

They remain a people Frankish in origin,

speaking a Frankish dialect characterized by peculiarities
of development as well as by borrowing from the Celtic, Latin,
and French languages, and generally sharing in the culture of
their Belgian, French, and German neighbors.
The settlements of the Ripuarian Franks preceded by
almost five hundred years the organization of the land and
its peoples into a state.

The territory of Luxembourg,yet to
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be designated as suoh, formed a part of the Merovingian and
Carolingien realms.

And when Lotharingie, of whioh Luxembourg

was a part, was divided between "Germany" and "Franoe" by the
Treaty of Mersen in 870, the line of division ran through the

present Grand Duohy, cutting it from north to south.

The

line of division between Upper and Lower Lotharingie estab
lished by Otto the Great in 959 likewise crossed Luxembourg.
These divisions presaged further conflicting interests in the
region and again testified to its border character.
By a deed of April 17, 963, Siegfried, a younger son
of the House of the Ardennes and reputedly a descendent of the
French Carolingien dynasty, acquired the castle of Lucilinburhu
Lucilinburhuc or luxembourg as the castle, city, and country
beosu^ known was ruled by the dynasty of Siegfried for almost
five hundred years.

By war, purchase, and subterfuge the

House of Luxembourg added to its territorial possessions until
its princes, ruling over lands four times as Large as the pre
sent Grand Duchy, were accounted among the most powerful prince
between the Meuse and the Rhine.

With the election of Henry VX

as emperor in 1308 the fortunes of the House of luxembourgLimbourg entered a period of unprecedented glory.

From 1308

until 1437 the counts, after 1354 dukes, of Luxembourg reigned
as emperors, kings of Bohemia and Hungary, and margraves of
Brandenburg, ruling over a domain which extended from the
Horth Sea and the mouth of the Scheldt to the Eastern

Car

pathians.
The death of the Emperor Sigismond, last surviving
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male of the dynasty established by Siegfried, brought to an
end the period of autonomy enjoyed within the framework of
the Holy Homan Empire and initiated a period of foreign dœaination.

By purchase and conquest Luxembourg passed to Philip

the Good of Burgundy and to his heirs.

As a part of the

Burgundian heritage, Luxembourg was ruled by the dukes of
Burgundy (1443-1506), by the succeeding Spanish Habsburgs
(1506-1714) except for an interval of fourteen years of
French domination under Louis XIV, by Austrian Habsburgs
(1714-1795), and again by the French (1795-1814).

For almost

four centuries Luxembourg served as a pawn in European diplo
macy.

The strategic position of the country, lying as it

did between the Meuse and the Rhine and so near the key cities
of Metz and Verdun, rendered its possession a prime factor
in the wars whioh ravaged the Low Countries,

Habsburg control

of the almost impregnable fortress of Luxembourg— called the
Gibraltar of the North— was long disputed by the Valois and
the Bourbons.

After the defeat of the Emperor Napoleon when

the disposition of the country was raised at the Congress of
Vienna 1814-1815, Luxembourg was treated primarily as a pawn
as it had been so often in its long history.

The fate of the

land was determined by its strategic position and its almost
impregnable fortress.
Initially considered in plans for a Middle Rhine state
and again as compensation to the kings of Saxony and of Bavaria
in the course of the pourparlers, Luxembourg ultimately was
attributed by the great powers at the Congress of Vienna to
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King William I of The Netherlands.

Shorn of its territory

to the east of the Onr and Moselle rivers— a territory ceded
to Prussia— and in compensation for this cession awarded part
of the old duohy of Bouillon, Luxembourg thus reconstituted
was erected into a Grand Duchy and placed under the sovereignty
of William I of The Netherlands as grand duke.

The Grand Duohy

was included in the German Confederation and the capital was

declared a federal fortress.

By a formal agreement between

William I and Prussia, the fortress of Luxembourg was garri
soned by Prussian troops in accordance with the wishes of
Greet Britain and Austria.
Although by the final Act of the Congress of Vienna
Luxembourg was constituted as an independent state and despite
the facts of its inclusion in the German Confederation and the
garrisoning of its capital-fortress with Prussian troops,
William I preferred to treat the land as the eighteenth pro
vince of his kingdom and by a decree of April 22, 1815, joined
it to his realm of The Netherlands,

for the next fifteen

ymrs the Grand Duchy ims administered as an integral part of
his kingdom.

Conseçtuently when the Belgian revolt of 1830

occurred the Luxembourgeois, sharing the political, economic,
and religious disabilities of their brethren, joined in the
revolt against William I.

Only the capital-fortress of Luxem

bourg remained under the authority of King William I; the city
was overawed by the cannon and troops of the Prussians and it
was by the grace of the latter that even a part of Luxembourg
was preserved to the king at this time.

Since King William I

9
proT®a intraasigeat la hi# refusal to accept the settlemeat
recomaeaàeâ by the European powers as provided in the Treaty
of Twenty-Four Articles, November 15, 1831, the status quo
was maintained for eight years during which Luxembourg was
administered a# a d& facto Belgian province.

Only the city

of Luxembourg, by then granted administrative autonomy, recog
nized the authority of the king-grand duke.
This Impasse In relations came to an end with the
Treaty of London, April 19, 1839,

By this treaty Luxembourg’s

boundaries were redefined and the status of the land reaffirmed
Two-thirds of the Grand Duchy comprising a region predominantly
Walloon in speech was ceded to Belgium and designated the Bel
gian Province of Luxembourg. The king of The Netherlands re
tained what was left of the violently amputated land as well
as the grand ducal title.

The Grand Duohy, thus reduced in

territory, remained a member of the German Confederation and
its capital-fortress continued to be garrisoned by Prussian
troops.

The courts of Austria, France, Prussia, Russia, and

Great Britain guaranteed the Twenty-four Articles annexed to
the treaty and forming an integral part of it and consequently
guaranteed the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,

By the Treaty of February 8, 1842,

Luxembourg joined the Zollverein under the special control
of Prussia . In 1848 a constitution was adopted and gradually
a distinctly national administration and series of institutions
evolved.
During this period Luxembourg’s position in internation:
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relations testifies in a striking way to the country*a border
land eharaoter, an odd assortment of ties with neighbors whose
conflicting interests in the region have again and again pre
served its autonomy and latterly its independence.

The

sovereign grand duke, king of The Netherlands, resided at
The Hague.

His prerogatives were exercised on his behalf by

his brother, the prince-lieutenant who resided in Luxembourg.
Cultural and educational ties were with Belgium, commercial
relations oriented towards Prussia and the zollverein. trans
portation facilities involved with those of France, and the
fortress garrisoned by Prussians, while the country was a
rather passive member of the German Confederation.

Still,

the court language was French and the fashions in vogue were
set in Paris; although the dialect was Teutonic, the people
were intensely anti-Prussian in their sentiments.

The melange

of ties and interests is rather astonishing and, graphically
illustrated, would suggest the spokes of a wheel reaching out
in all directions.
During the period 1339-1867 the Luxembourgeois cannot
be said to have had any determining voice in their foreign
relations.

That prerogative remained in the hands of the

sovereign of the land, the king-grand duke.

Inclusion in the

German Confederation had been arranged in the Final Act of
the Congress of Vienna and with the reluctant consent of the
King-Grand Duke William I.

The capital-fortress was garrisoned

by Prussian troops at the insistence of Austria, Prussia,
Russia, and Great Britain rather than by the wish of Luxembourg

Il

or its ruler.

Entry Into the zollverein had been negotiated

in 1842 by the King-Grand Duke William II to remove the
eountry economically at least from Belgian influence.

And

within the German Confederation the role of the Grand Duchy
was unobtrusive in accordance with the wishes of a ruler

who wished to avoid any vexing entanglements capable of
involving even indirectly his neutral kingdom.

Luxembourg

cannot be said to have had a distinctly national foreign
policy during this period.

mined at The Hague,

Its foreign relations were deter

After the Treaty of London, May 11,

1867, however, the Grand Duohy did have a foreign policy—
permanent neutrality— whioh was maintained for almost three-

quarters of a century.

CHAPTER II

HEUTRAIITT 1867-1911

The Treaty of London
The permanent neutrality Imposed upon the eountry in

1867 had its genesis in a Freneo-Prussian quarrel over pos
session of the strategleally important eountry.

As a member

of the German Confederation Luxembourg’s participation bad
been markedly passive.

There was always the plea of the

Dutch official representing Luxembourg and Limbourg that his
majesty wished to avoid entanglements which would involve his
kingdom.

And in deference to the king’s position as a German

prince and at the same time a foreign sovereign, the dominant
powers of the confederation made few demands upon him.

Another

factor permitting this attitude was the family relationship
of the House of Orange-Hassau with the Hohenzollerns of
Prussia,

Thus when the war against Denmark was presented in

1864, Luxembourg preferred to adopt a neutral attitude as
was again done during the Austro-Prussian war of 1866.

With

the latter, the German Confederation ceased to exist.
Bismarck did not invite the king-grand duke to join
the North German Confederation through Luxembourg, perhaps
- 12-
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as ffiuoà to avoid any non-German or foreign ties throngh a
foreign dynasty as to save the eountry for some future diplo
matie maneuver— for inatanee paying off a Prussian obligation.
Hor did the king-grand duke formulate a request to enter the
association; his government was thoroughly weary of suoh rela
tionships . Thus as a result of the Seven Weeks War Luxembourg
enjoyed a more independent position, no longer being a member
of any German Confederation although a Prussian garrison
occupied the fortress.

This occupation was without justifi

cation after the dissolution of the Confederation and commu
nications to this effect were addressed to the Prussian
government by the grand duoal government on June 23, July 12,
and again on October 12, 1866.

Bismarck temporized.

After Sadowa Napoleon III beg^n seeking the compen
sation which he had been led to believe by Bismarck might be
granted France for her policy of non-intervention during the
course of the vmr.

Denied in Belgium, frustrated in the

Bavarian Palatinate, he sought elsewhere for a «pourboire."
Bismarck, who had isolated France as far as Great Britain and
the South German states were concerned by discreet revelations
relevant to Belgium and the Palatinate, now directed Napoleon's
attention to Luxembourg by remarking to the Ambassador Benedett:
that the Grand Duchy, not a member of the North German Confede
ration, was unattached.

The emperor advised The Hague of his

willingness to purchase the Grand Duchy and at the same time
made known his intentions in Berlin, realizing that King
William III of the Netherlands would not act should Bismarck
object.
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The king-granâ duke was willing to sell the Grand
Duohy whose inolusion in the German Confederation had been
a source of distress and worry to the royal government. The
lead, unlike Limbourg, was not contiguous to the kingdom; it
was far-away, its fortress ims garrisoned by foreigners, and
it was not overly profitable— in a word it was a liability.
The royal government, in fear of implication, even refused
to assume the diplomatic representation of the little country
as theretofore when the latter seemed to fall victim to inter
national disputes.

Moreover, The Netherlands feared Prussian

aggression and, with some anxiety, looked to France for sup
port.

Under these circumstances the offer of the emperor

was welcomed.

It would profitably relieve the king-grand

duke of an entangling liability and at the same time gain the
protection of the French for The Netherlands.
After receiving assurances from Bismarck to the effect
that the Prussian government, while public opinion prevented
it from consenting in advance, would accept a fait accompli.
William III advised the emperor that negotiations could begin
subject to certain conditions.

The consent of the population

involved would have to be secured, possibly through a plebis
cite since that expression of popular consent was agreeable
to the tradition of the empire, and also the consent of those
five powers who had guaranteed the territorial integrity of
Luxembourg in the Treaty of 1839 would have to be obtained,
particularly the consent of Prussia.

Negotiations proceeded

favorably and on March 26, 1867, the prince of Orange was
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8$nt to Paris to aotify the emperor that the cession would

take place at The Hague on March 31.

The indemnity was put

at five million francs. The cession was ready to take place
when Van Zuylen, minister of foreign affairs of % e Netherlands,
decided that signing the cession was not within his capacity

but rather devolved on Baron Torneoo, president of the luzembourg government.

A delay ensued pending the arrival of the

Baron Tornaeo.
That interval was sufficient to put an end to the

projected cession.

At a session of the Reichstag on April 1,

the Hanoverian Herr yon Bennigsen spoke in a heated manner
on the proposed cession, claiming the country as German and
urging that on no account should it pass to France.

Bismarck

next spoke on the proposed cession in an equivocal manner but
with implications whioh could not but alarm William III. He
particularly emphasized that the interested powers signatory
to the Final Act of the Congress of Vienna and the Treaty of
1839 shcnild be consulted.

The German press gave itself up

to hysterical outbursts of nationalist sentiment. The next
day The Netherlands government was advised that should the
cession be completed the Prussian government would consider
the act unfriendly.

Ambassador Benedetti was advised that

in view of the warmth of public opinion on the subject it
was impossible for Prussia to consent to the cession.

On

April 3 the Prussian government was advised that the kinggrand duke had broken off negotiations in deference to
Prussia's attitude.
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The press in Pranoe was as vooiferons as that in

Prussia and the other German states,

Sinoe the honor of both

oonntries as placed at stake war seemed probable.

In an

attempt to retrieve something from the diplomatic defeat the
French government declared the honorableness of the negotiations
emphasizing the plans for a plebiscite, and, in a louder tone,
demanded that Prussia withdraw her garrison from a fortress
which could not serve a non-existent German Confederation.
Prussia refused.

France was in no condition to go to war

over a province which could not be obtained legally anyway
since William III had withdrawn his offer.

The only alterna

tive to an undesircable war was an appeal to the powers to
settle the differences between France end Prussia.
Prince Henry of The Netherlands, prince-lieutenant
of the king-grand duke, had ruled the Grand Duohy since 1850
on behalf of his brother, governing conscientiously and wisely.
Fondly attached to the country he had ruled so long he had not
been willing to see his brother dispose of the land.

When the

foreign office of The Netherlands refused to handle grand ducal
affairs, the prince appealed to his uncle, the tsar, to have
Russian plenipotentiaries represent the Grand Duohy in those
countries where Luxembourg had no envoys of her own.^

This

was not a burdensome charge since grand duoal chargés d'affaires
had been sent to Paris and Berlin, the two vital posts of the
moment, as soon as the Luxembourg government had been notified
of the attitude of the royal government.

The arrangement was

1. Paul Weber, Histoire du Grand-Duché de Luxembourg.
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transitory.

With like eoneern the priae® snggestei that, In

the event of a Pmsslan evacuation of the fortress, the place
should be garrisoned by a Luxembourg contingent raised for
that special purpose.

On March 22, 1867, he had proposed to

the grand ducal government whioh he headed that the country
be neutralized.

It was basically this plan which was advo

cated by Austria and finally adopted with some modifications,
After the impasse developed between Prance and Prussia, he
again appealed to the tsar for his patronage in settling the

affair.
On the invitation of the Xlng-Qrand Duke William III,

the powers signatory to the Final Act of the Congress of Vienna
and the Treaty of 1839 met la London together with represen

tatives of The Motherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg.

It was

the first time Luxembourg delegates were admitted to such a
conference although in this case it ims probably because the
government of The Netherlands wished to avoid any appearance
of control over grand ducal affairs.
plenipotentiaries met in London:

On May 7, 1867, the

Austria, Count Appomyi;

Belgium, Monsieur Van de Weyer ; 3Yance, the Prince de la
Tour d ’Auvergne; Great Britain, Lord Stanley; Italy, the
Marquis d’Azeglio; The Netherlands, Baron Bentinok; Luxembourg,

Baron Tornaco and Monsieur Servais; Prussia, Count von
Bernstorff; and Russia, Baron Brunaow,
made by the Austrian delegate.

Two proposals were

In one he suggested that the

Grand Duchy should be united to Belgium while the Belgian
forts of Phillippeville and Marlenburg could be ceded to

IS
franôô in oompensation for her disappointment*

This plan

reqeived no support in Belgium where it was regarded that

sueh a eession would be not only injurious to the realm but
unconstitutional as well.

Actually, Belgium seemed unwilling

to press any elalas for fear of jeopardizing her neutral
position or of antagonizing the court# of Brusala and The
Netherlands. The other recommendation of Austria, originally
forzmlated by Prince Benry of The Netherlands and supported
by Great Britain, arranged for the permanent neutralization
of the Grand Duchy.

This proposal was carried unanimously

at the conference over which Lord Stanley presided.
The Treaty of London of May 11, 1867, tms put into
effect with the exchange of ratifications on May 31 of the
same year.

It became the touchstone of Luxembourg foreign

policy for almost three-quarters of a century, a policy not
abandoned until May 10, 1940.

By Article I of the treaty,

the sovereignty of the king of The Netherlands and the rights
of his descendants and successors of the House of OrangeNassau to the grand duoal throne were reaffirmed. By the same
article the agnates of the kindred House of Nassau were also
maintained in their rights of succession.

Article II estab

lished the perpetual neutrality of the Grand Duohy and placed
that neutrality under the "sanction of the collective guaran
tee of the Powers signing parties to the present Treaty, with
the exception of Belgium, which is itself a neutral State."
Luxembourg urns bound to observe the seme neutrality towards
all other states.

In view of the neutralization established
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by Article H , fortifloations within the country*i frontiers
became unnecessary.

Article III proylded that the city of

Luxembourg, theretofore a federal fortress, should cease to
be a fortified city, admitting only such troops as were neces
sary for the maintenance of public order.

By Article 17 the

king of Prussia agreed to evacuate the fortress of Luxembourg,
withdrawing all of his troops and material of war as quickly
as the circumstances permitted.

And by Article 7 the king-

grand duke undertook the demolition of the fortress and the
conversion of the place into an open city.

Moreoever, the

restoration of the fortress or the maintenance or creation of
a military establishment there was expressly forbidden.
country was in effect demilitarized.

The

By Article fl the signa

tory powers stated that the bonds between Luxembourg and Lim
bourg relative to their representation in the former German
Confederation ceased to exist with the dissolution of the
confederation.
fact.

It was a formal declaration of an established

More important as far as The Netherlands was concerned

was the express recognition that Limbourg formed an integral
part of the kingdom.

Article 711 provided for an exchange of

ratifications in London within four weeks.
The treaty was approved by a grand ducal law of June 21,
1867.

The Prussian garrison withdrew on September 9, 1867, and

the fortress was occupied by Luxembourg troops until the strong
hold had been demolished.

By 1869 most of the defensive works

had been dismantled and by July of the next year Luxembourg
wms an open city.

The country*s neutralized status was
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inseriboâ in the Constitution of 1868; Artiele I deoXareâ:
Grand Dnohy of Lnxombonrg forms an independent State,
indiTisable and inalienable, and perpetually neutral.*

%he

neutrality thus insoribed in the oonstitution #as not annulled
formally until April 28, 1948, although

faeto it ims con

sidered as abrogated on May 10, 1940, with the second German
invasion.
By the Treaty of London Luxembourg became perpetually
neutral, the neutrality was disarmed, and the neutrality and
territorial integrity of the country were collectively guaran
teed by the powers signatory to the treaty.

The nature of

the collective guarantee has given rise to much legal contro
versy.

0. P. Sanger and H. T. J. Norton have treated the

British viei^oint rather extensively, a viewpoint also con
sidered by Ruth Putnam,^

The interpretation of Luxembourg

jurists, reflecting that of the grand ducal ministry of
foreign affairs, would be more relevant as far as the topic
of this study Is concerned and especially sinoe this inter
pretation was maintained during the first World War and there
after until the second German Invasion; the Luxembourg govern
ment, later supported in this interpretation in the League
of Nations, held that the violation of Luxembourg neutrality
by Germany in 1914 did not automatically invalidate the
Treaty of London of 186? nor annul Luxembourg's international
status•
1. See Sanger, C. P., and Horton, H. T. J., England*s
Guarantee to Belgium and Luxemburg.
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Pierre Nhjerua has reviewed the grand duoal interpre

tation in a trenchant, clear manner,^

In placing Luxembourg

neutrality under the oolleotive guarantee of the powers, he

has remarked, the Treaty of 186? made up for the complete
lack of military power which resulted from the demilitarization

of the Grand Duohy.

But unhappily the efficacy of this guaran

tee was perceptibly weakened since the conclusion of the treaty

by the very diversity of interpretations which have been giten.
Pierre Majerus continues his argument by pointing out that
during the very pourparlers preliminary to the Treaty of

London Lord Stanley sought to evade the collective guarantee
by sustaining that in virtue of the Treaties of April 19,
1839, Luxembourg was already under the European guarantee.
However, out of deference to the unanimous desire of the other
powers and "not wishing to oppose the stipulation which alone
would appear to offer a sure guarantee of the maintenance of

the peace of Europe," the British government finally and re
luctantly admitted the principle of placing Luxembourg under
a collective guarantee.

How reluctantly this principle was

conceded became apparent with the formulation of the famous—

or from the Luxembourg viewpoint infamous— British interpretatic
of the nature of the guarantee. On June 14, 1867, a short time
1. Educated in Luxembourg and at the University of
Paris, Pierre Majerus began his career as a barrister in 1933
at the age of twenty-four. Having served as an attach* in the
ministry of foreign affairs in 1936, as secretary of legation
in 1944, counsellor in 1945, and as chargé d'affaires in the
grand duoal legation in Brussels 1944-1947, he vma appointed
chief of the political section of the ministry of foreign
affairs in 1948. Since 1951 he has served as minister to the
Federal Republic of Germany and as chief of the Luxembourg
Military Mission to Berlin.
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after the ooneXusion of the treaty. Lord Stanley asserted in
Parliament that, from the moment there did not exist among
the guarantors ooaplete and unanimous agreement on this subjeot, the guarantee involved only a moral obligation for the
guarantor powers and did not oblige them to defend the neutra
lity of the Grand Duohy by force of arms.

In Lord Stanley's

opinion none of the guarantors would be solicited by Luxem
bourg to act alone or separately.

Such is the British view

point as ascertained by Monsieur Majerus, a viewpoint con
firmed by 0. P. Sanger and H. T. I. Norton in treating the
subject.
Taking the British thesis to task, Pierre Majerus
has demonstrated that it ims evidently contrary to the correct
interpretation of the Treaty of 186? because it obviously did
not correspond to the intentions of the signatory powers.
The whole evolution of the luxembourg question,
as well as the declarations made by the plenipoteniaries in the n a ^ of their respective countries in the
course of the diplomatic negotiations preliminary to
the Treaty of 1867 demonstrate that the collective
guarantee would have to constitute a reinforcement of
the individual guarantee and not, as English states
men latm* pretended, a form more or less mitigated by
the guarantee of common right. The collective guaran
tee would have been purely illusory, if the defection
of one guarantor or the infraction of one guarantor on
the stipulations of the Treaty would have been able to
dispense the others from fulfilling their obligations.
Indeed, the great neighboring States of the Grand Duchy
had assumed the guarantee in the same title as more
distant Powers. Then, as Luxembourg neutrality could
be violated only by one of the neighboring States,
there would never have been any obligation of guarantee
for anyone, if the guarantors necessarily had to act
all together.!
1. Pierre Majerus, Le Luxembourg Indépendant. 42.
Hereafter cited as Majerus.*Te tuxemhourg.
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In support of this interpretation, an interpretation generally
aeoepted on the continent of Europe, Monsieur Majerus oites
a discourse of Bismarck before the Morth German Diet in which
the chancellor declared that the Luxembourg guarantee was

fully obligatory for all the signatories and consequently
Prussia considered it as full compensation for her evacuation
of the fortress of Luxembourg and her renunciation of the
right of occupation.
The same author goes on to state that in ease of the
violation of neutrality, the appeal in guarantee must be
addressed by the Luxembourg government to all the guarantors
at the same time.

They are bound to reply to it, **. . . .the

guarantors must be called upon to act collectively, without,
nevertheless, the failure or defection of one alone or of
several among them being able to release the others from their
obligation of guarantee."

He then cites such emminent authors

as Galvo, de Martens, Geffken, Milovanovitsch, and an opinion
of the Luxembourg Council of State of January 6, 1871, in
support of this thesis,^

Indeed, if the guarantee was to have

any meaning, such would appear to be the only logical inter
pretation.

The nature of the guarantee was a subject of con

siderable discussion in the course of the Franco-Prussian War
and during World War I.

But this aspect of neutrality— the

nature of the guarantee— will be again considered in subsequent
chapters.

Three years after Luxembourg was permanently

1. Majerus, Le Luxembourg. 41-43.
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neutralized, grand duoal neutrality met Its first test during
the Franoo-Prusslan War of 1870.

fhe ?raneo*Frusslan War
The Franoo-Prusslan War passed by Luxembourg but not
without giving rise to some alarm and oeeaslonlng rather vex
ing International exohanges.

The grand duoal government

asked for assuranees from both of the antagonlstle powers
that they would respect the territorial Integrity and neutra
lity of the country.

Such assurances were given to the grand

duoal charges d'affaires, by telegram In Berlin and orally
In Paris.

When Belgian neutrality was being considered for

further confirmation by a new treaty among the five powers,
the Luxembourg government requested slmlllar confirmation of
Its status.

Great Britain and Prussia assured Luxembourg

that the guarantee of 1867, being sufficient, there was no
need for further confirmation.
Despite precautions to preserve careful and strict
neutrality during the war, a train carrying food provisions
slipped through from Luxembourg to the French fortress of
Thlonvllle, then besieged by the Prussians, on September 25»
1870.

The fortress eventually capitulated but Bismarck emp

loyed the violation to gain certain ends with respect to the
grand duoal railway line Guillaume-Luxembourg. Â sharp pro
test ims sent by Bismarck on October 4 with a warning that
Indemnity would be demanded should another violation occur.
The grand duoal government adopted severe regulations to

3)
prevent another amtoward iaoident.

Behaving with dignity,

the Luxembourg authorities were nevertheless alarmed by the
menaeing tone of the Prussians; every effort was made to
eurb publie expression of the francophile sympathies of the
people.

Bismarck sent another note from Versailles on

December 3, 1870, to the grand ducal government in which he
again took up the incident of September 25 and, after list
ing other charges less easily substantiated, he declared that
the Prussian government "can no longer consider itself bound
to any consideration of the neutrality of the Grand Duchy in
the military operations of the German army and measures for
the security of the German troops against the injustice
inflicted on them from Luxembourg."^
The threat of a German military occupation threw
Luxembourg into a panic.

Petitions were sent to the king-

grand duke, the Luxembourg government sent a reply on
December 14 in which most of the charges were refuted and
attention was called to Prussia’s obligations incumbent upon
a signatory of the Treaty of 1867, but the most effective
appeals were lodged by Prince Henry with his uncle, the tsar,
and with his relative, the king of Prussia.

Possibly the

intervention of St. Petersburg and London checked Biscmrck,
and possibly the latter became convinced that Luxembourg’s
military value was less than it had been in 1867, or it may
have been that the country was not considered worth interna
tional complications which might follow its occupation.
1. luth Putnam, Luxembourg and Her neighbours. 292-293-
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Whatever the reasons, which do not seem to have been fully

ascertained, Prussia adopted a less menacing tone in subse
quent notes.

In a curt letter of January 6, 1871, to the

Lu&ambourg government, Bismarck stated that he did not mean
to ignore the Treaty of 186? but merely to protect his country
against violations of neutrality.

On January 21, 1871, the

Prussians asked for an indemnity, either 7,500,000 francs or
as an alternative the Luxembourg railway Guillaume-Luxembourg.
In the Treaty of I^ankfort of May 10, 1871, the German
Esquire was subrogated in the rights of the French Comnagnie

de l'Est to exploit the grand ducal railway line GuillaumeLuxembourg. To secure the approval of the Luxembourg govern
ment, the German government threatened to break off customs
relations, to secure indemnity for the alleged violations
of Luxembourg neutrality during the course of the war, and
to break off postal end telegraphic relations with Germany.
Emmanuel Servals, president of the grand duoal government,

had tried to induce the Belgian government to take over the
franchise to operate the disputed line but Belgium feared
to jeopardize her position.

More than a year passed before

Luxembourg acceded to severe German pressure and signed the
Railway Convention of June 11, 1872, which contained provi
sions necessitated by Luxembourg*s international status.
The provisions were of interest in 1918 when the grand ducal
government invoked them in justification of its simultaneous
denunciation of the customs union and the Railway Convention.
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The {lermn fiormvmmnt pledges itself never to use
the Luxembourg railways for the transport of troops,
arms, material of war, and munitions, and never to
avail themselves of them, during a war in which
Germany may be involved, for the provisioning of troops,
in any way Inoompatibia with the neutrality of the
Grand Duohy and, in general, not to admit nor to per
mit to be admitted any act in eonneotion with the ex
ploitation of the lines which is not in perfect accord
with the duties incumbent on the Duchy as a neutral
State.1
The Franco-Frussian War passed by Luxembourg, leav
ing the country*s neutrality unimpaired.
repercussions.

There were a few

There was some anxiety in the Grand Duchy

lest Prussia occupy the l a M on the pretext of continued
violations of its neutrality on the part of Inxembourg, and
as an indirect result of Germany’s victory the railway
Guillaume-Luxemboura passed under German direction.
otherwise 7»’xembourg*s status remained unchanged.

But

Aside

from the Franco-Frussian War, the three decades preceding the
turn of the century were relatively peaceful, witnessing
but one noteworthy event, a change in dynasties, which, al
though it did not affect the country’s status of neutrality,
was not without significance in national affairs and in
international relations.

In 1890 William III, king of The

Netherlands and grand duke of Luxembourg, died.

With his

death the personal union between Luxembourg and The Netherlands
came to an end.

In The Netherlands the king m s succeeded by

his daughter, the Princess Wllhelmlzm.

But the succession in

Luxembourg, regulated by the Nassau Family Compact of 1783—
confirmed anew in 1814 and applied to the Grand Duchy by the
1. Ruth Putnam, Luxemburg and Her Neighbours. 452.
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Final Aet of the Congress of Tie ana of 1315 and by the Treaties
of London of 1839 and 1867, provided that with the extinction
of the male line of the sovereign House of Orange-Has sau the
throne devolved upon the kindred House of Nassau,

Consequent

ly Duke Adolf of Nassau succeeded William III in Luxembourg
in 1890.
The Grand Duke Adolf had lost his duchy of Nassau
to Prussia in 1866 during the Seven Weeks War.

The new

dynasty thus had no foreign ties of rule like its predeces
sor.

It acclimated itself, assumed a national character, and

with the passage of years and the habit of obedience, entren
ched itself in the affections of the population.

The fact

that, unlike their Protestant forbears, the granddaughters
of Grand Duke Adolf were reared Catholics in an overwhelmingly
Catholic land was of no little Importance In easing the
change.

The Grand Duke Adolf urns succeeded by his son,

William IT, in 1905, and he in turn by his daughter MarleAdelalde in 1912.

The dynasty is admittedly a bulwark in

the preservation of the country’s independence end enjoys
imense prestige and popularity.

The Conventions of The Hague
The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg at the turn of the
Nineteenth Century entered upon a period of extraordinary
prosperity.

The growth of the iron and steel Industry was

phenomenal and, far from displacing other industries, tended
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to stabilize thmi.

Indeed, agrieultore was fortified through

the employment of by-produets of the metallurgical industry

as fertilizers.

This general internal prosperity and stabi

lity had a correspondent in a salutary stabilization of inter
national relations.

The exterior sovereignty of the country

was reinforced and maintained by Paul Eyschen, minister of

state, on every possible occasion.

The Hague Conventions of

1899 and 1907 offered the Grand Duchy an opportunity to
assert its juridical status as a sovereign state and also to
reaffirm its unique personality in the deliverations attend
ing the formulation and signing of the conventions,
Luxembourg aligned itself with the powers represented
at The Hague to sign the final Act of the first Peace Confe
rence and the conventions and declarations annexed to it on
July 29, 1899.

The conventions, having as their objective

the pacific regulation of international conflicts and the
institution of a Permanent Court of Arbitration at The Hague,
as well as a codification of the laws and customs of war,
were approved in a grand ducal law of June 12, 1901.

Eyschen, advocating

Paul

the approval by the Chamber of Deputies,

emphasized the advantages the conventions of 1899 held for
small states.

With reference to the events of 1870 when

Luxembourg's independence was momentarily threatened in the
course of the franco-Prussian War, he pointed out that the
recourse to an international court of arbitration was of
immense benefit for weak states.^
1. Majerus, ^ Luxemhaurg. 50. This source has been
employed almost exclusively in tne formulation of this section,
it, alone, among available works treating the subject adequately
as far as Luxembourg's participation in the conferences is con
cerned .
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The regulation of 1399 eonoerning the laws and eustoms
of war on land provided in its Articles 42 through 56 for the
administration of territories oeeupied by a belligerent.

As

long as the eountry is not annexed the invader will no longer
be absolute master in the invaded country.

This provision

had an indirect application during the first World War when
the Luxembourg government continued to function in an auto
nomous fashion despite the restrictions placed upon the scope
of its operations by the German ü g h Command.

Article 54 in

its stipulation that the material of railways situated in

occupied territories, originating in neutral states, and be
longing to those states, either of companies or of private
persons, would be returned to them as soon as possible by the
belligerents was of great concern to Luxembourg.

However

this matter will be considered in more detail in another
chapter and with reference to particular circumstances.
The Treaty of London of 1867 had disarmed the Grand
Duohy, permitting the government to maintain only such troops
as were necessary for the surveillance and maintenance of
good order.

The frontiers were collectively guaranteed by

the powers signatory to the treaty and consequently any need
for a large defense force was obviated.

But the small body

of troops sufficient to meet internal needs would logically
be inadequate to meet greater military obligations deriving
fr<m war in neighboring territories.

It iras with this situ

ation in mind that Monsieur Eyschen found it necessary to
point out to the Conference of Thé Hague in its session of
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fime 6, lÔ99t that Luxembourg would be unable to assume the
same obligations as the other states with regard to those
dispositions eonoerning the Internment of troops whieh might
pass through neutral territory and with regard to the aid to
be provided easualties of war by neutrals.

On the demand of

the Luxembourg minister of state this declaration was incor
porated in an act by which it was understood to reserve to
Luxembourg all the rights derived from the Treaty of London

of May 11, 1867, and especially from Artioles 2, 3, and 5
of that treaty in the application of the aforementioned dis
positions.^
The plenipotentiaries of the powers represented at
The Hague in 1899 had expressed, in a resolution figuring
in the Final Aot of the First Peace Conference, a series of
intentions relative to the revision of the Convention of
Geneva of August 22, 1864, the regulation of the rights and
duties of neutrals, the limitation of armaments, and the
codification of a certain number of special dispositions
concerning war on land and on sea.
Certain dispositions of the conventions of 1899 were
completed or amended in the Second Peace Conference which
ended with the conclusion of eleven international conventions
signed at %ie Hague on October 18, 1907.
When the Luxembourg Chamber of Deputies met to dis
cuss a law of approbation authorizing the grand duoal govern
ment to ratify the acts of the Second Peace Conference, it
1.
Majerus, Iæ Luxembourg. 51, citing Gaston Wampaoh,
Le Luxembourg neutre, (Paris, 1900), 302.
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was again the ministar of state, Paul Byaahen, who demonstrated
the advantages the eonventions offered small states.

At other

times, he surmised, only the great powers were consulted in
the regulation of European affairs.

Luxembourg had not been

consulted with regard to her own disposition at the Congress
of Vienna in 1814-1815.

Nor was it given any choice in 1867

when the powers neutralized the state, although on this occa
sion grand duoal envoys were consulted and took part in the
deliberations.

But since the First Peace Conference a change

had been produced in international relations.

For the first

time the small states had been invited to participate actively
in the conclusion of conventions regulating the international
situation in Europe and in the world.

The small states were

summoned to sit in full equality with the great powers.

The

action implied the recognition of their rights and of their
juridical personality.
The Fourth Convention of 1907 took up that regulation
of 1899 concerning the lews and customs of war on land.

Sec

tion III of this regulation treated in particular the military
authority of an enemy occupation.

The discussion of the text

brought objections from the Luxembourg, Swiss, and Belgian
delegates.

They demanded a qualifying act declaring that

every occupation in general and indeed of fact would never
apply to countries neutralized by virtue of international
conventions.

Tbe demand was justified by its very logic.

By virtue of their international status the permanently
neutralized countries were in a state of perpetual peace.
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ïfeelp position in the event of nmr urns relatively saerosanot.
In the domain of international law it was ineonoelvable that
in ease of armed oonfliot they should be oonsidered as enemy
states by one of the belligerents sinoe their very status
was in eontradiotion to suoh a supposition.

The oooupation

of a neutral by a belligerent would be in flagrant violation
of the law of nations and would not engender any rights what
soever to the profit of the invader.
In 1899 the delegate from Luxembourg, Paul lysehen,
had insisted that the rights of neutrals be determined as
well as those of belligerents, deiwnstratlng the necessity
of his request by indicating the numerous difficulties to
which Luxembourg was exposed during the course of the FrancoPrussian War because such rights had not been adequately
defined.

A look of clarity and precision in the principles

regulating the conduct of neutral states could constitute a
grave source of danger to those states.

It was imperative,

therefore, that the rights of neutrals be defined in a con
vention whici^ would be of particular interest to the Grand
Duohy.
The Fifth Convention of 1907 constituted a veritable
code for neutrals, settling a host of questions relative to
neutrality.

Articles 1, 2, and 10 enunciate the principle

of the inviolability of neutral states.
Article li
The territory of neutral Powers is inviolable.
Article 2:
Belligerents are forbidden to move troops or convoys
either of munitions of war or of supplies across the
territory of a neutral Power.
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Article 10;
% e fact of a neutral Power resisting, even by
foree, attempts to violate its neutrality can not
be regarded as a hostile set.
Article 10 admits the right of defense even to a disarmed
neutral like Luxembourg,

In the case of Luxembourg, how

ever, this defense could be accomplished almost solely
through the destruction of bridges, tunnels, and those means
of communication employable by the invader. The size of the
country, the smallness of its population, as well as its
disarmed status precluded effective defense by force of arms.
Passive resistance and a token defense, aside from official
protests, constituted a manifestation of moral opposition
to a violation of the state's integrity.
Paul Eyschen as a delegate from Luxembourg was very
active in the deliberations preceding the adoption of certain
articles, particularly those relating to neutrals, and it
has been remarked that among the representatives from neutra
lized states he was more outspoken in his demands for clari
fication of the rights and duties of neutrals than some of
the other delegates. He was certainly responsible for the
adoption of Article 19 of the Fifth Convention of 1907, an
article relating to the railway material of neutrals which
happened to be in the territory of belligerents. Several
tentative proposals of the Luxembourg delegation were not
accepted because of their form— they were not oonsidered
elastic enough to cover most contingencies.

In the debates

relative to the adoption of the article, Paul Eyschen supported
his proposals with full references and reasons drawn from the
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difficulties fais country experienced during tfae FrancoPrussian War,

But the article, as it was finally adopted,

was based on a text submitted by tfae German delegation and
included tfae principle of compensation for tfae use of materialc
neutrals, a factor not mentioned in tfae Luxembourg proposi
tion,^
Article 19:
Bailway material coming from tfae territory of
neutral powers, whether it be the property of tfae said
powers or of c<mpanies or private persons, and recog
nizable as suofa, shall not be requisitioned or utilized
by a belligerent except where and to tfae extent that
it is absolutely necessary. It shall be sent back as
soon as possible to tfae country of origin.

A neutral power may likewise, in case of necessity,
retain and utilize to an equal extent material coming
from tfae territory of tfae belligerent power.
Compensation shall be paid by one party or tfae
other in proportion to tfae material used, and to tfae
period of usage.

Monsieur lysehen explained tfae necessity of this
article as far as Luxembourg was concerned in fais report
to tfae Chamber of Deputies.
Ordinarily at tfae moment of a declaration of war
there has been as much foreign property in our country
as there has been property of Luxembourg in tfae other
country. In this fashion if there w w e a war in Europe
among our neighbors, tfae situation of 1370 would no
longer reourr, when we no longer had a single coach
in tfae country, when everything was beyond our borders,
when our factories had to rmaain at a standstill.
We have obtained this convention by pointing out that
if tfae belligerent states believed themselves autho
rized to expropriate tfae property of a neutral country
or a neutral company because it was necessary for
tfae defense of the fatherland, then tfae neutral
states must maintain themselves also and defend their
fatherland. It is absolutely necessary that our
1.
Antonio S. de Bustamante, **Tfae Hague Convention
Concerning tfae Right and Duties of Heutral Powers and Persons
in Land Warfare," American Journal of International Law, 1903,
II, 95-120.
----------------------------------
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Industry be able to continue operating. We have the
defense of the capital which has been immobilized,
the defense of the interests of the neutrals, and in
the discussion we have demonstrated with precision
that this right of the workers and manufacturers was
as sacred as that of the belligerent countries.^
The Conventions of 1899 and of 1907, despite their
imperfections and their omissions, were a step forward in
the evolution of the law of nations, notably in sanctioning

implicitly the juridical equality of all of the states
irrespective of their territorial extent, the resources they
commanded, or their military potential.
tribunal they were in theory equal.

In the international

It was this aspect of

the Conventions of The Hague, the equality of the participants,
which was of moment to Luxembourg at the time.

The stipula

tions relative to neutrals were to be invoked within less
than a decade in justification of grand ducal policy.

1, Majerus, Le Luxembourg. 54-55# quoting "Compterendu des seances du“T5kâSî»re, 1^11-12," 2865/2866.
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HEOÏEALITÏ 1914-1940

The First Qeraaa Violation of Neutrality
On June 28, 1914, as all the world knoim, Arehduke
Franz-Ferdlnand of Austria-Hungary and his wife were assas
sinated at Sarajevo,

As the storm that ims eventually to

overwhelm Europe began to brew there was little anxiety in
Luxembourg during the month of July.
distant.

The trouble was far

Luxembourg; permanently neutralized by the powers,

appeared oomparatively secure.

If war should develop between

France and Germany it was hoped that the neutrality of the
Grand Duohy would be respected as it had been during the
course of the Franco-Prussian War.

Paul lysehen, minister

of state and president of the government, later alarmed by
the turn of events, interrupted his cure at the baths of Ivian
and returned to his post on July 29.

It became the immediate

concern of the government to obtain adequate provisions for
the country in case the grand duoal frontiers were closed to
commerce through a war between Luxembourg’s neighbors.

On

the morning of July 31 the news that the bridges on the
Moselle were barricaded along the German frontier augmented
-37-
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the alarm of a population already disturbed by the closing of
the border to grand duoal imports, a restriction imposed by
Luxembourg’s neighbors.

The government appealed to Belgium

that an exception might be made in the Grand Duchy’s favor
but the Belgian government replied that it could do nothing.
Â stoiliar appeal to France received a negative reply.

Ger

many conceded that provisions might be introduced through
the port of Antwerp end through ports of The Wetherlands.
A demand for Imcembourg-owned crops on the German banks
of the Sure and Moselle rivers was rejected by Germany ; the
owners would be granted adequate payment but the crops th«nselves would remain in the Belch.
On July 31 the grand ducal government sought from
the German and the French governments, through their ministers
to the grand duoal court, Herr von Buoh and Monsieur Mol lard,
formal assurances that they would respect the neutrality of
the Grand Duchy.

Suoh an assurance had been given in 1870

with the advent of the Franco-Prussian War.

Since neither

government g&re an immediate reply, the Luxembourg minister of state anxiously renewed his government’s demand on August 1
for suoh a declaration.
Because Luxembourg occupied a strategic position
between France and Germany, the question of grand duoal
neutrality had necessarily entered early into the plans and
military preparations of the antagonistic powers who were
also guarantors of the country’s neutrality.

The fate of

the Grand Duchy was decided in the foreign offices and
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military headquarters of France and Germany long before the
assassination of Archduke FTanz-Ferdinand furnished them an
occasion for war.

®he military plans of the two powrs could

not be well considered without reference to The Netherlands,
Belgium, and I^axembourg.

The strategic plans of France with

respect to Luxembourg, being essentially of a defensive
character, did not envisage military operations in grand
ducal territory.

But on the German side, to the contrary,

passage through Luxembourg and Belgium formed and essential
part of the offensive operations of the Sehlieffen Plan of
1905. In his last memorandum of December, 1905, the chief
of the German General Staff voiced the opinion that, aside
from the official protests of its government, the violation
of Luxembourg neutrality would not have important consequences."
Belgian neutrality remained a vexing problem in pre-war dis
cussions between London and Berlin but as to the question of
Luxembourg a complete silence was maintained.

Whitehall had

alvrays differentiated between its guarantees to Belgium and
to Luxembourg; the guarantee to the latter was collective and
proposed joint action in its maintenance.

2

The military

plans of France and Germany were given application; the inten
tions of the respective governments were made manifest in the
first days of August, 1914.
On August 1 the Luxembourg government had renewed its
1, Majerus, jye Luxemburg. 59, citing Paul Herre, Die
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2. Ruth Putnam, Luxembourg and Her Neighbours. 367.
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that Rramae and Germany deelar# their intentions of
abiding by the Treaty of London,

May

11, 1667, and

the

Conventions of The Hague of 1699 and

1907 to which

theywere

signatory.
Through the Agence Havas information was secured to
the effect that France would not infringe neutrality unless
she were obliged to do so in self-defense through a German

Vkiation of Luxembourg soil.

In an official reply of August 2

the French government assured the government of Monsieur

lysehen that it would respect Luxembourg* s neutrality in
conformity with the Treaty of London of 1667, adding, however,

that this adhesion to the treaty was
In conformity with this attitude

contingent on

Germany's.

theFrench tore up the rails

on their side of the frontier at Mont-Saint Martin-Longwy,

Despite German allegations, no French troops ever crossed
the Luxembourg frontier at any time prior to the German
invasion.

2

On July 31 Germany had closed her frontier to the
exportation of food products to Luxembourg, an aot in direct
violation of the Treaty of Customs-Dnion with the Grand Duchy.
Protests against the violation and a demand that Germany

1. " . . . The violation of this neutrality by Germany
would, however, be an act of a kind which would compel France
frmi that time to be guided in this matter by care for her
defense and her interest.” Communication of Rene Viviani,
President of the Council, Minister for Foreign Affairs, to
Monsieur Mollard, French Minister to Luxembourg, dated Paris,
August 1. 1914. American Journal of International Law, SunnlemeSt/Offiolal Docuniats, l»ïÿ,

------

2. Ruth Putnam, Luxembourg and Her Neighbours. 9.
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aeolare her iatemtloa to respect Luxembourg neutrality were
equally ignored by the imperial government which did not
deign to reply.

On August 1 at Trois Vierges near the

German border Luxembourg territory ims violated by German
troops.

The village was occupied» the telegraph taken over,

and the rails near the border torn up for a distance of 150
meters.

The troops retired the evening of the same day under

the pretext of an error. Telegrams were sent to the imperial
chancellor and minister for foreign affairs protesting the
territorial violation.

The incident at Trois Vierges was

but a prelude; the invasion by German troops would have
taken place the same day had not the action been delayed
for twelve hours by reason of the famous «misunderstanding»
between Grey and Lichnowsky.^
War had not yet been declared against France when,
on August 2, 1914, battalions of the German army of the crown
prince occupied the Grand Duchy in several hours.

Disarmed

by virtue of international treaty the Grand Duchy was inca
pable of defending its neutrality by force of arms.
tion was necessarily token.

Opposi

Monsieur Eyschen ordered Major

van Dyck to station himself on the terminus of the road from
Trêves» at the Font du Ohateau, and formally protest to the
first German troops to appear. The major placed his car, a
court vehicle, across the road and awaited the invader.

It

was this incident of a court ear employed to block a road
which gave rise to the legend that Grand Duchess Marie-Adelaide
1. Majerus, Le Luxembourg. 60, citing Paul Herre, op. cl
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baû, with tearful distress, opposed the Invading Germans In
person*

Protests were Imaediately lodged with the eommanding

officers of the invading troops.

Telegram after telegram to

Berlin demanding an explanation remained unanswered and the
grand duchess was obliged to add her personal appeal to those
of her government.^
The powers signatory to the Treaty of london, 1867,
were notified of the violation of Luxembourg neutrality which
they had collectively guaranteed.

Telegrams were sent at

7:00 A.M., August 2, to the ministers of foreign affairs in
Brussels, The Hague, London, Paris, St. Petersburg, and
Vienna•
The German government, dunned for an explanation,
at first sought to excuse its actions as being not hostile

1. The Grand Duchess Marie-Adelaide succeeded to the
throne on the death of her father, William IV, on February 25,
1912. 1er mother served as regent during the first few
months of her reign until the grand duchess attained her
majority. Although greeted with enthusiasm at the beginning
of her reign, her popularity w&ned. Her reluctance to sign
a liberal sholastic law in 1912 alienated the sympathies of
the parties of the Left. Iforeoever, her piety— alw»8t to
a degree approaching mysticism, her choice of a chaplain
described as reactionary, and her reliance on the party of
the Bight were not agreeable to the Left. Her conduct dur
ing the German occupation was patriotic, proper, a M correct,
but the parties of the Left, with extreme vindictiveness,
interpreted her policies as anti-constitutional and proGerman, Their opposition, coupled with the hostility of
France and Belgium to her, forced the grand duchess* abdica
tion on January 9, 1919. In 1920 she entered a Carmelite
convent as a novice but because of poor health she was forced
to leave. She then joined the Little Sisters of the Poor.
In 1924 she died at the age of thirty. The cause of her
beatification and possible canonization has been introduced
at the Vatican.

w
in eharmqter but protective.

They were "preventive measure®

taken for the protection of the railroads which, in conse
quence of the treaties existing between Germany and the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg, were under German a d m i n i s t r a t i o n This
note was communicated through the German minister, Herr von
Buch.

Â despatch from Herr von Jagow, minister of foreign

affairs, to Monsieur lysehen offered Luxembourg full compen
sation for any injuries inflicted on the country.
The German reply was rejected as unsatisfactory,

The

treaties concluded between the Grand Duchy and the Xmpire

with reference to the imperial administration of custom and
railways emphatically prohibited the use of those rallmays
for military purposes under any eirctmstances.

Hot only the

treaty of neutrality but also the economic conreatlons si^ed
by Genaany iaid been violated.

In a second reply from Berlin

the violation was declared occasioned by the aggressive action

of French troops on the Luxembourg frontier ; the invasion by
German troops was consequently declared defensive and preven
tive^

Monsieur lysehen telegraphed that this reply was equally

unsatisfactory.

The French had never Invaded the Grand Duchy

and moreover, as evidence of their good faith, they had even
torn up the rails on thair side of the frontier.

Nowhere was

there any evidence to substantiate the German allegation.
The minister suggested that false news of Luxembourg*s posi

tion had been disseminated deliberately to obscure the truth.
The suggestion cnas made with indirect reference to a
1. Ifojerus, Le Luxembourg. 61,
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jaroclamtion printed in Coblenz and issued by General Tulff
▼on fseàope. Commander of the Cerman Sighth Army Corps, mhieh
deelareds

"The enemy has forced Germany to drew the sword.

Franee, having violated the neutrality of luxembourg, has
initiated hostilities— aa has been established beyond the
least doubt— on Luxembourg soil against German troops."

The

proelamation was not generally distributed, but the grand
duoal government obtained a few eopies and employed them
to demonstrate how unsatisfactory and contradictory were the
German explanations.

In a discourse delivered in the Chamber of Deputies,
convened in extra session on August 3 Monsieur Eyschen denounce»
Germany's culpability.

"The two facts," he said, "on which

the occupation is based and of which the proclamation signed
by the general speaks are false . . . I declare it before the

country and before Europe.
The German Chancellor von Bethmann-Sollweg at a
session of the Imperial Reichstag admitted the validity
of the Luxembourg protestations and that the military
oooupation was a wrong.

With some regard for standards

of propriety and justice, he promised reparation for the
damages incurred through the occupation.

At the same

time he sought to justify Germany's action by insisting
that the Empire, being in a state of defense, was forced
by aacessity to follow its course of action.

1. Majerus, Le Luxembourg. 61.

Heoessity
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knew no law.^
The measures adopted by the goTernment were eonfirmed
by the Chamber of Deputies,

In the session of August 3 the

minister of state, Monsieur Sysehen, reminded that body that
true sovereign powers remained with them, and that it w&a
within their prorinoe to aet in all that ooneerned the inter*
nal administration of the eountiy

"there is an oooupation

in faot, oertainly, but Luxembourg's rights have, up to the
present, suffered no modifiestion nor alteration in law.
This is an extremely important faot and I desire to empha
size it."

8(me momentary eonsolation was derived from the

German deolaration that no aots of warfare wuld be oommitted
and that the oooupation was to be a brief passage only.
In a message addressed to the Chamber of Deputies at
the opening of a new session on November 10, 1914, the Grand
Duehess Marie-Adelaide, after summarizing the dispositions
1.
"We are in a state of legitimate defense and
neoessity knows no law.
"Our troops have oeeupied Luxemburg and have perhaps
already entered Belgium. This is oontrary to the dictates
of international law. fiance, has, it is true, declared at
Brussels that she vms prepared to respect the neutrality of
Belgium so long as it was respected by her adversary. But
we know that France m s ready to invade Belgium. France
could wait; we could not. A French attack upon our flank in
the region of the Lawer Rhine might have been fatal. We were,
therefore, compelled to ride roughshod over the legitimate
protests of the Governamints of Luxemburg and Belgium. For
the wrong which we are thus doing, we will make reparation as
soon as our military object is attained." Communication from
the Belgian Minister at Berlin to the Belgian Minister for
Foreign Affairs quoting a speech of the Imperial Chancellor,
^ r i c a n Journal ^ International Law, Supplement/Official
Documents, 1915, Tl ,70.
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m»6e by her gmrermm#m% âurl&g the preeeâiag months, deolared:
Oar rights remain entire them, elthongh they have
been ignored . . •

The eonntry does not eonsider itself in any way
released from the obligations imposed npon it by the
international treaties. As in the past it will eontinne to falflll them loyally. Oar protest remains
standing aonseqnently and We maintain it in all its
terms.
@ins4 it has been independent, the Grand Dnohy has
enjoyed a real prosperity. The people have been truly
happy, the national hymn proolalms it without eease.
However small and weak. Our State has known amply how
to fulfill its duties, as well in relation to its
neighbors as with regard to Its own citizens.

Luxembourg has documented its vitality fully; it
has given proof also of its right to existence. It
wishes and it must continue to live.^
The response of the Chamber, adopted unanimously

in a session three days later, echoed the sentiments of
her royal highness.

The Powers signatory to the Treaty of London of
1867 have guaranteed the perpetual neutrality of the
Grand Duchy and have imposed upon it the obligation
of dismantling its fortress while forbidding it to
maintain an army. The Grand Ihiohy has fulfilled its
obligations and, while its neutrality has been vio
lated, Sovereign, Government, and Chamber have
uttered, with the same ardor, the same protest; and
rightly does the discourse from the Throne proclaim
that our rights rmmin entire although ignored, and
that the country does not consider itself released
A^om its obligations which international treaties
impose on it . . .
Scrupulous respect for treaties has been our
strength in the past. More than ever it will be
our line of conduct in the present and our safeguard
for the future,2
1. Majerus, Le Luxembourg. 62.
2 . 0£. cit.. 63.
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In the opinion of the Lmcembonrg authorities, the
Grand Duehy's neutrality had been violated but it did not
neoessarily follow that neutrality had been abrogated.

Sinee

neutrality had been imposed by an international treaty to
whieh the Grand Duehy was signatory it could be annulled only
by a similiar instrument.

It was aooordingly the duty of the

grand duoal government to fulfill its obligations insomuoh as

it was possible under the German occupation.

The Grand Duchy's

status had been established by law and strict adherence to the
law would justify the eventual restoration of complete neutra
lity.

Recourse to force would be futile.

The attitude adopted

by the authorities also permitted them to retain their adminis
trative autonomy and through it to provide, as well as the
circumstances permitted, for the needs of the population.

The

country had to live with its uninvited end unwelcome intruders
for four years.

In its constant effort to maintain its autho

rity against the encroachments of the German military autho
rities the grand duoal government was reduced to issuing
declarations, lodging appeals and making protests before the
German imperial court, and, when the threat of force did not
dictate a grudging and protesting submission, rejecting
demands made by the Geimns.

illegal

Smphasia was placed on the moral

and legal rights of the government.
The Luxembourg government considered the statute of
neutrality as juridically intact and held itself to a strict
observance of the regulations concerning neutrality inscribed
in the Fifth Convention of The Hague of 1907.

These regulations
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dictated %h& rlgàts amd dutias of naatral powars la eaaa of
war on land.

In thalr efforts to apply the regnlatioas the

Inx^boorg authorities ware often rigorously opposed by the
German military emmanders, speelfioally with regard to grand
duoal diplomatie relations and the internment of escaped pri
soners of war.
The right of legation is an essential prerogative of

sovereign states.

But diplomatic relations, particularly vital

to the Grand Duehy at this time because the German occupation
had suspended other means of communication, were nevertheless
severed by the German military authorities.

The detrimental

effect of the expulsion of envoys accredited to the grand
duchess and of the severing of full diplomatic relations with
other powers through German insistance became evident in the
immediate post-war years.

The Grand Duchy was deprived of

official observers capable of speaking on behalf of the grand
duchess and her government ; their position at the grand duoal
court would have acquainted them with the activities of the
government and permitted them to submit to their respective
governments facts which later were obscured in a plethora of
irresponsible rumors and malicious propaganda.
On August 4, 1914, the German minister to the grand
duoal court, Herr von Buch, advised Monsieur Byschen that
unless the minister of Ihrance, Monsieur Mollard, did not vacate
his post and re-enter France shortly, he would be placed under
surveillance and the possibility of arrest by the German mili
tary authorities.

Minister Mollard, advised of this ultimatum
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by Monsieur lysohen» eoranended bis fellow ocuntrymenb to the
proteotion of the grand duoal government and left the country.
The presence of the Belgian minister, Count Jehay van
der Steen, was tolerated for a few more days but he also was
expelled by the Germans on August 3.

As an eye-witness he

published in 1915 an account of the first days of the German
occupation which to a large measure exonerated the conduct of
the Luxembourg authorities.

With reference to his expulsion

his recommendations were reflected In the immediate attitude
of hie government.

"The Belgian Government, considering that

the Grand Duoal Government had no choice in their attitude,
and that the course they had been obliged to adopt in no way
implied any discourteous intention towards the King of the
Belgians or towards Belgium, decided that there was no reason,
in these circumstances, for requesting the Luxembourg Charge
d*Affaires to leave Belgium.
Despite these incidents both the french and Belgian
governments carried on relations with the grand ducal charges
d*affaires in their respective countries.

Unfortunately the

absence of proper oomunicetions with their home government
limited the scope of the activities of the grand ducal charges
d'affaires, confined, for the most part, to the charge of
their nationals resident in France and Belgium.
In May, 1915, the Luxembourg government became
thoroughly exasperated when the Italian minister. Count della
1. Coaaminication of the Belgian Minister for Forel^
Affairs to the Belgian Ministers at London. Paris, and St.
Petersburg, dated Brussels, August 10, 1914. American Journal
of International Law. Supplement/Official Dooiments, 19l?,
IX, 91^92.
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forre, was obligea to leave the country on the deatané of the
German legation.

A sharp protest was lodged with the minister

from Germany but it was without effect.

A letter of May 30,

1915» to Count della Torre expressed the indignation of the
court to which he was accredited*

"The Luxembourg Government

must protest sharply against the expulsion of a foreign minister
accredited to Her Royal Highness, the Grand Duchess; it is a
new violation of the sovereignty of the Grand Duchy of which

an account will be demanded in proper time and place,
On the departure of the diplomatic representatives
the Luxembourg government hastened to create consular services
to aid French, Belgian, and Italian subjects commended to its
care and protection*
With the initiation of hostilities near its borders
the Luxembourg led Cross, constituted on the basis of the
Convention of Geneva of July 6, I906, was organized to aid the
wounded.

It was granted official recognition in a grand ducal

decree of August 9» 1914.

% e organization continued the

charitable and humanitarian traditions manifested by the
country during the franco-Prussian War when the wounded had
been cared for and food sent to needy areas.

Again during the

first months of the war the wounded were received into the
Grand Duchy.
Although the government followed an official policy
of required neutrality the Luxembourgeois individually did
not adhere to such a course.

Several thousand young

1. Arthur Herchen, History of the Grand Duchy of
luxembourg. 202.

Lmiembourgeoia in Franee ant lalgiam anllstet In the armies
of those oountries ant among them some 2,000 fell on the
battlefielt.^

their saerifioe was oommemoratet with a

memorial in the capital sinee testroyet by the Hazis during
World War II.
Even the nature of the oeeupation was bitterly dis
putet by the Luxembourg governaent.

In the month of June,

1915, the German authorities be^ua. to treat Luxembourg as a
theater of war as well as oeeupied territory.

The pretension

that the territory was a theater of war permitted the Germin
military authorities to employ their own military code in
punishing subjects of the grand duchess who rendered themselves
culpable of acts qualified by the Germans as espionage and
treason.

The Luxembourg authorities denied the validity of

such an extension of military jurisdiction.

They refuted the

claim by sustaining that, according to the German foreign
office, Luxembourg was occupied solely to protect the railways.
Accordingly those dispositions relative to the occupation of
enemy territory were inapplicable within the Grand Duchy,
Patently the declarations of the German foreign office and
German military headquarters were in certain respects contra
dictory.

îtoreover, the Luxembourg authorities advanced the

theory that areas which were the scenes of actual warfare
alone could be considered proper theaters of war; the Grand
Duehy, far from the front, certainly could not be so
1. Arthur Herchen, History of the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg. 209.

5a
qualified.

The German goTernment remained indifferent to

these objections, haughtily disdaining to reconcile discre

pancies.
Acting on its thesis that Luxembourg was a theater
of war, the German military authorities proceeded to arrest
and even to condemn to death Luxembourg subjects through
imperial courts-martial.

Acts contrary to German military

interests were interpreted as acts of espionage and treason
by officers of the Reich.

Adding insult to injury they

indicated their contempt for Luxembourg's sovereign rights
by transporting indicted grand duoal subjects beyond the
borders to Trêves for trial.

Marcel Noppeney, the guiding

spirit of the ooroittees of aid for Belgians end the French,
was condemned to death three times,^

Through the personal

intercession of the grand duchess before the German emperor
many death penalties, even those against Belgians and French
citizens, were commuted.

Insisting that the arrest of Luxem

bourg subjects was contrary to the autonomy, sovereignty, and
neutrality of the country, the grand duoal government resorted
to a series of futile protests with the German commandant,
üixembourg officials alone were declared competent to inter
vene in instances where the grand duoal penal code had been
violated; it was inconceivable that a foreign penal code
should be applied without any legal Wisis whatsoever.

The

Germans maintained their viewpoint despite these protests.
Luxembourg's agriculture and industry had been able
1. Paul Weber, Histoire du Grand-Duché de Luxembourg. 59

%Q absorb several àuadred eseaped prisoners of %mr, several
of whom were eventually arrested by tbs German military
authorities when information oonoerning their whereabouts
was revealed.

Immediately the Luxembourg government deolared

itself ready to fulfill its duties as a neutral In oonformity
with Art!ole 13 of the fifth Convention of The Hague by whieh
the state had the right of oaring for esoaped prisoners of
war.

The assertion of this right was Ignored by the govern

ment of the Eeieh.
However, despite the ever-present threat of ooeroion,
the Luxembourg authorities were able on oooasion to manifest
their opposition to the illegal pretensions of the German
oommamdaat.

Just as the German oomzmndant ignored the just

protests of the oivil authorities, so the oivll authorities
ignored the demands of the oommandant when oooasion permitted.
Besides the esoaped prisoners of war many German oonsoripts had found seoret refuge in the Grand Duohy through
the ooz^assion of the Luxmabourgeois. Constant searohes for
them were made by the Germans.

In pursuit of suoh fugitives

from the Wehrmaeht. agents of the German seoret police demanded
the right to inspect the registries of the communes in which
were inscribed arrivals and departures. The registries would
have provided an ideal means of controlling the movements of
the population and of discovering the presence of fugitives.
The communes had been directed by the central govemwnt to
obtain instructions from the capital whenever the German
officials made extraordinary demands upon them.

In this
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matter on the speelfie Instruetions of the government, the
oommnee refused to surrender the registries.

Sueh Informa

tion would have plaoed at the disposal of the Germans another
means of otmprtmislng the sovereignty of the Orand Duehy and
consequently would have impaired further the jurladiotion of

the government.

It would also have otmpromised the neutrality

of the state as it was being maintained by its government.
The supervision of foreigners had beeome a vexing
problem for the German oommandant who demanded that the laws
with respect to them be altered.

Specifically he demanded

that the grand ducal government introduce identity cards
which every inhabitant of the country would be required to
carry on his person at all times.

The commandant threatened

that if the government refused to cooperate in this matter
he himself would make the necessary dispositions to secure
this end.

The government categorically denied the demand

and refused to accede in any way.
In August, 1917, and again in September, 1918, Allied
aviators crashed in Luxembourg and were immediately interned
by the grand ducal government in application of Article 11 of
the Fifth Convention of The Hague.

The German comanandant

demanded that the aviators be delivered to his authority.
Again the claim that Luxembourg was a theater of war subject
to military regulations was advanced. And again the grand
ducal government reiterated its declaration that Luxembourg,
despite the occupation, considered itself bound by its con
ventional obligations.

As a neutral and sovereign state, a
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sl@am%ory of the fifth Convention of % e Hague, It #a# obli
gated in this olreumatanoe to apply Article 11 of that con
vention.
The Araiatlee of November 11, 1918, aside from bring
ing a psyehologioal sense of relief that the German oeeupation
had finally ended, soon raised the question of cordial rela
tions between the grand duoal government and the victorious
Allies.

There was the matter of the German occupation in

itself.

There were also questions as to the répercussions

the occupation might have on the international status of the
Grand Duchy.

The continued validity of the Treaties of 1839

and 1867 with respect to Luxembourg was being seriously ques

tioned by groups in Belgium and France, albeit with full regard
to their own national interests.
The grand ducal government consistently defended its
proposition that the violation of Luxembourg neutrality by
Germany could not involve the abrogation or forfeiture in
full right of the international stipulations regulating the
status of the Grand Duchy.

An international treaty, it

declared, does not lose its validity by the sole fact that
one of the signatories fails to fulfill its obligations

although such a failure on the part of a contracting party
undoubtedly alters the effectiveness of the treaty.

But

juridically, if the failure to fulfill the dispositions of

a treaty by one of the parties implicitly released the other
parties from their treaty obligations, each signatory would
have too convenient a means of rendering completely illusory

$6
the execution of the treaty, particularly should some of the
obligations be burdensome,^
According to certain hypotheses the war extinguished
treaties previously concluded among the belligerents.

This

premise as far as Luxembourg was concerned seemed inadmissable
to the government ; the rights acquired by the Grand Duohy
could not be affected In the same manner,

Luxembourg had not

been actively implieeted in the conflict despite the occupa
tion,

It had maintained an attitude of neutrality and imd

attempted to fulfill the obligations assigned to it in conse
quence of its international status.

The Netherlands, equally

signatory to the Treaty of London of 1867 which also eettled
the affairs of the duchy of Limbourg, had not been in a
state of war during the conflict end yet no changes were

being suggested for The Netherlands.

The thesis that multi

lateral treaties concluded between belligerent states and
third states cannot be impaired by that war, that the treaties
remain in force, iwas employed to refute the charge that
2

Luxembourg’s neutrality was superceded.

The Treaty of 1867 had been signed with the great
powers by Luxembourg in full juridical Independence and

sovereignty,

Neutralization had not negated its character

as a sovereign state although the attribute of warfare was
restricted.

Luxembourg’s international status could be modi

fied by 8 convention of the powers signatory to the Treaty
of 1867 with the consent of the Grand Duohy.
1. Majerus,

2. Ibid.

Luxembourg, 68.

The Grand Duchy

y?
did not manifest by an express dennneiation its will to dis
engage itself from the stipulations contained in the relevant
treaties as Belgium did, when, after the War of 1914-1918,
she renounced her status of permanent neutrality.

status legally remained unaltered,

Luxembourg*s

lowever, its actual posi

tion in continental affairs was precarious and undetermined
for several years after the conclusion of the Armistice.
The Clerman troops evacuated the country, followed by
Allied troops converging on the Rhineland to occupy that
region.

On November 18, 1918, Genwal Pershing addressed to

the Luxembourg population a proclamation expressing the dis
interested cordiality of the United States of America.
After four years of the violation of its territory,
the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg has just been happily
liberated. Your liberation from the German occupation
has been exacted from the invaders by the American
and Allied armies as one of the conditions of the
prevailing Armistice. It becomes necessary now for
American and Allied troops to establish and maintain
there for a certain time their lines of supplies.
The American troops have come into the Grand Duehy
of Luxembourg as fricMs and will conduct themselves
rigorously according to international laws. Their
presence, which will not be prolonged longer than will
be strictly necessary, will not be a burden for you.
The functioning of your government and of your insti
tutions will not be impeded in any manner. Your life
and your occupations will not be troubled. Your per
son and your property will be respected.^

General Pershing*# proclamation was reassuring and in accord
with President Wilson*e statement in 1918 that ^Luxembourg is a
neutral State, and it alone must decide its own future.
1. Majerus, Le Luxembourg. 69, quoting Livre gris
luxembourgeois. 1919, 114.
.
2. Dmietrius C, Boulger, "The Historic Claim of Belgium
to Luxembourg," Contemporary Review. Clf, Feb., 1919, 168.
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Imiembowpg* a oeoupation by Allied troops eodored for
six momths without serious Imoldent.

On So?emb#r 21 Amerlesm

troops passed before the grand duoal palaoe where General
Pershing In ooapamy with the Grand Duchess %arle-Adelaide
reviewed them.
Iuxembourg*s position at the moment of the Armistice
ims precarious and rmmlned questionable to a gradually
lessening degree for the subsequent seven months.

The strain

of the German occupation both psychologically and economically
had a disturbing effect on the population.

An antl-dynastlc

movement coupled with the uncooperative attitude of different
political parties Impaired confidence In the government and
consequently reduced Its prestige both at home and abroad.
At the same time that the government was weakened by Internal
political strife it suffered from attacks In the foreign press.
Its wartime conduct was questioned. Its Integrity debated*
There were demands that the dynasty, denounced as pro-German
and absolutist, be deposed; at the same time and perhaps
corollary to this demand the population was subjected to
propagent advocating annexation to Belgium or Prance. There
were riots In the capital and the grand duchess was obliged
to withdraw to one of her châteaux.

The refusal of Porelgn

Minister Plohon of Prance to resume diplomatic relations with
the government of the Grand Duchy as well as the nonoooperatlve
attitude of the other Allies had a decisive effect In the
country.

On January 9, 1919, an abortive revolt broke out

In the capital and on the same day the Grand Duchess
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M&rle-Aâelalâe aMioateâ the throme aaâ «as sueoeeded by her
sister, the Prineess Charlotte.

To forestall any foreign

intervention and at the same time to settle domestic problems,
the government decided to hold a referendum on the questions
of the dynasty and the negotiation of a customs-union.

About

the same time that the government announced this decision,
Belgian delegates to the Paris Peace Conference made a formal
demand for the annexation of Luxembourg to Belgium.^

This

threat to its independence served to unify the nation and
rally support to the dynasty.

Unskillful Belgian propaganda

coupled with Belgian claims had the effect of creating an
anti-Belgian movement within the Grand Duchy.

The release

of a preliminary draft of the Treaty of Peace including
those articles relative to I^xembourg provoked anger in the
Grand Duchy that the country had not been consulted.

The

results of the plebiscite of September 28, 1919, indicate
the temper of the country:

the people voted almost three

to one for an economic agreement with France rather than
with Belgium, and the reigning Grand Duchess Charlotte

1.
"Many Belgians had expected the aquisition of
the grand duohy to be one of their country’s gains from the
irer, forgetting that in the eighty years that had passed
since Belgium and laxemburg were separated, the latter had
acquired a national spirit of its own. The Belgian govern
ment, which had unsuccessfully tried to enlist the support
of the United States in its attempt to annex Luxemburg, was
equally unsuccessful in its efforts to have Belgian, not
French, troops named to occupy the grand duohy until after
the negotiations at Paris were completed." Jane K. Miller,
Belgian Foreign Policy Between Two Wars, 177.
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received almost 80^ of the vote east on the Issue of the
dynasty.^

While the very fate of the country was momen

tarily hanging in the balance, the land’s status of perma
nent neutrality was questioned in the Treaty of Versailles.

The Treaty of Versailles
Although the Paris Peace Conference occupied itself
with aspects of Luxembourg’s international status and more
specifically with laixembourg’s relations with Germany, yet
the Grand Duchy ims not asked to share in those deliberations
affecting it.

At its own request a Luxembourg delegation was

heard by the Council of the Four but the delegation was per
mitted only to state the general policy and wishes of its
government; the delegation was not able to present any formal
recoBuwndations to the Conference.^ Lacking an official
1. At the age of twenty-two the Grand Duchess Charlotte
succeeded her elder sister, the Grand Duchess Marie-Adelaide,
and was formally enthroned on January 1§, 1919, at the Castle
of Colmar-Berg. She married her cousin Prince Felix of BourbonParma, son of the last reigning duke of Parma, on November 6,
1919; six children have been b o m to the marriage. As a con
stitutional monarch whose private life has been irreproachable
and whose official acts have been in accordance with the
constitution, she has become very popular among her subjects;
indeed, her modest attitude and sense of responsibility have
done much to re-establish the throne as the symbol of national
unity since the beginning of her reign. She has been described
as socially conscious and she supported the progressive measures
adopted by successive governments. When the Germans Invaded
lAixembourg in 1940 she fled to Paris with her government,
proceeding thereafter to Portugal, England, and the Dnited
States, finally settling in Montreal, Canada. On April 14,
1945* she returned to Luxembourg.
2. Albert Wehrer, **Le Statut International du Grand-Duché
de Luxmnbourg,”
Lux«abourgi Livre du Centenaire. 44-45.
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at th@ P@a@@ Gonfaresea the Lu%emibourg government
and the Chamber of Deputies were nevertheless able to mani

fest their deep concern for their nation's independence by
issuing solemn proclamations, organizing popular and patriotic
demonstrations, and repeatedly reminding the leaders of the
Peace Conference of the impending plebiscite.

Nevertheless

Articles 40 and 41 of the Treaty of Versailles with disposi
tions relating to Luxembourg were drafted without consultation

of the grand ducal government and without its explicit appro
bation.
Article 401
With regard to the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,
Germany renounces the benefit of all the provisions
inserted in her favor in the Treaties of February 8,
1842, April 2, 1847» October 20-25, 1865» August 18,
1866, February 21 and Kay 11, 1867, May 10, 1871,
Fune 11, 1872, and November 11, 1902, and in all
conventions subsequent upon such treaties. Germany
recognizes that the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg ceased
to form part of the German Zollverein as fr<m
January 1, 1919; renounces all right to the exploi
tation of the railways, adheres to the termination
of the regime of neutrality of the Grand Duchy,
and accepts in advance all international arrange
ments which may be concluded by the Allied and
Associated Powers relating to the Grand Duchy.
Article 41I
Germany undertakes to grant to the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg, when a demand to that effect is made to
her by the principal Allied and Associated Powers,
the rights and advantages stipulated in favor of such
Powers or their nationals in the present treaty, with
regard to economic questions, to questions relative
to transportation and to aerial navigation,^

A re-examination of the Grand Duchy's juridical
status should precede any consideration of these dispositions
1. The Treaty of Versailles, 1919, Text, The New Larned
History for Ready Reference Reading and Research. '1924.' 'S .

94i6.
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of the treaty and thereby plae© them in their proper eontext
for elarlfloatioa and interpretation.

Whatever changes had

been contemplated by Franca and Belgium with regard to the
Grand Duohy*s international status, and despite Belgium's
forml demand, the external sovereignty of the Grand Duehy
was not manifestly placed in question in the course of the
discussions and diplomatic conversations of the Peace Con
ference • Juridically Inzembourg enjoyed all of the prero
gatives of a sovereign and independent state when the Treaty
of Versailles was concluded on June 23, 1919.
tional position legally remained unimpaired.

Its interna
Luxembourg’s

international status had been established and guaranteed by
treaties signed by Luxembourg and the great powers; conse
quently its international status could not be modified with
out its consent.

Since the Treaty of Versailles was drafted

without the explicit consent of the Grand Duohy Articles 40
and 41 remained res inter alios acta: Luxembourg could neither
be bound by the treaty nor opposed to it.^

However, certain clauses regulating Luxembourg's
economic relations with German retained the value of an act
1. Albert Wehrer, "Le Statut International du Grand
Duché de Luxembourg," le Luxemboyg: Livre du Centenaire. 45.
An identical attitude wma aéopteà witW regarZT io simiiar
clauses in the treaties of peace with Austria and with Hungary.
Treaty of Peace Between the Allied and Associated Powers end
Austria, Sept. 10, 1919, Section VIII, Article 34, "Austria
agrees, so far as she is concerned, to the termination of the
regime of neutrality of the Grand Duehy of Luxembourg, and
accepts in advance all international arrangements which may
be concluded by the Allied and Associated Powers relating
to the Grand Duchy." American Journal of International Law.
Supplement, 1920, XIV.

6)
©f ooasent.

Qn De©ember 19* 191#, the grand dueel government

informed the 0#rmaa government that it was ending Germany*©
right to exploit the grand dueal railways because the Reich

had violated clause# of the treaties of 1872 and 1902 for
bidding the government of the Reich to utilize the Inxembourg
lines for the transportation of troops or of materials of
war.

Again as of January 1* 1919, the grand ducal government

denounced the Convention of Cuetoms-Dnion with Germany renewed
for the last time on November 11, 1902, similarly on the basis
of German violations.

In the terms of Article 40 of the

Treaty of Versailles, Germany renounoed all rights of exploi

tation of the Luxembourg railways and recognized the dissolu
tion of the customa-union.

On these two questions, then, the

mutual consent of the principal parties concerned existed in
a formal manner after the conclusion of the Treaty of Peace,

Germany’s being within the framework of the treaty and Luxem
bourg’s in specific official denunciations.^
Qn the contrary those dispositions of Article 40

relative to the Grand Duchy’s status of neutrality were not
binding, lacking a concordant act of consent on the part of
the Grand Duohy.

The two propositions requiring the adherence

of Germany, "the termination of the regime of neutrality of
the Grand Duchy" end acceptance in advance of "ell Internationa]
arrangements which may be concluded by the Allied and Associated

Powers relating to the Grand Duchy," remained simple acts of
consent on the part of Germany.

They could be only provisional

1, Majerus, Le Luxembourg. 71
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in eharaoter sinca the priaoipal party eoaoerned had not
sabseribed to them nor aooepted them by any aet of will.
According to the interpretation of some Allied jurists
the violation of Luxembourg’s neutrality by Germany had by
the very act cancelled the land’s neutrality.

The Treaty of

Versailles, according to them, required Germany’s recognition
of what was a patent and incontrovertible fact.^

This Inter

pretation was completely unacceptable to the Luxembourg govern
ment and its legal advisors who, throughout the period of the
German occupation, had steadfastly maintained that the failure

of one power to respect its signature to a multilateral treaty
did not in any way' absolve the other signatory powers from
their obligations nor abrogate the treaty.

This thesis M d

boen sustained with considerable difficulty by the grand
ducal government in its relations with the imperial German
government; the Treaty of London of 1867, never formally

annullod, was considered still in effect and Luxembourg's
permanent neutrality unaltered.

To effect the annullment

of a multilateral treaty the consent of all interested parties
must be secured.

The Netherlands and Russia had been signa

tory to the Treaty of 186? but they, like Luxembourg, had
not participated in the conclusion of the Treaty of Versailles,
Joseph Bech, minister of state of Luxembourg, hes stated:
. . .the regime of our neutrality had been established
by this Treaty of London of 1867 which had been
signed by Powers who were not parties to the Treaty

1. Paul Weber, «Luxembourg Constitution,*» Luxembourg
Bulletin. 6th Tear, Nos, 28/29, April-May, 1950, 66......

6)
of Versailles; it oould not then be modified nor
abrogated exeept by the agreement of the signatories
of London.
While eontending that the Treaty of Versailles oould

not legally abrogate their country's neutrality, grand duoal
jurists preferred an Interpretation of Article 40 as providing

for eventual abrogation to which Qermany's prior consent was
given.

Abrogation of the country's neutrality, not estab

lished by the treaty, was rather to be made the subject of
an international convention.

The envoys at the Peace Confe

rence apparently had few clear ideas as to the future of the
Grand Duohy.

The main preoccupation was to exclude Germany

from any participation in determining laxembourg's future
international position and to secure Germany's adhesion,
anticipatory, to all future agreements to be concluded
between Luxembourg and the Allied powers.
In the wake of their liberation from the German occu
pation and in the general enthusiasm engendered by the Allied
victory some circles in Luxembourg seriously considered the
modification of neutrality through an international agreement.
*%ever a defenseless victim" was a motto welcome after years
of humiliation and misery.

In these ephemeral plans the Grand

Duchy was to form the cornerstone of the Praneo-Belgian frontiej
fortifications and was to contribute a militia of 3,000 men
as its military force.%
1. majerus,
Luxembourg. 71-72. This theory was not
apparently consistently maintained ; after World War II the Lux«abourg government unilaterally abrogated the country's neutralj
2* Paul Weber, "Luxembourg Constitution." Luxembourg
Bulletin. 8th Year, Woe. 28/29, April/^y, 1950, 6K
--
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Th# nation was also prepared to fulfill all interna
tional obligations wàieà might result from admission to the
league of Rations for which the goTemment had made applica
tion at Geneva.

Perpetual neutrality was inscribed in the

Imzembourg Constitution; any alteration in the country's
status required a constitutional amendment.

Such a bill was

introduced before the Chamber of Deputies limiting neutrality
to the Geneva Pact's reciprocal obligation of guarantees,
The proposed constitutional change was communicated by the
grand duoal government to Geneva but the latter replied in
a semi-official communique that the contemplated change would

be considered there as a purely internal affair of Luxembourg.
The indifference shown in Geneva to the suggested
alteration of neutrality and possible remilitarisation was
complemented ^by the active opposition of Great Britain to

such plans,

Whitehall would not sanction a militarization

which would bring Luxembourg within the French orbit and give
the Republic a continental iron monopoly.^

The lack of interest and even hostility abroad brought
about a reciprocal attitude in Luxembourg. The proposed con
stitutional amendment of neutrality was postponed until an
international conference of the powers, presumeably those
signatory to the Treaty of London of 1867, would take place
and reach a decision.

The conference was never called.

The Weimar Republic ignored the question.

German

1.
Paul Weber, "Luxembourg Constitution.” Luxembourg
Bulletin. 8th Year, Nos. 28/29, April/kay, 1950, 69.
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i&wyers spoke of a reoiproeal violation of Luxembourg’s
aautrality, referring to the short oeeupation of the eountry
by Allied forces after the Armlatlee.

Joined to this claim

of a compensatory violation was the failure to conclude am
international agreement relating to Luxembourg by the Allied
and Associated powers.

Germany’s consent was deolared to be

of no account.
In the face of the declared neutralist policy of the
Luxembourg government and the indifference of the powers, the
stipulations of Article 40 of the Treaty of Versailles relating
to the termination of Luxembourg’s neutrality remained ineffec*

tive and devoid of juridical value, a dead letter to all
appearances,

With the passing years after the treaty, the Western
Alliance system weakened, the league of Mations showed itself
impotent, and Luxcmibourg’s econcmio partner, Belgium, resumed
her older policy of neutrality.

These events tended to

scuttle any intentions of altering Luxembourg’s declared
international status.

Haver a party to some of these plans,

the grand ducal government seized every possible occasion
during the interval between the two world wars to manifest
the nation’s faithful adhesion to the Treaty of London of

1867 and its determination to maintain the status of perma
nent neutrality.

The Luxembourg minister of state subjected

all international treaties and conventions to which his
country was party to this touchstone of foreign policy and

external relations.

Th# Belgo-Luzembourg Beoaomie #ilon
fh« d«iwmoi&tioii by th# grand duoal government of the
eustoms-union with Germany on Deeember 30, 1918, an aetlon In
effeet sanotloned by Germany In the Treaty of Versailles,
served to Isolate the Grand Duohy In eoonomlo matters for a
period of a little over three years.

The provisions of the

Treaty of Versailles, negative In this respeet, left to the
Grand Duohy the problem of finding a substitute for the for
mer profitable eooncmlo relationship with the Beloh.
Appearanoes w u l d suggest that the oountry ml^t
exist as an autontmous eoonomlo entity ; the Industries were
complementary In many respects.

Agriculture yielded enough

produee to support the population, the oeramlo and textile
Industries were sufficient to meet the needs of the country,
and there were many small Industries whose development was
retarded by the lack of an expanding Internal market.

Counter

balancing these enterprises was the gigantic metallurgical
Industry located In the southeastern region of the country.
However complementary these Industries might appear, however
balanced and stable they seemed, the Impression was super
ficial.

The country was far too diminutive to stand alone.

The domestic market was capable of absorbing a mere fraction
of the lomense output of the Iron and steel Industry.

The

tanning Industi^y of the Grand Duehy was also directed toward
export, later supplying half of the production of the BelgoLuxembourg Economic Dnlon.
markets to prosper.

Viticulture also needed foreign

Caught between a restricted domestic
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market and tariff barriers abroad the eountry, eeonomieally
isolated, would not only have stagnated but suffered severe
dislooatlona in those industries almost entirely dependent
on exportation*

Fortunately a modus vivendi permitted eon-

tinned trade after a fashion with Germany until a new eeonomie partner oould be found for the Grand Duohy and thus oomplete paralysis of the eountry*s eeanomy was averted,^
The referendum submitted to the Luxembourg eleetorate

on September 28, 1919» indloated the preferenoe of the people
for an eoohomio agreement with Frames rather than with Belgium
by a vote of 60,132 to 22,192,*

But France oould not take

advantage of the offer of the Luxembourg government, Belgium
might take offense and Belgium* e good will was necessary to

Frenoe*8 eoonomlo and military plans.

More important. Great

Britain emphatically opposed Luxembourg* s attachment to France
under any form.

It was to British interests to see that

Franco did not gain a monopoly in western Europe by securing

1. Article 268 (c) "The Allied and Associated Powers
require Germany to accord freedom from customs duty, on impor
tation into German customs territory, to natural products and
manufactured articles which both originate in and come from
the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, for a period of five years
from the coming into force of the present Treaty.
The nature and amount of the products which shall
enjoy the benefits of this regime shall be communicated each
year to the German Government.
The amount of each product which may be thus sent
annually into Germany shall not exceed the average of the
amounts seat annually in the years 1911-1913." Treaty of
Peace. June 28. 1919. American Journal of International law.
Supplimnt/Offloial Dooim.nt.. 1*19, H Ï T 7 i 8 7 . ' -------2. Paul Weber, Histoire du Grand-Duché dè Luxembourg. 64
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do&trol of I^isabourg's vast mlalag iadostry and iron and
steel works*

In effeot Franoe bartered an advantageous gosl*

tioa in Luxembourg for Belgian cooperation in military and
economic affairs.

Consequently in a note of May, 1920, the

French government advised that, inasmuch as France had no

wish to enter into such an economic agreement, Luxembourg
come to terms with Belgium*

Negotiations with Belgium, rather warily entered into
before the results of the economic referendum caused their
rupture, were resumed in July, 1920, and resulted in the
conclusion of a Ereaty of loonomio and Customs-iJnlon between
Luxembourg and Belgium, signed at Brussels on July 25, 1921.
The treaty m s not accepted with enthusiasm in Luxembourg;
the burdens seemed heavy, the advantages uncertain, and it
was perhaps with the knowledge that there was no alternative
and only after proloj^ed debates that the Luxembourg Chamber
of Deputies ratified the treaty by a vote of twenty-seven to
thirteen with eight abstentions.^

The treaty entered into

force on May 1, 1922, for a stipulated duration of fifty
years.
1. Strangely, ratification of the treaty gave rise
to acrimonious debate in the Belgian Chamber of Deputies,
and it was by no means a foregone conclusion. Belgian depu
ties objected that the union would give foreigners the right
to interfere in Belgian affairs, and, moreover, that in ex
change for a small market already intimately connected with
Alsace-Lorraine it opened the Belgian market to strong compe
tition in metallurgical products, making no provisions for
safeguards against the possible loss of internal and external
markets. On February 2, 1922, the Belgian Chamber of Deputies
voted for ratification by a vote of 13o to 14 with three
abstentions, Jane K, Miller, Belgian Foreign Policy Between
Two Wars. 179-1*0.
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More them a mere ouetom#-union in its seope the Treaty
of loonomie ïïnlon established a community of receipts not only
of customs but of excise taxes as well.

To facilitate the

consolidation of a community of receipts and to render it
efficient, Belgian laws, regulations, and other dispositions
in matters of the customs and of excise taxes superceding
grand ducal regulations went into effect in the Grand Duchy
with the ratification of the treaty.

In the terms of Article 2:

. the territories of the two contracting States will be

considered as forming only a single territory from the view
point of the customs and of the common excise taxes, and the
frontier between the two countries will be suppressed."
Article 3 further provides:

"Save for the exceptions provided

in the present Treaty, there will be between the countries
of the Dnion full and entire freedom of commerce, without
impediments to nor prohibitions of importation, of transit,
or of exportation, and without the levying of duties or of
any taxes whatsoever.
Aside from the economic stipulations, the treaty con
tained two articles designed to draw the two states together.
Article 25 provides for the conclusion of an accord for
closer intellectual and academic relations between the two
countries so that eventually the educational systems of the
countries might be similar if not identical.
was reached in 1923.

Suoh an accord

Article 26 placed the interests of

grand duoal subjects in the hands of Belgian consular agents
1. Majerus, Le Luxembourg. 200; Recueil de Textes et
de Documents.
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in those countries where the Grand Duchy did not have its
own proper consulates.
Article 25 in its provision for an accord in intel
lectual relations ultimately arranged for a close and strict
identity of cultural and educational Interests,

Grand ducal

institutions aside from those of a distinctly local or
national character were to be patterned after those of Belgium.
Although the parity of the two states was stated, Luxembourg's
position as the junior partner was indicated through a repeated
obligation to follow Belgian models.

Belgium was in effect

the Grand Duchy’s protector, however a very considerate and
solicitous protector.

The dispositions of Article 26 relative

to the dual duties of Belgian consular agents emphasized this
aspect of the treaty.
With reference to the execution of the treaty, the
Economic Dnion functioned through the operation of two perma
nent organisations Instituted by the Convention of 1921, the
Supcricar Council of the Dnion and the Joint Administrative
Council.

In 1935 a third body was added to this hierarchy

of organizations.

The Joint Belgo-Luzembourg Administrative

Ccmmission issued from the Convention of May 23, 1935, relating
to the common administration of Importations and of exporta
tions.
Article 27 of the treaty defines the functions of the
Superior Council which is a "consultative organ, charged with
assuring the liaison between the two Belgian and Luxembourg
Governments with a view to the execution of the Convention

7)
Xeonomlo Wmlom."

It is eompeteat to examine am# etWly

all questions toaahlmg the foaetlonlng of the Booaomlo Union.
Of the five members oomprising the Oouneil three are appointed
by the Belgian government and two by the grand dneal govern
ment.

Belgium selects the president irtio retains the easting

vote.
The Joint Administrative Oouneil eomprising three
members, two Belgians and one grand dueal subject, has its

seat in Brussels as do the other administrative bodies of
the Union.

The Belgian government also names the president

of this council.

The functions of this body are of a dis

tinctly technical character, its mission being to assure
unity in the administration of the Customs-Union and to act
as liaison between the administrative units of the two coun
tries.
Execution of the treaty during the first five years
of its application did not raise any serious economic diffe
rences.

But while affairs proceeded quietly in the adminis

tration of the Union, there was a general feeling in the
Grand Duchy that the treaty accorded Belgium so pre-eminent

a position in the Union that the Luxembourg government was
rendered incapable of looking after the interests of its
nationals with due care.

Belgium retained the initiative in

concluding economic agreements in the name of the Economic
Union, a concession considered by many people in the Grand
Duchy as derogatory to the dignity and sovereignty of their
state.
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It m s perhsps with these objections in miaâ— that
the OrenA Duehy m s obliged to follow an economic policy

determined In Brussels and rather submissively sanctioned In
luxeabourg— that the Luxembourg government raised questions
as to the precise meaning of Article 23.

By the terms of

this article, differences which might arise between the con
tracting parties on the Interpretation and application of a
clause of the treaty could be reconciled by arbitration on

the demand of one of the parties, The controversy as it arose
developed around the question whether the decisions taken by
the Belgian government in matters of customs and of excise
taxes bound the grand ducal government without the latter
being able to have recourse to the procedure of arbitration

in ease of manifested disagreement.

The Belgian government

held that the Luxembourg government was required to yield
from the moment when the procedure to be followed, either
preliminary consultation of the Superior Council or of the
grand ducal government as the circumstances necessitated,

had been Initiated.

The Luxembourg government, on the other

hand, held that only the decisions of the Court of Arbitration
could bind the two governments and settle conflicts without
appeal.
The controversial clauses designed to aid compromising
differences were superceded and rendered inapplicable by the
conclusion of a Treaty of Conciliation, Arbitration, and
Judicial Regulation signed between Belgium and the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg on October 17, 1927, which provided a

7)
mor# aooeptabl# a M explielt means of oonolllabing dlffereaees,
Artiole 1 of this Treaty of 1927 stipulates that:

"the High

Gontraoting Parties engage to regulate by pacific means,
aeeording to the methods provided by the present Treaty, all
the litigations and conflicts of whatever nature they may be
which may happen to arise in the future between Belgium and
the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, and which could not have been
resolved by ordinary diplomatic procedure."^
One of the means provided by the treaty for the settle
ment of such seemingly irresolvable litigation was an Interna
tional Ooamissicn of Gonciliation ctmposed of three commis
sioners, one Belgian, one Luxmibourgeois, and one commissioner
of a third power acceptable to both litigants and serving in
the capacity of president of the commission.

Should the

efforts of the International Commission of Conciliation fail,
the litigation, if its subject is a question of juridical
interpretation, will be submitted to the Permanent Court of
International Justice.

In other cases in which juridical

interpretation does not characterize the litigation, the con
flicts will be submitted to a special court of arbitration
comprising five members of which there will be at least one
Belgian and one luxembourgeois.
It was not until 1931 that the Treaty of Arbitration
of 1927 was finally put into effect.

In the interval the

compromise clause of Article 28 of the Convention of 1921
was invoked once, following a disagreement over the
1. Majerus, |je Luxembourg. 84.
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provisioning la raw materials and the disposal of the produo-

tlon of the metallurgies! Industry.

It was the one laatenoe

where the controversial article, whose disputed Interpretation
had aroused an almoet Intransigent attitude In Luxembourg,
was applied.
The Joint Administrative G omission created by the
Convention of 1935 n»s composed of four Belgian members and

four Luxembourgeois.

The offices of president and vice-

president respectively were assumed for a period of one year
by a Belgian and by a Luxembourgeois alternately.

The strict

parity of two delegations in the body of the commission and

their permanent collaboration assured adequate protection of
grand ducal Interests.

The cornaissIon was charged with the

administration of allocations and was required to submit to
the two governments opinions on all questions touching allo

cations and the regime of licences.
The Convention of 1935, In addition to the creation

of the Joint Administrative Commission, through Article 11
instituted a Permanent College of Arbitration,

The Perma

nent CccNaission of Conciliation deriving from the Convention
of Arbitration of 1927 was erected In a complementary fashion
Into the Permanent College of Arbitration,

The college had

the obligation of settling differences arising between the
t m governments on the subject of the special and vital
interests of the Grand Duchy, interests possibly Inadequately

safeguarded by the Convention of 1935 or through the application
which the Belgian government might make of that convention.
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The Belgian government #me obliged to accept the decisions of
the college within limits set by the convention.
The evolution of the three conventions of 1921, 1927,

and 1935, that of 1921 being basic and those of 1927 and 1935
In many respects supplementary, Indicates the increasing
Importance of the Grand Duchy within the Economic Union

through the parity accorded her in the compoaition of later
organizations formed to Implement the administration of the
Union and to settle differences.

More consideration was

given to the special interests of lAzembourg and more care
taken to safeguard them.

The functioning of the three perma

nent joint organizations permitted the grand ducal government
to collaborate indirectly in the preparation of measures
taken In the interest of the Union.
Hevertheless, Article 5 of the Treaty of 1921 conferred
on Belgium the power to conclude treaties of commerce and eco
nomic accords in the name of the Economie Union.

The article

proposed to secure grand dueal approv&l by stating that no
treaty of commerce nor economic accord could be concluded
without the grand ducal government’s having been heard, but
actually Belgium retained direction of the Union,

The power

to conclude commercial treaties and economic accords was
abdicated after a fashion to the Belgian government by the
sovereign and the Chamber of Deputies of Luxembourg; by
Article 5 the grand ducal government In effect delegated its
sovereignty in economic matters to Belgium.

Opposition could

be manifested by a refusal to enforce an objectionable treaty

7@
or regulation within the Grand Duohy (enforcement was effected
by grand ducal decree) but such an action would be In violation

of the Treaty of 1921.
Although Belgium always applied Article 5 In a correct
and often courteous manner, in 1935 a protocol was annexed
to the Conventions of M&y 23, 1935, transforming the Grand
Duchy's right of consultation Into a right of active parti
cipation in negotiations preceding the conclusion of com
mercial agreements by the Sconcaalc Union.

The protocol was

the culmination of progressive steps taken by the grand

dueal government to assure itself a voice In affairs affect
ing Luxembourg, not merely through Intermediary organizations
and Indirect consultation, but directly and with full regard
for its dignity.

Since 1935 grand ducal delegates have colla

borated In the preparation and In the conclusion of accords
In the same title as the Belgian delegates.

Albert Wehrer,

secretary general of the government in 1937, has stated that;
"The consequences of It Is a confident and amicable collaboration between the functionaries of the two Governments which,
on more than one occasion, has been able to assure the happy
settlement of delicate questions arising between the two
countries."^
1. Majerus, Le Luxemboyyg. 8S. Born In 1895, Albert
Wehrer was appointed legal adviser to the minister for foreign
affairs In 1926, From 1926 to 1939 he served on Luxembourg's
delegation to the League of Rations. In 1938 he became secre
tary-general of the government. In 1940, with the flight of
the grand duchess and the cabinet, he was given a mandate by
the fleeing government to head a Government Comulsslon which
would administer the country during the German occupation; he
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% e leoiumie Dmlon, eaterW into with some anxiety
and the feeling In the @rand Dnehy that It irate foreed for
laek of am alternative, and after several adjustments to
the advantage and prestige of the grand dueal governmint,
has proved Itself sueoessful and beneficial to the pros
perity of both eountries. The experienoe of this colla
boration In economic a M often, as a natural consequence.
In political affairs was useful when the convention of the
Oslo Oroup, although abortive, was signed in 1930.

More

Important, the economic association provided a background
for the Benelux Onion following World War II.

The loonomle

Onion, vital to the economy of the Grand Duchy at the time
It was put into effect, can be considered. In the light of
subsequent events, as a prelude to larger and more Inclusive
économie relationships In Western Europe and possibly to
European federation.

Moreover, with the abandonment of

neutrality. It has been the basis for Luxembourg's inclusion
in a number of alliances and or^nlxatlons, In the Marshall
Plan, the Brussels Pact, the Atlantic Pact, the Oouneil of
Europe, and the European Coal end Steel Community. But
its post-war Importance ims not discernible during the interim
between wars when the League of Mations provided a haven for
the retention and maintenance of grand ducal neutrality.
filled this post from May, 1940, until autumn of the same
year when he was removed from his position by the Germans
and deported into Germany. In 1945 he was appointed chief
of the lAixembourg Military Mission to the Inter-Allied
Control Council in Berlin and subsequently as minister to
Bonn. Later he vms appointed minister to Trance; he resigned
this post to accept a position with cabinet rank in the
High Authority of the European Coal and Steel Commmity.

eo
la the Leagae of Hatioae
Small in territory, devoid of military defenses, and
trttsting in the matael jealousy of her neighbors and the
effieaey of treaties to safeguard her independenoe, Luxembourg

we loomed the League of Mat ion# as a godsend. The grand dueal
government *s attitude was oonditioned by immediate post-war
diplomatie diffieulties.

Admission to the League provided

that full diplomatie reeognition so reluotantly aeoorded the

oountry the first year after the liberation from German oeeupation and thus re-established the Grand Duohy internationally.
Membership in the League oonaequently had this initial advan

tage of freeing the grand dueal government from fears of
foreign intervention, of attempts to alter its international
status.

Aside from the dissipation of national anxieties in

this respeot the League henoeforth offered an organisation
within whieh Luxembourg's policy of neutrality might be con
firmed and strengthened.
Since neutrality irais a subject of considerable discus
sion, especially with regard to the Grand Duchy, In the evolu
tion of the League It would be well at this point to review
the role the Grand Duchy's neutrality had played in preserving
the country's independence.

The qualified success of this

policy and its apparent necessity will explain why it was
maintained almost devoutly up to the time of the German inva
sion of 1940.
The Congress of Vienna in 1815 had established the
GKrand Duchy of Luxembmirg and accorded the country the

ai
jurldie*! stsattts of mm laimpmadeat state,

fàe state smrvlveê

the Belglam Berolution mlthomgh admittedly at the eoat of
three-fifths of Its territory awarded to Belgium.

Simoe the

fiaal settlement of 1839 the territorial Integrity of the
state has been eons latently maintained.

The dissolution of

the German Confederation released the Grand Duohy from poli
tisai obligations and ties with those German states forming
that rather loose assoelatlon.

The french emperor»s designs

on his small neighbor were cheeked by the Treaty of London of
1867 which established and guaranteed the neutrality of the
oountry.
bourg.

The franoo-Prusalan War of 1670 passed around Inxem-

The subsequent formation of the German Empire did not

Include the Grand Duchy.

Sor did the German occupation during

World War I destroy Its International status nor alter Its
Independence.

The evolution of the country In the setting

provided by these events suggests that the existence of an
Independent Luxembourg state corresponds to political neces
sity and, perhaps less flatteringly, to International conveni
ence.

I^intenenee of this status of Independence has been

assured by political conditions prevailing In this region of
Europe. The conflicting annexationist rivalries of Its neigh
bors tending to cancel themselves undoubtedly constituted for
the Grand Duchy Its most effective guarantee of security.
In this borderland where the cultural traditions and
political ambitions of two rival nations met often In conflict
and just as often to complement each other In a distinct syn
thesis, a strong regional feeling had evolved.

Although this

@2
autoBtMOus feeling had remained perhaps somewhat dormant
during the eenturies of foreign domination, what had begun
as a strong local feeling flourished in the late nineteenth
century as an insistent nationalism*

Several factors may

account for this resurrection of Luxembourg sentiment.

There

was perhaps a weariness, an exasperation, at being bandied
about indifferently for centuries as an European pawn.

%ere

was also a response to the revolutionary appeals of 16)0 and
IBkB and to the lomantic Movement with its nationalistic cul
tural and political aspects.

The development of a distinctly

national administration after 1839 was certainly of primary
importance in the formation of a national consciousness.

Con-

oordantly a demand by the people for a voice in the direction
of their affairs, at home and abroad, began to manifest itself;
democratic processes provided constant occasion for the stimu
lation of nationalist sentiment.

The dissolution of the

German Confederation and the succession of a resident national
dynasty were certainly significant.

But it was permanent

neutrality as it was established in 1867 which offered the
most propitious climate for an awakened nationalism.

Thence

forth the country could be assured that aggressive designs
upon it would have international repercussions, a dateront
for would-be invaders.
protective screen.

Heutrallty in a sense served as a

As a measure of security it permitted

the Luxembourgeois to look to themselves and even to take
a certain pride in their sacrosanct status as a pexmanently
neutralised state.

The land enjoyed a unique, distinct

#3
position among the natlono of %ufop*.

In an ago of giant

8tates there is something inooagruous about the eiiatenoe of
tiny countries, as if they cannot be taken seriously,

Neutra

lity with its guarantees, its solemn treaty, and its obliga
tions tended to dignify and to stimulate national feelings.
Oonsequently neutrality had considerable effect on the growth

of Luxembourg nationalism.
The policy of neutrality was never abandoned by the
successive governments of the country, nor did it ever en
counter serious opposition within the grand ducal frontiers.
It remained the only possible foreign policy.

As one Belgian

writer in describing the position of his own country phrased
it, the country had a "natural vocation" for neutrality.
Neutrality was for the Grand Duchy an inescapable necessity.

Its situation was unique and without proper comparison.

Other

countries such as Switzerland and Belgium, also following a

policy of neutraitiy, had the advantages either of natural
defenses such as mountains and rivers or the military poten

tial to combat an Invader.

But Luxembourg left to herself

was incapable of self-defense; it was situated between the
two most powerful military powers in Europe, at the very
crossroads of possible military operations, disarmed by inter

national treaty, and moreover, because of its diminutive
territory and the small number of its population. Incapable
of effectively opposing an invasion by any of its neighbors.
The mere prospect of Luxembourg alone opposing an invasion
of its territory by trance car Germany appears preposterous.
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Mkewise a proteetiTo military allianoa with one of its neigh
bors was infeasible.

Luxmboorg still had the bitter memory

of more than a half-oentury of Prussian garrisons in the
oapital-fortress. The state would not be able, save with
foreign aid, to establish needed fortifieations nor supply
the troops such fortifieations would require. These projects
oould not be well aeoomplished in wartime and in peaeetime
would constitute an intolerable burden on the economy and
population of the country.

Such a military alliance would

necessarily result in an occupation by troops of the allied
poirer in peacetime and the conversion of the country into a
battlefield with the advent of war.

Moreover should grand

dueal military forces be raised under such a project, a great
battle with its attendant slaughter might mean for Imzembourg
the loss of a whole generation of young men.

In any event,

military defense would bring with it the ruin of the entire
country through the effects of modern warfare.

The Battle

of the Bulge or the so-called Rundstedt Offensive demonstrates
in a distressing fashion the destructiveness of modern warfare
and its disastrous effect on a small country.

The probability

of serving as a battlefield in European conflicts has been a
nighta»re plaguing Luxembourg from its very beginnings.

To

avoid such a fate a policy of strict neutrality was the only
course open; it was an absolute necessity.

The conflicting

greed of lAixembourg* s neighbors and their recognition that
the maintenance of the Grand Duchy's integrity was in the
interest of the general peace served to insure grand ducal
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iQdepeadeaee.

M d « d to this was a faith in treaties on the

j^rt of ÏAixœabourg, treaties guaranteeing territorial integ
rity and neutrality.
defense.

These factors constituted luzembourg's

Consequently neutrality was a policy adhered to

strictly, almost religiously.
Hot having participated in the conclusion of the
Treaty of Versailles, the Grand Duohy of Luzembourg was not
one of the original members of the newly-formed League of
Mations.

For reasons indicated in the preceding paragraphs

such membership was earnestly desired by the grand ducal
government. On February 23, 1920, the president of the
Luzembourg government, Emile Reuter, made application for
membership in the League of Mations on behalf of his country
to Leon Bourgeois, president of the Council of the Wague.^
Reserving to Imzembourg the maintenance of its neutrality
the application made a demand that the League not only recog
nize the continued validity of the Treaty of London of 1867
but reinforce its provisions as well by a universal guarantee.*
In outlining the position of his country Monsieur Reuter,
1. Smile Reuter, born in 1874 and the dean of Luxem
bourg’s statesmen, has been a member of the Chamber of
Deputies since 1911. He was minister of state end president
of the government in the immediate post-imr years, from
1918 to 1925I and since 1927 has served as president of the
Chamber of Deputies. He has been a member end leader of
the Christian-Social party,
2. Albert Wehrer, Dm politique de sécurité et d’arbi
trage du Grand Duché de Luzempourg—
politique de neutMÏité.
6, Hereaiter ciiei aT%eàrer. 4a poUtigue.
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after poiatlag out that Artiele 40 of the Treaty of Versailles
eould mot possibly abrogate Im%embomrg*s neutrality, went on

to state the Ineontrorertlble reasons for the retention of
this status.

It Is Ineontestable that the dlsappearanoe of
this neutrality would place the Grand Duohy In the
faee of a danger mush more grave than any other
oountry whatsoever. Indeed, the dlmlnutlvenese of
Its territory and the small number of Its population
exposes Luxembourg to having to saorlfloe the entire
oountry oempletely in ease it would be Implloated In
a military operation and transformed into a theater
of war, Then again, the extreme soantlness of its
resouroes deprive of all value any partlolpatlom
whatsoever of the oountry in military operations of
an International order. The Government then has the
honor of oommunloatimg this wish to the Oouneil of
the League and of emphasising the serious diffieulties
whieh a proposition tending to the abolition of
neutrality would encounter in the country and In the
national representation.^
It might be well to remark at this point that Monsieur

Reuter's desire for a special, fomml international guarantee
of his country's neutrality by the League was never realized

although that body did formally recognize the country's pro
claimed status established by previous international treaty.
The compatibility of neutrality with reference to the

obligations assumed with adhesion to the Oovenant was a sub
ject of almost endless discussion in the period following

the Grand Duchy's application and long after admission.

The

obligations incumbent on neutrals and the diffieulties their
application would involve had been considered by Monsieur
gysohen, the Luxembourg minister of state and delegate to

1, Albert Wehrer, Le Statut International du Grand
Duché de Luxembourg. 9-10. jgereafier cited as Wehrer. te
ëiahut.

a?
The lagus Comfereneea. la part t&la ravivad Mggllag ever
the rl#t8 and duties of neutrals, be it within a new fraaework, was the result of a failure to achieve a complété defi
nition at the Coaferenees of The Hague.

And in the flush of

Tietory and intemperate hope, the effective power and juris
diction of the League were presumed to be more extensive than
subsequent events were to prove them.

In the light of those

subsequent events the arguments advanced at the time in oppo
sition to the preferred position accorded neutralized states
seam irrelevant in many respects but it must be born in mind
that the founders of the League were improvising, that they
lacked the advantage of long experienoe, and that often an
enthusiastic idealism did not correspond to reality.
It is apparent that in formulating the application
for admission proper cognizance was not taken of Article 21
of the Covenant by the terms of which «international engage
ments which assure the maintenance of the peace are not con
sidered as incompatible with the dispositions of the Covenant.«1
The Treaty of London of 1867 had been negotiated by the powers
specifically to prevent the outbreak of war between France
and Prussia.

Luxembourg was by this international treaty

permanently neutralized in the general interest of European
peace.

The conditions under which Luxembourg had been neutra

lized persisted and by reason of need as well as of right
maintenance of that neutrality was deemed necessary.

Such

was the thesis of the Luxembourg government as later stated
1. Majerus, Le Luxembourg. 90-91.
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by Joseph Beeh although at the moment of Luxembourg*# appll-

oatlon it had not been elaborated nor submitted with clarity
to the Counoil.^

The troublesoaw demand that the League grant

special recognition of Luxembourg's neutrality and undertake

to guarantee it might not have been made bad Monsieur Reuter's
government carefully considered Article 21; endless conversa
tions and correspondence might have been avoided.
In its session at Rome the Council approved a memo
randum on May 15* 1920, concerning luzembourg*s application.
The memorandum in effect declared that admission to the League
was, rather, within the competence of the Assembly.

The memo

randum, presenting a sketch of the evolution of Luxembourg's
neutrality, concluded with an opinion on the country's inter
national status and the probability of its continued mainte
nance.

Luxembourg juriste and councilors to the government

1. Wehrer, Le Statut. 22-23.
Joseph Beoh, bora "in 1887 and educated at the univer
sities of %-ibourg a M Paris, was elected to the Chamber of
Deputies in 1914. He entered the government in 1921, serving
as minister of justice, education, and home affairs until
1926 when he became minister of state and president of the
govermmnt. He served as j^ime minister from 1926 to 1937,
also holding the portfolio of minister for foreign affairs
during this decade. In 1937 although resigning the premier
ship he remained in the government as minister for foreign
affairs, a post which he continues to hold, from 1926 through
1939 he was Luxembourg's leading delegate to the League of
Mations and in 1929 he was vice-president of that body. As
minister for foreign affairs he has represented his country
at many International conferences, at the Han francisco Confe
rence in 1945, on the committee of ministers of the Council
of Europe, in the United Mations, and in the North Atlantic
Council among others. He is also credited with gaining for
Luxembourg a voice in the International Authority of the Ruhr*
His long experience and able direction of the country's
foreign affairs for more than a (luarter of a century have
earned for him the qualifications of the wisest Benelux states
man and one of the most intelligent of European diplomats.
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have beam quick to seize upon certain parts of the memorandum
capable of interpretation in favor of the grand d u c a l govern
ment’s th e o ry of co n tin u ed and u n im p aired neutrality.

Thus,

after quoting the second paragraph of Article 40 of the
Treaty of Versailles th e memorandum proposes;

" . . . from

a j u r id ic a l viewpoint it seems, however, th a t th e Convention
of neutrality of 1867 has not been legally a b o lis h e d by law
although it is a c tu a lly in suspense.

The neutrality of the

Grand Duohy of luzem bourg is a political ezpedient to which
recourse has been had to prevent a certain war which threatened
to break out at a given moment. I t has been defined in a way
to adapt itself to the European situation such as this situ
ation existed at the outset of 186?.*^

After considering the

neutralization of Luxembourg as a means of preventing an out
break of war between franco and Prussia and after appraising
briefly the continued maintenance of that neutrality the memo
*The neutrality g u aran teed to Luxem

randum further states;

bourg, such as it actually exists in th e term s of the Treaty
of 1867, will remain mturally valid in the case of a war
between members of th e League of Estions— a ease foreseen in
paragraph seven of Article 15 of th e Oovenant— as lo n g as
this neutrality will not have been annulled by an official
decision of the Powers,*»

2

Those statements were welcomed by

the lAxxembourg government in support of its official position
but it wis with less enthusiasm that it received the following
1. Wehrer,

2. ÎMi*

no 11 ticus.42.
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âeelaratioa with r&torenee to Aytlole 21 of the Oovemmt:
"The applioatlon of this artiole does not seem to neoessitmte
in any way the reeognition of the neutrality of Luxembourg
by the League of Rations."^

Prom these statements it appears

that while willing to eonsider Luxembourg's neutrality the

League was unwillisg to eoneede that speeifle and speeial
reeognition involving implieit obligations so desired by the
Luxembourg government.

Another memorandum issued by the seeretary"general
of the League states more elearly the prosess to be followed
pending admission.

The deeision to be taken, touching the admission
of Luxembourg to the League of Nations, depends entirely
upon the Assembly and is not within the sompetense of
the Oouneil. It follows, it seems, that to the Assembly
must also be left the sere of determining the conditions
under which the eventual admission of Luxembourg into
the League of Nations can take place. The question of
knowing if the neutrality of Luxembourg will be admitted
by the League of Nations depends in part on the Powers
who have recognized and guaranteed this neutrality in
1867, and in part on the Assembly of the League of
Nations. The Assembly could decide either that it is
possible to maintain the neutrality of Luxembourg as
constituting an international engagement in the interest
of the maintenance of Pease according to the terms of
Article 21 of the Covenant or else by virtue of regula
tions of a military order which mist be instituted by
the League it could wish to formulate special ooMitions with a view to the admission of Luxembourg by
the terms of the second paragraph of Article 1.*
If the grand ducal government failed to state its
position with perfect clarity and with full regard for those
dispositions in the Coveimnt capable of application to its
1. Wehrer, jLa nolitiuue. 42.
2. Wehrer, Le Statut. 10-11.
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particular situation neither was there any outstanding oonaiatsney evident in the opinions and organs of the League whieh,
on occasion, were even contradictory.

The failure to achieve

a definitive policy within the League as to the obligations
of neutrals evoked a confused and almost bewlldaring corres
pondence between the grand ducal government and the League.
On invitation, the grand dueal government submitted
information concerning the general conditions of the country
and an explanation of national policy to the Sub-cmmission
for Military Questions of the League and also to the Fifth
Commission which treated applications for admission.

Monsieur

Reuter, in again making application for admission, advised
the permanent consultative Sub-commission for Military Affairs
then sitting in Brussels that his oountry had no intention of
creating an armed force capable of serving in international
conflicts.

However, as the military sub-oosmission stated

in its resolution of October 19* 1920, the lAîxembourg govern
ment proposed to cr«wte a military force of from 2,400 to
3,000 men, a military force designed to maintain order within
the country a M serve domestic needs.

The military force

could not be considered as jnroperly defensive because of the
prohibitions prescribed by international treaty. ïïnder these
circumstances the military sub-commission disclaimed any juris
diction in questions arising from Luxembourg's undefended
neutrality.

The proposal to raise a military force of several

thousand men was also received without further comment.

The

Luxembourg militia envisaged by Monsieur Reuter was never
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realized.

Perhaps the sole outoome of this rather aegatire

exohange of notes was the repeated affirmation by the Lnxem*
bonrg government that military oommitments on the part of the
Grand Duohy were physieally impossible and moreoever inoompatible with grand dueal treaty obligations.
The Assembly of the League considered the Luxembourg
applieation in an opening session in Geneva on Hovember 1$,
1920.

In eonsidering applications, the Fifth Ooismission

manifested rather strongly its opposition to the grant of
exoeptional status to any applieant, ineluding the Grand
Duohy.

At the same time it suggested that the Luxembourg

viewpoint m s not an irreooneilable hindranee to the eventual
admission of the Grand Duohy,
light days after the opening of the session, the
Luxembourg govermwnt, in reply to a questionnaire relative
to military and eoonomio sanations, advised the Fifth Commis
sion that in maintaining its status of neutrality the Grand
Duohy refused to take ] ^ t in any possible sanations of a
military nature.

However the Grand Zhtehy would eoneur in

sanations of an économie nature and eoneeded the right of
passage inscribed in Article 16 of the Covenant, both conces
sions being subject to the assent of the Luxembourg Chamber
of Deputies in accordance with the provisions of the Consti
tution.^ Article 16 reserving the right of passage to troops
1, "Before a sub-committee of the First Assembly, the
representatives of Luxemburg explained that they did not ask
that Luxemburg be released from the obligations of Article 16
of the Covenant; they agreed that Luxemburg would allow the
passage of troops authorized by the Council, and would

9)
directed by or on order of the League In a oonfliet was a
souroe of coatrorersy, on a theoretieal level at least, among
the great powers and the small powers, espeoially small
neutrals like Switzerland and Luxembourg,

It was within this

eontext that the grand dueal goTernment eoneeded oertaln
rights with guallflomtlona and obvious reluotanoe.
A letter of the Luxembourg dele^tlon to Monsieur

Pouliet, president of the Fifth Ommmlsslon, on November 28,
1920, disposed of the speeial reserve, a atumbllng-bloek in
negotiations, and eleared the imy to admission.

In withdraw

ing this reservation the delegation # v e the following expla
nation:

"The reservation expressed In our request for admis

sion, as well as in the note presented by Monsieur Lefort,
Delegate, In response to the questionnaire of the sub-oosmlsslon,
and bearing on the speeial diffieulties that Luxembourg would
meet under the obligation of Greeting military forces properly
so called and of furnishing military allowances, seems to
become without purpose following our exchange of ri&WB with
the sub-commission and a new examination of the clauses of
the Covenant of the League.

Indeed, no longer does It appear

doubtful that the conception which had inspired this reserva
tion agrees perfectly with the obligations inscribed in the
social Covenant,"^

Without altering Its attitude toDmrds

"cooperate In economic and financial measures undertaken. But
they asked to be relieved from any obligation to participate
In ax^ military operations even In defense of their country."
Manley 0, Hudson, "Membership in the League of Rations,"
American Journal of International Law. 1924, XFIII, 44).
1, Wehrer, ^

politique. 19,
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neutrality a M in th e reeo n n iA ered light of ârtiela 21 whereby
Inxem bourg* a neutrality might he treated aa an international

engagement in the intereet of maintaining peaoe, the grand
dueal government eonsidered its original reservation as super
fluous B in e # , fundamentally, the Covenant e o n ta in e d provisions
eoiwrnimg luxemhourg*s speeial status.

Abandoning the reser

vation w s , then, the suppression of an o b s ta c le of a purely
fonml order and could not be considered as a change in b a s ic
policy.
Despite th e consistent and re p e a te d d e c la ra tio n s o f
the Luxembourg government th a t it would m a in ta in its n e u tra 
lity

at all times, certain authors and officials of the

League interpreted the withdrawal of th e re s e rv a tio n as vir

tually a modification of neutrality.

Monsieur pouliet, th e

president of th e fifth Commission, n o t if ie d th e Assembly of
the withdrawal of the reservation with h is p e rs o n a l explana
tion that th e Grand Duohy, reconsidering its first applieation
and having perceived that its regime of neutrality vus incom
patible with Article 16 o f th e Covenant, admitted the principle
of the passage of troops through its territory, troops acting
in the name of the League , and was submitting consequently an
applieation pure and simple for admission.

Monsieur fauohille

gave a like interpretation to the letter of Movmmber 2Ô, 1920.^
That such was not the intention of the Luxembourg government
was proved by subsequent policy and s ta te m e n t.
The discussions Iwding to adm ission seem to have been

1. Majerus,

Luxembourg. 93-94.

9)
eh#ra9 terl*#& by a oertaln ambiguity of stmtemamt and inter
pretation favoring preeoneelved viawpoints.

Thus the Lu%em-

bourg government admitted a qualified Interpretation of
Article 16 while the fifth Oommleeion aeoertained a modifi

cation of Luxembourg neutrality adapting Itself to the re
quirements of the League,

There is an element of compromise

in this attempt to reconcile the obligations of neutrality
and of membership in the League but it remains undefined.
The a m b ig u ity of s ta te m e n t leading to Luxembourg's admise io n

mm n o t resolved to th e s a tis fa c tio n of all p a r tie s a t th e
moment of admission.

Ïïnder these oireumstances the Assembly voted the
adm ission of Luxmabourg to the League by a unanimous imte of

thirty-nine in a p le n a ry sessio n of December 16, 1920.

Rather

strangely and d e s p ite th e demands of parliamentary usage, no
express ratification of adhesion to th e Covenant of the League
was effected by th e Luxembourg Chamber of D e p u tie s as A r t ic le 37
of the C o n s titu tio n r e q u ir e s . But if th is manifest and fo rm a l
approbation of membership was n e g le c te d , s t i l l th e Luxembourg
Chamber of D e p u tie s implicitly ratified th e accessio n of th e
country to the leag u e in Its an n u al vote of funds to pay th e
Grand Duchy's c o n tr ib u tio n incumbent upon it as a member,^
1.
M a je ru s , M Luxembourg. 93. T h is v ie w p o in t is
supported by Charles*lfairaan wnb has rem arked that while mere
a p p lic a tio n , followed by a v o te of ad m issio n , d id not in them
selves constitute a b in d in g obligation, still Luxembourg had
acted as a member s in c e 1 9 2 1 , had a p p ro p ria te d funds for th e
payment of League dues, and did not officially protest against
the Council's resolution declaring Luxembourg's s ta tu s as a
member of the League. The ratification was tacit. The same
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fàe aalssioû may have been deliberate.

At the time, revlaiem

of Artie le 1 of the Liixembourg Gometltotloa was being eonsidared, a revision whieh, while affirming the regime of neutra
lity, reeogniaed the obligations deriving from adhesion to
the Covenant of the League.

It was oonsidered at the time

that the oonstitutional revision would reader formal ratifieation superfluous.

The revision of Article 1 was never

legislated and, although Luxembourg was effectively a member
of the League, there yet remained an inconcluaiveness about

the affair.
from the beginning the Council and the secretary

general of the League had suggested that the Grand Duchy so
regulate its affairs that the Constitution and national legis
lation should be la harmony with the provisions of the Cove
nant.

Gradually the grand ducal government accepted the

thesis that neutrality could be treated as evolutionary and
adaptable to changing conditions requiring a new interpretation
and consequently proposed to modify Article 1 of the Consti
tution with this theory in mind and at the same time to meet
the demands of the Council and the secretary general of the
League.

The article in question was to be revised thus:

%ie

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg forms a State perpetually neutral.
miter also construes the country's failure to protest against
the Council's resolution concerning Luxembourg*s membership
and obligations in the League as a renunciation of grand ducal
neutrality in so far as it is incompatible with the obligations
of membership. Charles falrman, "Competence to Bind the State
to an International Engagement." American Journal of Internatlonal Law. 1936, XXX, 449.
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without oroJuâioe however te the o b lig a tio n s deriving from
the Covenant of the league of Satioos.^

But when the grand

duoal government notified the League of the proposed legis
lation, the secretary general of the League in a letter of
July 5» 1922, unaccountably advised the president of the

Luxembourg government that the proposed constitutional revi
sion was an internal affair of the Grand Duchy and that from
an international viewpoint the rights and obligations of the
Grand Duchy with reference to the League were established by
2
admission to that body.
Dpon receipt of that communication
and in view of the fact that it was upon the urging of the
League that constitutional revision had been undertaken, the
Luxembourg government dropped the matter.

Article 1 of the

Constitution was never revised according to the foregoing
proposal.
Rather th e Luxembourg government adopted th e attitude
that neutrality itself was s u b je c t to evolution and redefinition
1. Wehrer, La politique. 44. Le Grand-Duohe forme un
Etat "perpétuellement neutre, sans prejudice toutefois des
obligations découlant du Pacte de la Société des Hâtions."
2. Charles fainaan, Brandels Research fellow, Harvard
Law School, has rœmrked, "It is submitted that the attitude
of the Secretary General and the Council was not founded in
Law. Before and after the vote of admission, the Government
of the Grand Duchy made it clear that on its side parliamen
tary action was requisite. Such action in advance of the
application was hardly to be expected, since the delegation
evidently came to Geneva to bargain for a special status with
in the League . . . The Grand Ducal Government did not give,
as did that of Argentina, a declaration of accession without
condition." Charles falrman, "Competence to Bind the State
to an International Engagement," American Journal of Inter
national Law. 1936, XXX, 449.
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within the framework of the langue.

It would be unneoeeamry,

then, to give explioit reeognition of ehanged eonditiona by
eonetitutional revision; Article 1 of the luzembourg Consti
tution proclaiming the regime of neutrality m s eonsequently
auffioient am it stood and compatible with the obligations
inoumbent upon members of the League,

fhe Swiss authorities

had adopted a similiar vien^oint after prolonged disoussions
on neutrality:

"It oould be questioned if the League of

Mations leaves our constitutional right with regard to neutra
lity intact.

But the principle of neutrality remains although

it must receive a new interpretation."^

This viewpoint is

reflected in a declaration of Monsieur Bech, minister of state,
on March 9, 1932, in explanation of the government's abandon

ment of the projected constitutional revision.
. . . A modification of our Constitution could not,
moreover, have an effect on the international obliga
tions of the Grand Duchy which are governed by Treaties
whose alteration could be smde only by the free concur
rence and consent of all the signatories of these
Treaties. Meutrality is then inscribed in our Consti
tution in order to establish the guiding principles of
our foreign policy. The nature and amplitude of our
international obligations determine themselves then
again by the Treaties in force. These obli^tions are
susceptible to adequate evolution and they have varied
in the course of years. Since 186? our country has
adhered in a like manner to the International Conven
tion of October 18, 1907» on the rights and obliga
tions of neutrals in case of war. It is possible that
a new evolution of the law of neutrality may take place
within the bos<m of the League ,of Hâtions and under
new conditions towards a more active collaboration in
the common work of peace and of international under
standing which the League of Hâtions intends to realize,
neutrality could thus adapt itself to the new tendencies
of international law and of modern politics while safe
guarding the interests and the rights of small states.*
1. Wehrer, la politique. 44.
2. Ibid.. 45.
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Within the League of Nations the Grand Duehy of Inxeabourg made every effort to collaborate conscientiously In the
problems presented to that body and In the work It sought to
achieve.

But It cannot be dismissed that the policy of neutra

lity, the very touchstone of all foreign relations, circum
scribed the possible activity of the grand duoal government
and hindered the adoption of any really vigorous policy.

In

the end the Luxembourg delegation was often reduced to mani
festing its good will and at the same time to stating Its
Inability to cooperate actively,

A lack of adequate resources,

a precarious strategical position, and a status of disarmed
neutrality obviated any policy other than one characterized
by extreme caution and perhaps even of timidity,

A sketch of

those projects of the League requiring a response from Luxem
bourg Illustrates this viewpoint.
Proposing to apply Article 8 of the Covenant and to
Inaugurate a general reduction of armaments, the League In
1922 sent a circular to the governments of Its members rela
tive to these projects.

The Luxembourg government replied

la a note of July 1 which is quoted In part because It was
repeated In essence by the Luxembourg delegation whenever a

topic of a military order came up for discussion.
The Grand Duchy of Lux^abourg, enclaved among
France, Belgium, and Germany , • , has never been able
to consider and can never consider defending Its terri
tory by force against Its powerful neighbours. Also,
It has always based Its security on faith In treaties
and the respect due to Its Independence and Its sove
reignty, The Great War has not changed this situation
which, with the principle of neutrality Inscribed In
the Constitution, prevents the Grand Duoal Government
from assuming any International military obligations.
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fil® Qrmnd DuoJby then has no military treaty with
another oountry. It belongs to the League of Nations.
As this latter loes not Impose on any oountry the
obligation of maintaining an army nor of cooperating
actively In Interimtlonal military operations whatso
ever, the Gran# Duchy of Luxembourg has no International
military obligation.!
An inquest preparatory to the atoptlon of Resolution Hi
by the % i r & Assembly of the League, a resolution which suborilnate# the retuctlon of armament# to a system of collective
security through a series of mutual guarantees, occasioned
a response Identical to that Just quoted.

A system of conti

nental or regional treaties of mutual assistance would have
had as an ultimate result the extension of sanctions provided
by the Covenant.

And the enforcement of certain sanctions

might not be In conformity with the obligations of neutrality
In the opinion of Iuxembourg*s delegates.

In reply to a com

munication of the president of the Council of the League rela
tive to Resolution XIT, Monsieur Reuter, president of the
Luxembourg government, stated on Aia*ll 28, 1923, the Inability
of his country to take part in the activity resulting from
th e adoption of this resolution.

Pointing out that the Treaty

of London of 1867 imposed on Luxembourg a disarmed neutrality
he demonstrated that Luxembourg was Incapable of engaging in
any system of mutual assistance because of Its lack of armed
forces and Its International status as well as because of a
lack of adequate resources.

Juridically and physically,

military cooperation was an impossibility.

Resolution XIT

was inapplicable as far as Luxembourg was concerned.
1. Wehrer,

politique. 6-7.
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The Proteeol of Geneve wee reoeiveô with more enthuslesm
by the Grand Duehy.

True, the protoeol as a eonditlon of gene

ral disarmament gave muoh importanee to mutual assistanee but
at the same time it provided for a system of pacifie regulation
of international differences through international arbitration.
The general extension of arbitration which it called into being
was the type of international project most acceptable to neu
trals who were reduced by circumstances to a reliance on the
processes of law in the settlement of disputes and in the

maintenance of their rights. Quite naturally the Luxembourg
goveriment welcomed this new tendency although it again des
cribed its inability to participate in a military action of
the League, either in military sanctions or treaties of mutual
assistance as these problems were broached by the authors of
the protocol.^
On its envisaged international plane the Protocol of
Geneva fell through, principally because of the opposition of
Great Britain.

Its demise marked the end of efforts to

strengthen the League through multilateral action.

But it

m s realized, perhaps less universally, on a regional basis
in the Locarno Agrem&ents. There followed a deluge of bila
teral treaties of friendship, of arbitration, of conciliation,
of neutrality, of mutual assistance, and of non-agression
pacts.

The grand ducal government entered into this phase

of diplomatic activity with a spirit almost of joyous abandon.
Because of its policy of neutrality luxembourg was
1. Wehrer, |jC Btatut. 14-15.
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unabl» to take any part in the Locarno Pact by which the
German-French and Gerœan-Belgian frontiers were stabilized
and guaranteed.

As it has been repeatedly affirmed, a treaty

of mutual assistance was physically and Juridically impossible

for Luxembourg.

But the Locarno Pact was nevertheless greeted

with great enthusiasm in the Grand Duchy. The Locarno Pact
in guaranteeing the frontiers between Belgium, France, and
Germany against any violation, and in maintaining the terri
torial status QUO of this frontier region indirectly consti
tuted a guarantee of Luxembourg* s frontiers and of its inde
pendence.

Luxembourg was enolaved among these three countries;

any attack on its territorial integrity would necessarily con
stitute a violation of the status quo of the Belgo-FrancoGermam frontier guaranteed by the pact.

Thus, perhaps unin

tentionally and quite indirectly, Luxembourg*® security was
given further assurance.
It was within the cadre of international arbitration
created by the Treaties of Locarno that the grand ducal govern
ment operated.

Treaties of conciliation and arbitration, since

their character was basically Juridical and as such consonant
with the regime of neutrality, recommended themselves to grand
ducal policy.

The Luxembourg government employed every possible

means, short of those which might im#iir its preferred status,
to enhance national prestige abroad and to reinforce national
security.

While It may be admitted that many of these treaties

so dear to the diplomats eventually had little effective
influence on grand ducal affairs, it must also be remembered
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that they ware âesigaaâ to eover eoatliigeneiea rather than
amy existing dlaeorda amâ to set a pattern which, unhappily,
was not fulfilled.

It has been said that the negotiation of

such treaties was the sport of diplomats of that time.

%ls

rather cynical characterization of the number of the treaties
apparently takes little cognizance of the hope which Inspired
them.

#or does It consider that for small countries like

Luxembourg, Incapable of resorting to force, there were few

alternatives to diplomatie negotiation and International
arbitration.

Consequently the Luxembourg government nego

tiated a series of such treaties with European governments
In a serious effort to reinforce the exterior sovereignty
of the Crand Duchy and to consolidate Its international posi
tion.
Under Monsieur Prum, president of the Luxembourg
government, pourparlers took place with Monsieur Brland of
France and Monsieur Tandervelde of Belgium In the autumn of
1925 and the spring of 1926.

A change In the Luxembourg

goveriment Interrupted the proceedings which were quickly
resumed under Monsieur Bech.

Treaties of Conciliation and

of Arbitration were signed by the grand duoal government
with Belgium on October 17, 1927, and with France on October
20, 1927. Similar treaties were concluded with other countries
as follows % with Spain, June 21, 192&; with Poland, October 29,
1920; with Portugal, August 15, 1929; with Oermany, September 11,
1929; with Switzerland, September 16, 1929; with The Netherlands,
September 17, 1929» with Czechoslovakia, September 10, 1929;
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with Roimanla, January 22, 1930; with Italy and with lorway
in 1932.

A spaaial Treaty of Coaoiliatioh and a special

Treaty of Arbitration were signed with the United States of
America on April 6, 1929.

Luxembourg writers invariably

point out that by Article 2 of the Treaty of Arbitration the
United States recognized the legitimacy of the Grand Duchy*s
regime of neutrality.

These treaties together with the

Statute of the Permanent Court of International lustiee of
1920, the Protocol of Revision of 1929, and the General Act
of Arbitration of September 28, 1928, were all ratified by
the Luxembourg Chamber of Deputies in one and the same law
promulgated on July 29, 1930.
The Bri&nd-Kellogg Pact or, as it has been called
elsewhere, the Paris Peace Pact urns also greeted with enthu
siasm by the grand ducal government. On August 28, 1928, the
ambassador of the United States of America extended to the
Luxembourg government an invitation to adhere to the General
Pact for the Renunciation of War as an instrument of national
policy.

The pact, concluded without the framework of the

League, vms in perfect agreement with the foreign policy of
Luxembourg and the government acceded most willingly.

A

declaration to the Chamber of Deputies, quoted in part, sum
marizes the attitude of the government.
The Pact imposes nothing on us which is not already
within the spontaneous obligations of our foreign policy.
The renunciation of all measure of force in the estab
lishment of our relations with other peoples is not only
a necessity sAlch the geographic situation of the oountry
and its lack of military resources imqposes on us, it
responds furthermore to the unanimous aspirations of

10 )
otir popalatioa* la the Peet of Peris, the Luxembourg
people will fiaâ eoneequeatly ao obligation whieh has
not been assumed already through this policy of eon*
étant neutrality to whieh it intends to remain faith
ful in the conflicts whieh eould agitate foreign
peoples, Thus we shall find la the Treaty which is
submitted to your notice a new pledge of our ladepen*
dance and of our external security.!
Monsieur Brland's proposed Federal luropean Union
received a similar welcome in Luxembourg.

When the French

government issued a memorandum on the subject, communicated
by Monsieur Brland on May 1, 1930, to all of the European

nations, the Luxembourg government in a reply of July 15 of
that year favored the envisaged plan.

It would assure a

measure of autonomy to small states within a larger political
framework and at the same time give them a security never
absolutely assured under existing conditions.

But this idea

listic optimism was tempered by a practical consideration for
reality, for the lack of enthusiasm shown in the replies from
other countries and the difficulty of including the Soviet
Union and the British Empire in such a union; having given
its blessing to the project the Luxembourg government reserved

to itself its recognized prerogative of non-participation in
any system of mutual assistance and of abiding by its policy
of neutrality.

It did, however, declare itself in favor of

a general extension of arbitration and of the policy of inter
national guarantees.

Demaark and Mommy also made reservations

with respect to any military obligations incurred through an

extension of the system of guarantees and assurances.
1. Wehrer,

politique. 32-33.
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A#

Oonferene# of 1932 oould aot interest

the Ormod Duehy directly nor elicit anything other than a
negative reply as to its proposals.

Monsieur Bech on March 6,

1931, restated the position of Inzambourg.

The Treaty of

London of 1867 had decreed the dismantling of the fortress

of Luxembourg and permitted the Grand Duchy troops merely
sufficient to maintain order.

The state mas neutralized and

dwmilitarized. Its status of disarmed permanent neutrality
precluded any military activity and so the dispositions of the
Disarmament Conference were entirely irrelevant.
The Italo-lthiopian conflict gave the Luxembourg govern

ment an opportunity to follow a policy in some respects dis
tinct from that of the League— one dictated by the regime of
neutrality— and y e t at the same time cooperative in the enforce
ment of certain directives of the League.

Such a p o lic y appa

rently independent in one instance and collaborative in a n o th e r
seems inconsistent and even contradictory.

T h is policy was

prescribed by dual obligations deriving from n e u t r a lit y as
established by the T re a ty of London and more p ro p e rly d e fin e d
by The Hague Conventions, and from membership in th e League.
That Switzerland, also a neutral, followed a s im ila r policy
perhaps made Luxembourg’s action more p a la ta b le to th e func
tionaries of the League.
Article 9 of the Fifth Convention of The Hague of
October 18, 1907, in outlining the r ig h ts and o b lig a tio n s
of neutral powers in th e case of a war on la n d in effect had
prescribed for neutrals a strict impartiality in the application
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of am embargo on arms and aainitions to all belligerents.^
Heatrals were not permitted the faeulty of making any dlsorimination in this matter, and logioally so sinee any poliey
other than one of striet impartiality would not be oonsonant
with neutrality.
The Oouneil and the Assembly of the League adopted
eertain resolutions relative to the imposition of primarily
eeonomio samotions on Italy following a deolaration of the
Counoil branding Italy as the aggressor.

One of these sanc

tions prohibited the exportation of arms to Italy while autho
rizing their exportation to Ethiopia.

The Luxembourg govern

ment immediately informed the League of its inability to con
form ecmapletely with this provision sinoe its policy of neutra
lity demanded a strict military impartiality towards both of
the belligerents.

Luxembourg and Switzerland both prohibited

the exportation of a r m to Italy as well as to Ethiopia in
conformity with The Hague Convention cited.

While following

an independent course with respect to strictly military sanc
tions, the lAixœabourg and Swiss governments applied to Italy
those economic and financial sanctions advocated by the
Council and Assembly of the League.
% e failure of Luxembourg and Switzerland to conform
to the letter with the resolutions adopted within the League
1. "Article 9. Every measure of restriction or prohi
bition taken by a neutral Power in regard to the matters
referred to in Articles 7 and 0 must be impartially applied to
both belligerents." James Scott (ed.). The Hague Conventions
and Declarations of 1899 and 1907. 134.

10S
gmv# riflo t© a haatad debate wlthlm the Cmmlttee of Go-0rdlaatie® OB November 2, 1935.

Im 1920 the neutrality of Switzer

land had been treated as more firmly established than that of
Luxembourg.

On this oooasion the attitude of the Swiss govern

ment with respeet to sanations m s subjected to severe criti
cism while the policy of the grand duoal government was con
sidered with more leniency.^

Perhaps a realization of Luxem

bourg's geographic situation and its dimensions contributed
to this indulgence.

In retrospect the irascible temper dis

played by the Oommlttee over the attitude of two small countries
recognized neutrals, seems petty When the reluctance of the
great powers to act boldly is remembered.
Joseph Bech, foreign minister of the Grand Duchy and

present at the debate, made a declaration on this occasion
quoted in part.
Our juridical sub-coamittee has revealed, in its
report, that Luxembourg, la applying proposition I, has
not made any discrimination among the belligerents.
This attitude of the luxembourg Government conforms to
the traditional policy of my country, to its regime of
perpetual neutrality which was created in 1&67 with the
object of European peace and whose principle is inscribed
in our Constitution. Placed at the crossroads of the
great military routes of history, without proper mili
tary resources and with the impossibility of creating
them, laxembourg owes it to this policy not to have
remined a cause of discord in Europe. This policy
which is necessitated by the geographic and unique
military situation of the Grand Duchy remains thus in
the directives so often outlined by the Assembly and
the Council, and according to which each state is
obliged to collaborate in a collective action in the
measure which its geographic situation and the special
conditions of its armaments permit it. The Assembly,
at the time of the admission of Luxembourg into the
League of Nations in 1920, had already recognized the
1. Weiurer, Le Statut. 20.
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special ocGâitlozis la which my coimtry happens to be.
This comstltatlomal tradition of Its foreign policy
does not prevent the Government of my country from
fulfilling the obligations inscribed la the Covenant,
In so far as they are not in contradiction with Its
special status. It Is thus that, despite the boMs
of friendship which join us to Italy and despite the
very heavy sacrifices which our collaboration Imposes
on our national economy, we have adhered to the other
propositions of the Committee of Co-Ordination.*
When the Spanish Civil War threatened to have extended
International repercussions Inxcmbourg followed In the steps
of its western neighbors In September, 1936, In joining the
Bon-Interventlon Committee established In London.

The committee

sought to limit If not prevent the despatch of material and aid
to either side In the conflict, to restrain Interventionist
elements, and to check any International activity tending to
wards the extension of the war beyond Spanish frontiers.
general conflagration was feared.

A

In conformity with the

directives of the Hon-Interventlon Committee, a Luxmbourg law
of April 10, 1937, prohibited Luxembourg nationals frcm taking
service In the arzwd forces of Spain or In Spanish possessions,
The same law decreed a series of prohibitions designed to pre
vent the participation in the Spanish Civil War of foreigners
resident In the Grand Duchy.

These acts were necessarily In

keeping with traditional natlozml policy quite aside trm. the
fact that they were Inspired by the Won-Interventlon Committee
of Londcm.
German military preparations of the mid-thirties
alarmed the grand duoal government vdiioh, from long experience,
1. Wehrer,

Statut. 21.
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eottlâ not plaofi too muoh faith la the guarantees and deolaratioas of the leioh with respeot to the oouatry's neutrality.
The reconstitution of the nary and air force and the re-latra
duction of compulsory military service occasioned apprehension.
The rmilitarization of the left bank of the Rhine, the return
of the Saar, and the establishment of the Rome-Berlin Axis
heightened this anxiety.

When discussions took place among

several of the great powers with the object of concluding a
new Western Pact, the grand duoal government in 1937 sought
new guarantees and a confirmation of Luxembourg*a status
within the framework of the envisaged pact,^ Any opportunity
to reinforce its security was seized by the Luxembourg govern
ment even when, as on this occasion, the pourparlers fell
through,
Joseph Bech in a discourse of April 24, 1937, before
the Union of the foreign Press summrimad the policy followed
by his government during the last seventy years.

Inasmuch as

three years later following the delivery of this discourse
lAixembourg ims again overrun by the armies of the Reich and
the traditional policy of neutrality vms completely abandoned,
this discourse, quoted in part, can be considered akin to a
valedictory.

It was an affirmation of a policy still in force

but one which the events of the next few years were to prove
untenable in the light of changing conditions,
Luxembourg’s neutrality is not a theoretic formila
born at random of an accidental situation. It consti
tutes the Inevitable outcome of our history. It urns
in 1867, it is tMay, and it will alimys remain one
1. Majerus, la, Luxembourg. 100,

Ill
of the permanent condition* of the maintenmce of peace
in this region of Europe. The Powers of 1867 had the
wisdom to recognize it.
The work which they created at that time is not
only a Juridical work but above all a political work
whose primary source and profound cause lie in our
geographic situation and the non-existence of our
means of military defense.
If we are confined in this protective girdle of a
perpetual and guaranteed neutrality, this
is not in
an interest uniquely huxembourgian but to an European
interest and to the general peace. This European
interest is today what it was in 1867.
And it is because our particular interest agrees
with the general interest that we have a faith so
much the amre great in the value of the Treaty and in
the guarantee which it gives us.l
The league had been a haven for Xaixembourg and had
enabled it

to retain its status as a disarmed

the Lea^e

in the

dering.

neutral.But

years Just preceding World War II wasfoun

The league oould not be a refuge or a protector of

a small, undefended state like Luxembourg existing in the
maws of neighbors on the verge of war.

Luxembourg remiined

a member of the League until its dissolution.

Since that

organization existed merely after a nominal fashion in its
last y«ars and Luxembourg’s membership was not marked by any
noteworthy activity, this resume of grand duoal diplomacy
within the League of Hâtions concludes with a review of the
Convention of Ouchy and the Oslo Group.
The defection of Germany, Italy, and Japan weakened
the League of Hâtions considerably since one of the conditions
of its operation ims international solidarity.
1. Wehrer, Le Statut. 22-23.
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of Great Eritaia mod I^anoe to ooamlt themeelvea to mnj vigo
rous, bold policy wltbla that body also had a debilitating
effect.
nadir.

The prestige of the League gradually approached its
At this time when the great powers were drifting

apart and a conflict appeared imminent, when the League in

its enfeebled condition was unable to provide adequate protec
tion to its members, some of the small nations sought to
insure their security by grouping themselves together under
a policy of strict neutrality.

They felt themselves unsup

ported by the Western decmocracies on the one side and
threatened by Kazl Germany's imperialistic designs on the
other.

And yet their military resources did not lend them

selves to the probability of a successful defense.

Also their

geographical separation into two distinct regions rendered
them strategically indefensible.

The Oslo Group of powers

ccmprising Korway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, The Motherlands,
Belgium, and Luxembourg were reduced to the hope that collec
tively their neutrality might be respected more than on an
individual basis; as a cohesive group they would enjoy at
least moral prestige.

And should their neutrality be respected

by the belligerents they would escape the devastations of war.
Sinoe it was their very weakness which called the Oslo powers
into association, it oould not be expected that they would
have the strength to withstand opposition from any of the

great powers to their association.

Opposition from the great

powers was manifested and the movement, although it received
much sympathy and enjoyed a certain moral prestige, proved

11)
abortive.

Thla attampt om the part of the amall powers to

form a bloo of neutrals apart from the alignment of great

powers never sucoeeded.
As early a# Deeember 2 2

,1930, Rbrway,

Sweden, Denmark,

Belgium, The Netherlands, and Luxembourg agreed in the Conven
tion of Oslo not to raise tariffs among themselves without
notification and consultation.

Agreements were also projected

for the increase of trade through the suppression of economic
barriers.

General cooperation in economic and political

matters was envisaged.

In 1933 finland signed the convention.

The convention never achieved any great commercial significance
in its attempt to coordinate economic efforts and to stimulate
trade; politically it was rather innocuous.
In 1932 the Convention of Ouchy was concluded between
The Netherlands, Belgium, and luxmabourg. Negotiated at Ouchy

but signed at Geneva, the convention stipulated that existing
duties should not be increased nor should new duties be applied
on imports among the three countries, that there should be no
new barriers other than isqport duties in the cmmerce among

the three countries, and that no new duties should be placed
on imports from other countries enjoying treaty relations
with the Low Countries unless those states had at a prior

time raised their own trade barriers.

An important stipulation

provided for the reduction of existing duties on imports by
tea per cent per annum until the total reduction reached fifty
per cent.

Other countries were invited to sign the convention

and those non-sipiatories which abided by its terms were to
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be exteMed Its benefits.

The eonTentlon was not to ecme

Into effect until those countries having most-favored-nation

clauses in their com&ereial relations with the three lands
waived their rights. Upon the refusal of Greet Britain, the
objections of the Ottawa Conference, and the indifference of
the United States of America, the convention was never enforced,

Even if it was not put into practice it initiated a trend in
policy which achieved expression after World War II in the
formation of the Benelux Union.
A new agreement was signed by these same Oslo powers
at The Hague on May 28, 1937.

It provided that existing

tariffs were not to be increased, new ones were to be estab
lished, and quantitative restrictions were to be applied among
themselves. This convention provoked the hostility of some
of the great powers and a year later it nas abandoned and the
Oslo Convention of 1930 was restored.
A meeting of the countries of the Oslo Group at Copen

hagen m.s called by Monsieur Sandler, the Swedish foreign
minister, following the failure of the agreement signed at
The Hague in 1937 and in consequence of the failure of the
policy of collective security within the League.

The Copen

hagen Conference of July 28, 1938, brought together the
foreign ministers of the four Scandinavian countries and of
the three Low Countries. Hitherto primarily economic in
character the neutral bloc on this occasion assumed definite
political aspects.

An official ooammnique was issued by the

ministers of foreign affairs with respect to their obligations
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to the League and their poliey of neutrality.

They deelared

their Intention of eontinuing to eollaborate in the Lea#ie,
hut, in view of develoimente within the League and with referenee to reeent events, a modified interpretation of the
nature of eanetioms had been adopted.

” . . . they eoneider,

however, the system of sanctions as having acquired, in the
actual circumstances and through the practice of the past
years, a non-obligatory character. They are of the opinion,
in other respects, that this non-obligatory character of sanc
tions is valid not only for a particular group of states, but
that it exists for all the Members of the League of Nations.

With reference to his government’s participation in
the Conference of Copenhagen and in elucidation of its attitude,

Albert Wehrer delivered the following declaration on Septem
ber 23, 1938, before the Assembly of the League.

It urns the

last official manifestation of the Grand Duchy within the
League before Genmn armies again overwhelmed the country.
The Govermaient of lux^bourg has never ceased to
affirm that the geographical situation of the country
and the complete absence of proper defense compel it
to maintain in the League of Nations its traditional
policy of neutrality, and is, furthermore, convinced
that this policy, today as in the past, is in the
general interest of the maintenance of peace in this
part of Europe,
Acting thus, the Luxembourg Government remains
within the directives so often outlined by Assembly
and Council, according to which cooperation in the
League of Nations* work necessarily differs for each
country with regard to its geographical situation and
the special conditions of its armaments.
1. Majerus, Le Luxembourg. 102.
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In this spirit also, it adhere# to the deolaration
of the oonntries assembled at the Copenhagen Oonferenoe
last Jnly.l
On the day of the eonolnsion of the Russo-German Past,
on August 23, 1939, and almost on the very eve of the outbreak
of World War II a oonferenoe of the Oslo powers was presided
over by Monsieur Pierlot, head of the Belgian cabinet, in
Brussels.

The conference met with the knowledge that the

powers represented would be helpless before the rising storm
of international conflict.

Their last resort was an appeal

addressed to the great powers by King Leopold III.

Speaking

on his own behalf and on behalf of the kings of Morway, Sweden,
and Denmark, on behalf of the queen of The Netherlands, the

grand duchess of Luxembourg and the president of Finland, the
king made an appeal in favor of peace and of mediation with
the desire " . . . that the men on whom depends the course

of events accept and submit their differences and their claims
to open negotiation in a spirit of fraternal coopération.

But," he added, "let there be no deception whatsoever ; the
peace that we desire is peace with respect for the rights
of all nations.

moral order.

A lasting peace can be founded only on a
The appeal of the monarch and the hope of the

nations on whose behalf he spoke were soon drowned in the
clamor of war.

1. Albert Wehrer, "The International Status of the
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg." Luxembourg Bulletin. Nov. 1950/
Jan. 1951, 288.
2. mjerus, Le Luxembourg. 103.
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Wopia War II:

% e Saeonâ Creman Invasiom

As early as 1938 the grmn& daeal government sought
to obtain unilateral guarantees of luzambourg'a neutrality
from Tranoe and Germany.

Colleative seeurity as it was

assured by the League had failed.

The attempt to obtain

renewed guarantees within the framework of an envisaged
Western Past had fallen through.

And the oonferenees of the

Oslo powers, whatever designs were entertained to eonstltute
an effeotlve neutral bloo, were ineonolusive, expressive of
only a vague and almost desperate hope to avoid Involvement
in the eventual eonfliot.

The Luxembourg government oould

plaee little oonfidenoe in the oolleotlve guarantee of the

powers signatory to the Treaty of London of 186?.

To take

the plaoe of these pledgee and aooords whieh had little
probability of being honored, the government sought to reinforee its seeurity by obtaining unilateral guarantees from
those two neighbors whose mutual enmity rendered preoarious
Luxembourg's exlstenee, Pranee and Germany.
-117-
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Tranee’s raXatioas with her small neighbor having
been eztres^ly oordial, Luxembourg had not entertained any
serious doubts eoneernlng the good will of its western
neighbor.

Bat German imperialism, a threat sinoe the advent

of Adolf Hitler, was quite another matter.

The negotiations

Gonduoted simultaneously in Berlin and Paris by the Imxembourg forel#! offioe were direoted j^imarily at obtaining a
new and possibly more oomprehensive guarantee from the Beieh.
The Luxembourg minister for foreign affairs, Monsieur Booh,

personally oonduoted the negotiations with the freneh minister
for foreign affairs.

The details were to be worked out with

Monsieur itessigli and Monsieur Basdevant of the Frenoh foreign
offioe.

The grand duoal chargé d’affaires in Berlin opened

identical negotiations with the government of the Beieh and
at the same time acted as liaison between the Q,uai d*Orsay
and the Wilhelmstrasse. The negotiations were carried on
with the aim of drawing up franco-Inxembourg and GermanLuxembourg agreements whereby the french and German govern
ments promised, in identical terms, to guarantee and respect
the independence and the territorial integrity of the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg.
signed.

The negotiated agreements were never

The french government refused, by appending its

signature to such an agreement, to imply that the signature
of the German government had any value or honor whatsoever.^
1. Albert Wehrer, "The International Status of the
Grand Duchy of luxembourg," Luxembourg Bulletin. Ho. 32/34,
Hov. 19$0/yan. 1951» 288; this article i s n o t a translation
of Le Statut International du Grand-Duché de Luxembourg.
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la ▼l«w of the peaflây ehovn by Germmy on other oeeasioas
the attltn&e of the Freneh government w&e Justified.

More

over, the aggressive plans of the Reioh as subsequently
revealed rendered any sueh agreement nothing more than another
*3orap of paper,** a toy to distraet foreign diplomats and
goimmments from the aotual intentions of Greater Germany.
leeauae of strained international relations abroad,
to meet any eontingeneies arising from an eventual eonfliot,
and to strengthen its om. position the Luxembourg government
seeured the passage of a law by the Chamber of Deputies on
September 28, 19)8, empowering the government to take "any
steps required to preserve the safety of the State and its

inMbitants."^

On August 29, 19)9, the Chamber extended the

time limit of this law indefinitely.

The law granting the

government full powers was important during the first months

of the war by permitting the adoption of stringent regulations
to insure against any aots capable of compromising the
country's declared neutrality.

Later this law became the

legal basis for the activities of the government-in-exile.
During the days preceding the outbreak of war, the
Wxaabourg foreign offioe received assurances from both the
ITench and German ministers accredited to the grand duchess
that their goverm&ents would respeot Luxembourg's neutrality.
On August 28 the Inxembourg government issued an official
1. Luxembourg and the German Invasion Before and After
(The lAixembourg ërey Book), l8. ISereafier citel as the
Luxembourg Grey Book.

1*0
ûmmmalqmé following the rislt of the Qermen minister.
M. Joseph Beoh, Minister of Foreign Affairs of
the Orand Duohy of lAixemboorg» reeeired on Saturday,
Augost 26th, 1939» Herr Ton ladowltz, Oemmn Minister
to lAixembourg. The German Minister has stated the
attitode of Germany towards the Grand Duohy shooId a
liaropean war be unaToldable. The Minister has deelared
that the Beieh, taking into consideration the repeatedly
manifested will of the Grand Duoal GoTernment to adhere
faithfully to its traditional poliey of neutrality, is
decided to observe in regard to the Grand Duchy an
attitude which in no circumstances will harm the invio
lability of the territory of Luxembourg as long as
.
Luxembourg itself observes an attitude of neutrality.^
Thanking Herr von Radowitz for the welcome assurance, Monsieur

Bech stated that his government reserved to itself the right
to determine and declare the time and manner of any possible
violation of Luxembourg's territory.

Should sueh a violation

occur, a violation determined by the grand duoal government,
Luxembourg would invoke the relevant stipulations of the
international treaties and inform the powers concerned.

This

statement vms necessitated, as Monsieur Beoh pointed out to
the German minister, by the precedent of August 1, 1914, when
Germany occupied the Grand Duchy on the false allegation that
French troops had violated the grand duoal frontiers.

Luxem

bourg hoped to avoid a repetition of that unfortunate incident
and it was with this intention that the reservation was formu
lated.
A similar assurance was given by France.

On August 29

an official communiqué was issued indicating the attitude of
France.
The Minister of Foreign Affairs, M. Beoh, has
today received the Minister of France, M. Gambon,
1. Luxembourg Grey Book. 31.
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who has Informed him of the firm Intention of the
Government of the Repuhlio to respeet the inviola
bility of the Grand Duoal territory. The french
Government will only consider a modification of
this attitude in the ease of this inviolability
not being respected by another Power.^
Monsieur Bech expressed his appreciation of this declaration
and informed Monsieur Gambon that Germany had given similar
assurances.
The scene was set, the stage prepared, the actors in
their places, and the raising of the curtain awaited.

On

September 1, 1939» the armies of Greater Germany invaded
Poland.

Three days later Luxembourg’s fears were realized

when, with British and french declarations of war against
Germany, World war II was initiated.

On September 5 the

Imxembourg government, giving official recognition to the
international conflict which had broken out, took advantage
of the laws of September 28, 1938, and of August 29, 1939,
giving the executive carte blanche powers to insure the
security of the state.

The government utilized this power

to issue decrees restricting all activity which might compro
mise the country’s neutrality.

On September 6 a declaration

of the government headed the official Memorial.
The Grand Duchy reaffirms its determined resolution
to observe the strictest neutrality in the conflict
which has just broken out in Europe, conforming to its
international engagements and its constitution. Conse
quently, the rules of neutrality in force in the Grand
Duchy and referring to the relations of the Grand Ihiehy
with foreign Powers must be observed by the authorities
and all those whom they concern.%
1. Luxembourg Grey Book, 32.
2. m t .
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The Fifth Oonventiom of % e Sague of Oetober 18, 1907, rela
tive to the rights and obligations of nentral powers and
persons in ease of war by land was the basis of a grand daoal
dearee of September 15, 1939, prohibiting acts eontrary to
the state's nentrality.

Severe penalties of fine and impri

sonment were imposed on those who eoamitted aots of hostility
against either of the belligerents.

The freedom of the press

m s not seriously impaired Imt penalties were imposed on those
attasking the person of sovereigns or heads of foreign govern
ments or their authority.

Most ooœauniqués were issued impar

tially and without oomment. Heverthelesa the German minister
repeatedly demanded that the Grand Duehy observe a "moral"
neutrality, so evident was the popular sympathy for the Frenoh
and British.

Aerial operations over the Grand Duehy had been

enjoined ereapt by government authorisation; repeated protests
were delivered to the belligerents beeause of violations by
military aircraft.

Beeause of the size of the country and

its strategic position, such violations through error were
easily conceivable but the protests, once registered, appa
rently were not pressed.

Eadlo-Luxaabourg was closed down

lest its operations be made the basis of a charge against the
country's neutrality.

And, although Xnzembourg diplomats and

lawyers had disputed this point previously In international
conferences with stateaents that their country could not acco
modate such a policy, deserters of the belligerents were
interned in the interests of public order and internal security.
Several villages in the extreme southern sector of the country
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*h@r@ the fro&tiers of Germany anâ ?ranee meet those of loxemhourg were aooidentally shelled.
from these areas.

The inhabitants were removed

The enforoement of these regulations and a

eareful husbanding of the national eeonomy in eooperation
with Belgium were about all the grand dueal government could
do to provide for the safety of its people,
Kot prohibited by its international status from taking
measures for passive defense, the government had constructed
along the French and German frontiers a number of cement and
barbed wire obstacles, particularly at points of entry of
roads and bridges.

A. second line of obstacles was constructed

when the Germans increased the nimber of their fortifications
on the Moselle.

The character of these defenses permitted

little more than a possible slowing down of the passage of
enasy forces, particularly mechanized units.

Evidence of

German irritation over the construction of these obstacles
was given when, about a month before the actual invasion, the
German minister officially protested before Monsieur Bech
that the passive defense work was not in accordance with the
country's disarmed neutrality and moreover unnecessary in
view of Germany's assurances that grand ducal neutrality
would be respected.

Monsieur Bech, in reply, justified his

government's activity as sanctioned by international conven
tion.

He also expressed misgivings concerning the landing-

stages built by the Germans on their bank of the rivers form
ing the lurembourg-German frontier.

Herr von Badowitz, the

German minister, declared these works important for German
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river toraffie.

Hcmsiaor Beoh, ©till skeptical, replied, "I

ehoBld feel so mieh easier If you could tell me that you are
personally convinced that your Government has no Intention
of violating the neutrality of my country.*^

Serr von

Radowltz chose to Ignore this remark.

Despite official assurances of the German govenment,
the ministers of the grand duchess were not deceived concern
ing German Intentions.

The preparations on the German side

of the frontier left little doubt as to the plans for ultimate
aggression.

It was a matter of when this aggression would

take place.

To supply inforimtlon on the progress of the

awaited invasion. Information which would enable the govern
ment to follow a preconceived course of action, a system of
radiophonie communications and motorized petrols was created.
On January 4, 194% the ministers and the grand duchess
in solemn council mide plans regarding their course of action
at the moment of invasion.

It was decided that the grand

duchess, her family, and her chief ministers would withdraw
from the Grand Duchy into France from whence an appeal would
be made to the powers. Directives were also prepared for the
administration of the country during the absence of the
sovereign and her government. Consequently the frontier posts
were given the task of alerting officials in the capital by
radio and courier {it was expected the Germans would sever
telephone and other regular communications) when the invasion
began.

The patrols, following the progress of the invasion,
1. Luxembourg Grey Book. 33.
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eoîild offer the foreign offlee detailed information needed
for diplomatie and propagandisti© purposes.
On May 9 Monsieur Beoh received information that the
invasion was imminent.

An order from the ohief staff officer

of the German divisional eommend dated April 23, 1940, fell
into the hands of the grand daoal government.

The order con

tained detailed instructions on the occupation and guard of
key positions within a certain sector of the Grand Duchy, the
region between Diekirch and Ittelbruok comprising about five
square miles.

The territorial limitations of this order

suggested that other units of the command received similar
instructions although only this one order remained as evidence
in liUxeabourg.^ Shortly before midnight on May 9 the govern
ment learned that the invasion was scheduled to take place
within hours.

The grand duchess was brought from her chateau

at Golmar-Berg to the capital after the first alert.

An

attempt was made to round up fifth columnists and German
agents but since the whole country would be overrun shortly
by the armies of the Reich such measures became pointless•
Nothing more than a token resistance could be offered under
any circumstances.

However with some compaasion interned

French aviators and German deserters were released to seek
whatever refuge they might find for themselves.
German troops disguised as civilians quickly over

powered the gendarmes and radio posts along the eastern and
southeastern frontiers and poured into the country. Motorized
1. Luxembourg Grey Book. 34-35.
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«mita might have quiolcly aaaled off all routes of esoape but

for the road obataolea whloh delayed their advaaee.

As It

#aa, Oermaa aircraft leaded at various points and disgorged
troops near the freaoh border,

Iseap© beeame difficult;

eertalm eroaaroada were eovered by m&ohlne guns manned by the
alr*borae troops of the Beleh and the paraehated troops were
80 disposed as to leave no doubt of their purpose to prevent
the flight of the Luzembourg government.

Before leaving. Monsieur Beoh tried to telephone Herr
von Eadowita, the German minister, to protest officially this
second violation of Luxembourg’s neutrality and territory.

Very conveniently the German minister could not be reached
either at the legation or at his private residence.

At 6î30 A. M., May 10, the ministers of the govern
ment left the capital by car and proceeded towards the French
border.

After some difficulties including a brush with German

smchlne-gunnlsts, the governmental party and the grand dueal
household were united in the French city of Longwy.

Subse

quently the government established Itself in the Luzembourg
legation in Paris which became its official seat until the
surrender of France.
The occupation of Luxembourg was well under way when
at 7*00 A,

May 10, the grand ducal chargé d’affaires in

Berlin was handed a memorandum from the government of the
Reich*

The document betrays a lack of imagination since, In

substance, It offers the same argument m a p W c d by the Imperial
German government In IflA In justification of Its action.
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% e German foreign office, me it has been saiG of the Bourbons,
apparently neither learned nor forgot a thing in the period
intervening between wars.
The Government of the Reich has trustworthy infor
mation that Ingland and franoe have decided to follow
their policy of spreading the war by launching in the
near future an attack against Germany through Belgian
and Dutch territory.

Belgium and the Netherlands have already been for
a long time secretly on the side of Germany's enemies
which constitutes a breach of their neutrality; they
do not only nmnt not to prevent this attack but actu
ally favour it. The facts which prove this are estab
lished in detail in a memorandum which will be handed
over to the Royal Belgian and the Royal Dutch Govern
ments and of which a copy is added here. German
troops have now been ordered to assure the neutrality
of the two countries by all the force at their disposal
in order to counteract the Impending attack.
The offensive decided upon by France and Britain
in agreement with Belgium and Holland will also include
the territory of the Luxembourg State. In consequence,
the Government of the Reich is forced to extend to
Luxembourg territory the military operations started
upon, in ordw to oppose the attack.
The Grand Ducal Government is aware that the Govern
ment of the Reich was prepared to respect the neutrality
and integrity of Luxembourg providing that other neigh
bour countries would do the same. Negotiations in view
of such agreements between the interested Powers seemed
almost to reach conclusion in summer, 1939, when France
discontinued them. The breaking-off of the negotiations
by France can now be explained by the military decisions
which she has now taken jointly with Germany's other
enemies and they need no further comment.
ISie Government of the Reich expects that the Grand
Ducal Government will now take account of the sole guilt
of Germany's enemies in creating this situation and take
the necessary measures to render impossible any hindrance
of the German action by the Luxembourg population. The
Government of the Reich, for their part, assure the
Grand Ducal Government of Luxembourg that Germany has
no intention of violating the territorial integrity and
the political independence of the Grand Duchy by her
measures, either now or in future.-*1. Luxembourg Grey Book. 38-39.
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Amother eXause guaranteed the %uroi>ean and overseas possessions
of the dynasty should no resistanoe be offered.
About the same hour Herr von Badowitz, German minister
to Luxembourg, appeared at the Ministry to present a deolaration in the name of his government. The note, as it was repro*

dueed in the Luxembourg newspapers the following day, was
substantially the same as the memorandum delivered to the

Luzembourg legation in Berlin.

In the absenee of Monsieur

Beeh the declaration was reoeived by Albert Wehrer, secretary

general of the government. Monsieur Wehrer tried to contact
his government by telephone for instructions— the government
at that moment was hovering near the French border— but because
of the interference of German troops his efforts failed.

Al

though considering himwelf lacking authority to deliver an
official answer he nevertheless felt compelled to register a
formal protest against the violation of his country's neutra
lity.

As the ranking functionary he placed himself at the

disposal of the German authorities in the hope that an auto
nomous administration might be constituted and permitted to
operate albeit within certain restrictions.
The Luxembourg government, before fleeing the country,
had instructed Monsieur Wehrer to head a Commission composed
of four government counsellors on whom devolved the adminis
tration of the country during the absence of the sovereign
and her ministers, the legal government. The afternoon of
May 10 the German minister declared that because in its flight
and appeal to France and Great Britain for aid the Luxembourg
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goTenmamt had, in hi* opiniom, aommitted an mot hoatlle to
the Keloh, the German government no longer recognized the
grand iuoal government#

Severtheless, the German military

authorities mere prepared to sanction the mandate of Albert
Wehrer to form a Government Goamlasion.

fhe German decision

was motivated by expediency, a desire to avoid disruptive
internal conflicts which might have followed the imposition
of a completely German military and civil administration.
As it was, the Commission was under the direction of the
German military authorities from the beginning.

The Ocmmission,

first under title of the Government Commission and later as the
Administrative Commission upon the designation of Luxembourg
as enemy territory on May 16, continued the routine administra
tion of the country for three months until August 7, 1940.
Although their sympathies lay with France and Great

Britain and their hopes were for an Allied victory and the
return of their sovereign and government, the Luxembourgeois
still had to face the problem of living with their conquerors.
Under the constant threat of force there was no alternative

to submission.

Self-preservation demanded that they exert

themselves in an effort to retain what degree of autonomy
the Germans might be pleased to grant.

It was thus that the

Chamber of Deputies, the Council of State, and the Commission
headed by Albert Wehrer submitted to the German military autho

rities in an attempt to retain a measure of authority and pre
serve the institutions of the land.

However, even had the

German government shown more respect for international law
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and latar eontinued its raeognltion of what ultimately was
only a transitional eomission, that aare-taker administration

had only delegated powers.

It oonld do little more than oyer-

see the funetloning of the different adminietratiye aervieea.
The ezeentive and legielatiye power was abroad end to it had
been granted fall powers.

But limited as it was this "rump"

goyernment did eyerything possible to preyent the obliteration
of the state.
The Chamber of Deputies was oonyoked the afternoon of
May 11, 1940, by Monsieur Reuter, president of the Chamber,

who addressed that body on the situation of the country.

As

the highest authority of the land in the absence of the grand
duchess and her goyernment, he protested the violation of

Luxembourg’s neutrality and in demonstrating the injustice
of this violation called attention to the Grand Duchy’s faith
ful adhesion to its international engagements and to the policy
of neutrality which had been strictly if not rigorously observed
up to the very moment of invasion and occupation.

Concluding

his address Monsieur Reuter expressed his personal devotion
and that of the country to the grand duchess in exile.

The

Government Commission headed by Albert Wehrer on mandate of

the absent government and recognized by the German authorities
was sanctioned by the Chamber.

The Commission ims to be

assisted by a consultative commission drawn from the Chamber.
The Council of State in an opinion dated May 14, 1940,

confirmed the measures adopted by the Chamber. It recommended
that by a foKaal vote the Chamber manifest its expressed will
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In Gonflmlng the authority of the Conraisslon and that the
latter exercise its powers by simple governmental decrees*
This the Chamber did on May 16 with a mmnimous vote,
Canaan military authority was initially exercised
by the military command (Oberfeldkcmmandantur) of Ceneral

Oullmann, a regime subsequently replaced by the subordinate
military command

(?eldkommendentur) of Colonel Schumacher,

Their concern being primarily military, the rule of these

officers was by nature severe even to the point of being harsh
but it was also characterized by a certain correctness.
About May 16 General Gullmann summoned Monsieur Wehrer
to present to him an official declaration by which the German
government, in view of the hostile actions of the grand ducal
government, considered Luxembourg as enemy territory and conse
quently refused to recognize the authority of the Commission.
Monsieur Wehrer protested that this change of attitude was not
justified either juridically or on the basis of any subversive
behavior on the part of the population.

General Gullmann

reconsidered the matter and the following day declared that
the military administration would continue its relations with
the Commission.^
This situation continued until August 7, 1940*

The

German military authorities were in control of the country
but, in their preoccupation with military affairs and because

it was expedient, they left the routine administration of the
country to the Luxembourgeois. The Secret Military Police

1. Majerus, |iO Luxembourg. 124.
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was mainly eoaesmad with the prevention of spying and of
sabotage— its interests were not political as were those of
the Gestapo, Requisitioning, although in effeet severe, was
at least orderly.

Throughout the period of military rule no

great effort was made to alter the institutions of the country
where they were not in aotual oonfllot with military demands.
In many respects this brief period of the oeoupation paralleled

that of World War I*

The German officers displayed a certain

ruthlessness perhaps but they also showed a certain correct

ness in their attitude.

When the military authorities departed

some of them were reputedly heard to mutter, «After us come
the bandits.*
By decree of Adolf Hitler on August 2, 194G, Gustav
Simon, Gauleiter of the Koblenz-Trier district, was made

Chief of the German Civil Administration in Luxembourg,
Luxembourg was removed from immediate military jurisdiction,
an unfortunate circumstance for the people since the Gauleiter

was directly responsible to Hitler.
appeal from his rule,

There could be little

0n August 7 Gustav Simon entered Luxem

bourg at the head of columns of Gestapo troops followed by a
train of prospective officials and carpetbaggers.

The Germani-

zatlon of the land and the subversion of the Inxembourg state
were policies put into effect immediately by the new regime,
One by one and at an ever increasing pace decrees were published

by the Haai Gauleiter abolishing Imxembourg institutions and
supplanting them with those of the Reich in preparation for

annexation.

The Prussian severity of the military authorities
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during the prerious month seemed bearable In eomparison to
the fanatiolsm eharaoterizlng the Hazi regime of the polltleally ambitious Gauleiter. This period of German rule
initiated by Gustav Simin is invariably branded «the terror"
by luxembourg jurists and historians.
On August 6, the day before the Gauleiter*a offieial
entry into luzembourg but at the same time by his order,
German vms declared the official language of the land,

french,

the language of the intelligentia, the courts, and the adminis
tration since the time of John the Blind, was prohibited to
the press and to the courts.

Later this prohibition mas exten

ded throughout the country and the use of even common French
salutations was considered a mmnlfestatlon of Luxembourg
nationalism and rendered punishable. In line with this ridi
culous linguistic policy those luxembourgeois having Christian
names and surnames not recognizeably Teutonic were ordered to
alter them in conformity with German usage.

Even in the ffelrd

Belch such a fanatic measure had never been adopted; it Is
reflective, perhaps, of the pedantry of Gustav Simon, a one
time school teacher.
The Gauleiter by a proclamation of August 13 released
all public officials and employees from their oath of alle
giance to the grand duchess.

The oath itself was abolished

and use of the terms «Grand Duchy of Luxembourg" and «country
of Luxembourg" prohibited.

About the same time a Genmn mayor.

Dr. Hengst, was appointed to head the municipal administration
of the capital and, as soon as they could be accomodated.
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German mayors were appointed to positions in the more ia^ortant
oities.
August 20 saw the oreation of a speeial oourt CSoader-»
gerioht) oomposed exclusively of Oerman magistrates with juris

diction in cases of treason and anti-German acts of all types.
Its creation brought the German penal code into operation
within Inxembourg.
On August 23 all national political parties were
dissolved and their assets confiscated.
system was introduced on August 26,

The German monetary

All civil employees were

required to make a declaration of loyalty to the German adminis
tration and to the Gauleiter,
finally the last vestiges of the Luxembourg state were
swept away when, on October 22, 1940, the Chamber of Deputies
and the Council of State were abolished.

This action was

followed by the dismissal of Albert Wehrer as head of the now
ignored Administrative Commission and the dissolution of the
Commission itself,

% e abolition of grand ducal institutions

iwved the way for the incorporation of Luxembourg into the
Greater German Reich.

Throughout 1941 Luxembourg was trans

formed, in effect, into a German province.
On August 30, 1942, the Gauleiter Gustav Simon formally
proclaimed the annexâtimi of Dixembourg to Germany, The land
was mmde a part of the lloselgau and German citizenship was
extended to the vast majority of the population.
zation of a ^

This legali

facto achievement permitted the Germans to

impose compulsory military service on the Luxembourg population.

1)5
Thenceforth Luxembourg vrais treated as an integral part of the
Reioh,

A detailed aooount of the German oeoupation does not
oome within the scope of this study.

The oeoupation is a

subject in Itself oapabl© of extensive treatment, either of
the illegalities and barbarism of the German authorities or

of the stubborn opposition of the luxembourgeois at the eost
of exeoution, fine, and deportation.

The punitive measures

of the Gestapo did not end with the decree of annexation nor
did the opposition of the luxembourgeois eease.

But annexa

tion was the olimax of a political drama and, for the purposes
of this study in a review of the German oeoupation, it is the
finale.

The foreign policy of the Grand Duehy irais being

determined abroad with the government-in-exile and to it we

return.
The grand dueal household and the ministers of the
government in their flight from Luxembourg on the morning
of May 10, 1940 , were reunited in the freneh city of Longwy
before proceeding on the road to Paris,

The Luxembourg lega

tion in Paris became the seat of the grand dueal governmentin-exile for almost a month.

During this time the grand

duchess was granted a residence in southern Prance by the

frenoh government and the Luxembourg authorities in exile
patiently awaited a turn of events which they hoped would
permit their return to the Grand Duehy.

During this short

period before the surrender of Prance again forced flight,
diplomatic considerations, the problem of numerous refugees,
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ema ftetlTo eollaboration with the iULlled goTeramemte were
matters of p re s s in g Importance,
On the morning of the In^slon, at about 9*00 A. M.,
the Luxembourg chargé d'affaires In Paris presented an appeal
for aid on behalf of his government to Ohampetler de Kibes,
undersecretary of state for foreign affairs at the quai
d'Orsay, The same day the charge d'affaires of Luxembourg
in Brussels made a similar appeal to the British ambassador.
Sir Lancelot Oliphant, also accredited as minister to the
grand dueal court.

The note to the French government stated:

Under instructions from my Government I have the
honour to inform Your Excellency that German troops
have this night entered the territory of the Grand
Duchy, in spite of the promise given by the Reich
before the beginning of hostilities to respect the
inviolability of the Grand Duchy. These facts consti
tute a flagrant attack on the inviolability of Luxem
bourg and a violation of the neutrality of the Grand
Duchy which was guaranteed by the Treaties of London
of 1839 and 1867.

The Luxembourg Government has protested energe
tically, but without result, against this aggression.
Raving been disarmed by the Treaty of London of
1867 and lacking all means of self-defense, the Grand
Duehy appeals for the assistance of Prance, her

guarantor, for the protection of the population and
the restoration of the Independence and integrity of
Luxembourg,^
The minister for foreign affairs informed the American minister

to Luxembourg, resident In Brussels, by telephone of the inva
sion.
Both the French and British governments in replies

dated May 11 and May 12 respectively promised their military
1. Luxembourg Grey Book. 41.
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aaâ moral support.

In those first days of the Invasion there

was still some feeling of optimism, a hope that the initial
sueeess of the Germans might be eheoked and ultimately reversed.
The British note of May 12, 1940, to the Luxembourg government

assures this aid quite simply, emphatleally, and without any
referenoe to the difficulties such support might engender.
I have the honour to inform you that I referred
your note of May 10th to His Majesty's Principal
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, who has instruc
ted me to reply that In response to the appeal of the
Luxembourg Government, His Majesty's Government of the
United Kingdom will, In association with the Government
of the French Republic, come to the aid of Luxembourg
with all the forces at their oomoand.1
The precipitate German victories rendered these promises

illusory to say the least.

Personal messages of sympathy

from the rulers of friendly European countries completed the
exchange of diplomatic notes.

The Pope in expressing compas

sion for the invaded country bestowed his apostolic blessing.
Except for official protests and diplomatic correspondence of
a rather routine character there was little more In this field
of activity which the government could do.
The major problem facing the Luxembourg authorities in
exile was the care of refugees, a problem Immediate and press
ing.

More than 60,000 Dixembourgeols from the southern cantons

had fled into Franoe when their country was invaded.

When

French troops engaged the Germans in skirmishes in southern
Dixembourg late in the sujrning of Ifey 10, another 50,000 people
were evacuated by the Government 0(«mission to the northern
1. Luxembourg Grey Book. 41.
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earntoms of the Ârdemmes,

fh® Germam authorities suhsequemtly

deelared the southern region an area of eTaouatiom and for six
months it remained abandoned.

Thus more than one-third of the

total population was summarily dislooated.

The refugees,

soattered throughout almost all of the Frenoh departments,
were evaouated principally to the Departments of Cote d’Or,
Saone-et-Ioire, and Hérault.

Pierre Krier, minister of labor,

and Victor Bodson, minister of justice, apparently qualified
for this work by ministerial title, were charged with the care
of these refugees.1

First they had to be registered, lodged,

fed, assured medical and social services and, with due concern
for the econcaay of France, employed.

The dislocation of the

French population itself as the enemy advanced and the general
disruption of the national economy made this task very diffi
cult.

The French authorities with whom the grand ducal

1. Victor Bodson, educated at the universities of
Strasbourg, Algiers, and Montpellier, was elected to the Chamber
of Deputies in 1934 and served as vice-president of that legis
lative body tr<m 1937 to 1940. Ho was appointed minister of
justice in 1940 and, upon the German invasion in May of that
year, fled with the other ministers of the government. He
retained his portfolio as minister of justice in the governmentin-exile and thereafter until 1947. Since 1948 he has again
served as vice-president of the Chamber of Deputies ; he is also
vice-president of the Socialist party. In 1951 he re-entered
the government as minister of justice.
Pierre Krier, Luxembourg's minister of labor, served
in the government-in-exile and in the immediate post-war
government. He supervised the dispersion of the Luxembourg
colony of refugees in Portugal and, this task completed, then
established residence in London where he collaborated with
Monsieur Beoh in contacting and directing underground groups
in Luxembourg in the course of the war. More recently he
represented his country at various international conferences
such as the International Labour Conferences.
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offieials hmd to eollaborate were eooperatlve.

ThooaanAa of

refugees from I^ucembourg were employed at the Oreusot and In
other industries vital to %mrtlme production, the technical
experience of many refugees in Luxembourg's iron and steel
industry particularly qualifying them for such work.l
Perhaps the most significant undertaking of the Luxem

bourg government was the organization of a Luxembourg Legion
to fight under the Freneh High Oommand.

This enterprise was

important politically for Luxembourg quite apart from any
military considerations since it was a clear and unequivocal
demonstration of the country’s altered international status.
The policy adopted by the government under Grand
Duchess Charlotte upon the second invasion differed radically
from that pursued under her sister, the Grand Duchess üarieÂdelaide.

In 1914 the luxembourg government, generally unaware

and unforewarned of specific German intentions, m s faced with
a fait acotmoli. It could do little more than lodge protests
and follow a policy which would assure control over the internal
affairs of the Grand Duchy.

There were certain mitigating

factors which permitted the operation of the wartime grand
ducal policy described in an earlier chapter.

Dynastic ties

and affiliations and the tradition of royal intervention even
in military matters tended towards the suspension occasionally
of certain military decrees.

Court protocol and the usages

of diplomacy moderated the harshness of military rule.

Bor

were the Germans so forgetful of international law as to
1, Pierre Erler, Luxembourg Dnder German Occupation. 24.
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ooasid«r themeelves infallible in all of their undertakings.
In 1914 Bethwann-Hollweg in an address before the leiehstag

had admitted that in violating Luxembourg's neutrality
Germany had emmltted an iajustiee to the eountry; in reeognition of this mrong he promised adequate reparations*

In

eomparison with the deeds of their Nasi suooessors, the methods

employed by the imperial authorities seem in retrospect gentle#
manly and civilized.

Ho such conduct could be expected of the masters of
the Third Reich.

Their record presaged continued perfidy,

aggression, and a complete disregard for the minimum demands

of international law.

The Hational-Socialists of the Third

Reich regarded Luxembourg as a country of German race and
language separated from the Reich only through the machina
tions of foreign diplomacy.

The policy of the HSsl leaders

in the annexation of territories related in the past to the
Reich, by whatever slender bond, did not augur well for Luxem

bourg.

The grand ducal government, while hoping almost despe

rately that German assurances to respect Luxembourg's indepen

dence and territorial integrity might be honored, could not
accept them at their face value, Oireumstances had changed

since 1914. A formal protest followed by passive collabora
tion as had been done in 1914 reapplied under prevailing
conditions would have had fatal consequences for Luxembourg,
either in the event of an Allied or of a Hazi victory, for
were such a policy pursued by Luxembourg and the Allies should
win, there might be a temptation to dispose arbitrarily of a
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Qountry %eo willing to suffer German oeoupation and rule with
no more than a formal and totally ineffeotive protest,

îhe

victorious Hazis on the other hand would be emboldened to
annex the Grand Duehy whatever guarantees they might have
made.

A simple, formal protest would be insuffleient in

itself.

It had to be reinforeed by a consistent and constant

attitude of protest made vigorous by a marshaling of whatever
forces remained to the government capable of being placed in
opposition to the invader.

This could be done abroad.

Conse

quently when the grand duchess and hfflp government decided to
flee their country upon invasion, it was with the intention
of avoiding any appearance whatsoever of collaboration with
the invader or of complicity in the aots of the enemy.

The

government, by fleeing and appealing to the Allied powers
for aid, dramatically manifested in a far more effective manner
timn any formal protest its opposition to the Invasion,

By

this act the government ranged itself on the side of the Allies,
And by this act of manifest hostility towards the German Reich
the luxembourg government in effect abrogated its status of
neutrality.
from a political and diploa&tio viewpoint the abolition

of the permanent neutrality imposed by the Treaty of London of
1867 and maintained for almost three-quarters of a century was
the most significant result of the government's action on May 10,

1940.

It permitted the grand ducal government, hitherto res

tricted by the obligations of neutrality, to reorient its
policy in conformity with changing conditions.

It also determim
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the oomrse of motion adopted by the government-ln-e%ile.
Although the country 'was occupied by the enemy and marlike
activity was reduced to a amquls basis within the country*s
Ardennes forests, for the first time since the Empire of
Hapoleon I Luxembourg was legally in a state of war with
another power.

As of May 10, 1940, the Grand Duchy of luxem-

bourg was at war with the German Reich.
The minister for foreign affairs of the Grand Duchy
stated the attitude of his government in the Preface to the
officiai Luxembourg Grey Book, a Preface dated May 10, 1942.
. . . On kky 10th, 1940, Luxembourg neutrality ceased
to exist, for three-quarters of a century disarmed
neutrality such as imposed by the London Treaty of 186?
had been observed. To some it appeared a paralysing
mortgage which reduced the rights of sovereignty, to
others as a protective shield for our security. The
men responsible for the country's fate simply executed
the stipulations of an international treaty never
abolished— without regard to their personal opinions
concerning the efficacy of the clauses for security
which it contained. The duty of neutrality prevented
them from pursuing a foreign policy in accordance with
any tendencies or preferences of their own. Again a
question of right became a question of life.
Today the Treaty of 1867 belongs to the past.
Luxembourg is at war with the Axis Powers. Young Lixem-

bourgers fight in the British, Canadian, American, free
french, and Belgian Armies. In spite of the necessarily
limited scope of its present military contribution to
the common cause, Luxembourg is reoo^ized as an Ally.
And the very fact of this recognition of Europe's
smallest independent country as am equal, in spite of
the merely symbolical value of its war effort, is a ,
proof of the disinterestedness of the Dnited Bâtions.
Monsieur Beoh, in stating the duty of neutrality pre
vented Luxembourg's statesmen from pursuing a foreign policy
in accordance with their own preferences or tendencies, implies
1. Luxembourg Grey Book. 8-9.
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that his oountry was selflessly pursuing a poliey impose#
upon it.

This statement is not in complete accord with some

of Monsieur Beoh*s own declarations made during the pre-war
years nor with the demonstrated policy of his country.

luiem-

bourg maintained the policy of neutrality Imposed upon and
accepted by it through preference and necessity.

When certain

jurists and officials of the League proposed to interpret
Article 40 of the Treaty of Versailles as abolishing Luxembourg*s neutrality, grand ducal authorities emphatically denied
the legitimacy of such an interpretation.

In aotual fact

Luzembourg, disarmed and furthermore Incapable of defense, was

constrained by necessity to follow a policy of neutrality.
There was no feasible alternative.

Moreover the collective

security assured by mœabership in the League of Rations made
the continued maintenance of such a policy possible.

With the

failure of the League this policy became at most precarious.
With the Invasion of May 10, 1940, the grand ducal government
acknowledged that the Treaty of London of 1867 was a dead

letter and consequently abandoned its policy of neutrality.
Actually, had the circumstances warranted the adoption of
another policy, neutrality could have been abandoned at almost
any time after World War I but the occasion, the circumstances,
permitting such action did not arise until the second German
invasion.

There has been a tendency among some of the post-war

Luxembourg writers, suggested in the foregoing quotation, to
place emphasis on the imposition of neutrality on Luxembourg

and to neglect Dixembourg's devoted acceptance of and adherence
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to this status.
The legal position of the grand dueal govemment

deserves review before its wartime aetivity is further out
lined.

The Grand Duoheee Charlotte as the legitimate sovereign

of luzembourg was invested with the prerogative of representing

her eountry abroad.

This quality, ezplloit in her oonstltutlona

position, was recognized by diplomatie usage.

She alone was

qualified to safeguard the future and independenee of her realm

abroad.

Moreover to her executive powers had been added special

powers of a legislative nature.

By the law passed on Septem

ber 29, 1938, the government was empowered to take "any steps
required to preserve the safety of the State and its inhabi
tants."

This grant of full powers to the executive by the

legislature was extended indefinitely by a law of August 28,

1939.

Both laws delegating legislative powers to the grand

duchess and the cabinet were unanimously voted by the Chamber
of Deputies, all deputies present and none abstaining.

Further

more, the cabinet comprising four ministers who fled with the
sovereign was composed of men in office before the invasion|
the absence of the fifth minister, caught by the Germans and
deported, did not affect the status of the government since
the Constitution provided that the minimum number of ministers
be three, additional ministries being at the discretion of the
grand duke.

Consequently the grand duchess and her ministers

exercising the sovereign power abroad in full legal right
were empowered to decree laws and negotiate treaties.
Considering the Grand Duchy at war with the German

U5
Beleh, the grand dueal government proposed to form a Luxembourg
Legion to fight with the freneh and British forees.

It was

to be the first military foree organized by the Luxembourg
government in the twentieth eentury for purposes other than
polio# action,

fhe reeruitment of volunteers was initiated

a little more than a week after the government had established
itself in Paris,

fhe fighting unit thus organized was to be

placed under the direction of the frenoh High Gwmmnd.

On

Kay 20, 1940, enlistment centers for Dixembourg reeruita were
opened in Paris and several outlying oities.

By fun# 15 more

than 2,000 luxembourgeois had ennSLed and there was every
possibility that the number would have been considerably
augmented had not the franeo-German armistice scuttled the
entire project.^
fhe war on the continent had a disastrous turn for
Jtrmme and on June 17, following a crisis, the government of
the republic requested an armistice.

About the same time the

french authorities advised the grand duchess that in view of
the impending armistice they could no longer guarantee her
safety within the borders of franoe*

On June 13 the grand

duchess, her household, and her ministers fled to Spain from
which, after spending a few days at San Sebastian, they passed
into Portugal where they were more hospitably received.
Because of its declared neutrality the Portugese government
requested the Luxembourg authorities to refrain from any
political activity.
1. Luxembourg: Prey Book. 42.
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A small eolomy of I^ixembourgoois ooagragatad in Portu
gal around the government looated there temporarily.

Problems

ooneerning the refugees then soattered from franoe to the Lusi
tanien shores, the seenring of news of developments in the
Grand Duohy, and pondering the oonsequenoea of Franoe*s defeat
with relation to immediate plana made this period one of reor

ganization and of needed rest after the stunning sueoession
of catastrophes which had followed the invasion.

Unable to

remain in Portugal because of the restriction on political
activity, the government made plans to leave the continent.
Prince Felix, the prinoe-consort, and the members of the
dynasty left Lisbon for the United States of America on an
American man-of-war placed at the disposal of the grand ducal
government by the government of the United States. With his
children the prince arrived in the United States in July, 1940,
and later wis received by the president.

In August the grand

duchess left for London where her minister for foreign affairs,
having preceded her, was making arrangements to establish a
seat for governmental activity.

Pierre Krier, minister of

labor, was left in Lisbon to supervise the dispersion of the
Luxembourg colony there.

Some of the refugees re-entered

unoccupied France. The rest were removed to Great Britain,
Canada, and the United States.

On October 3, 1940, the Grand

Duchess Charlotte and her mother, the Dowager Grand Duchess
Marie-Anne, flew to Wew York.
Ultimately two official seats of govermaental activity
were established, one in Montreal, Canada, where the grand
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âaeal homse&old, the prime mlaleter, end the minister of
jnstlee established residence, and the other in London where
Monsieur Beoh, minister for foreign affairs, and Monsieur
Erier, minister of labor, maintained contact with Luxembourg
underground movements and were associated in different inter

national eonfereneea held in that oity.

Residences in Montreal

and London permitted intimate contact with the British, Cana

dian, and American governments on whose hospitality, generosity,
and aid the Luxembourg government was forced to rely.

The dual

residence also facilitated the activity of the government on
two continents.
From London the Luxembourg government despatched a
note of protest to all of the Allied and neutral governments
denouncing the decrees of the Gauleiter Gustav Simon after
that provincial viceroy was granted rule over the Grand Duchy
by the German government. It was the first of a series of
protests published by Monsieur Beoh after the flight from
France. This note, delivered through the Luxembourg legation
in Washington in September, 1940, was followed by another
issued on February 3, 1941.

The Gauleiter Gustav Simon pro

posed to hold a plebiscite demonstrating the German character
and sympathies of the Luxembourg population.

Anticipating

this event which, if it were accepted at face value, would
have had disastrous propagandistic effects abroad for the
Luxembourg cause, and wishing to ward off any such false

impressions, the note denounced the factitious and forced
character of the proposed plebiscite.

m
The Or&nd Dueal Government in a Rote, forwarded
at the beginning of last September by its legation in
Washington to the Allied and neatral Governments, had
the honotur to set forth the measures taken by the
authorities of the Heioh in the Grand Duehy after its
invasion by German troops.
All these measures aimed at the annexation of the
Since this time the intention to
incorporate the Grand Duchy in the Belch has been
openly proclaimed by the German Gauleiter, who, after
abolishing the Constitution of the country and dissolv
ing the Chamber of Deputies and the State Council, has
just dismissed the administrative commission which
adW.nlstared the country since the departure of the
Grand Ducal Government.
country by Germany,

The public services of Inxembourgers are more and
more eliminated from the administration of the country,
and the high functionaries of Luxembourg are replaced
by German Rational Socialists.

Since his arrival in the country the Gauleiter has
boasted that he would bring the führer a spontaneous
adhesion of the Luxembourg population to the Belch,
His scheme, based upon a propaganda without restraint,
has failed in the face of the calm but stubborn resis
tance of the Inxembourg people.
This failure has provoked a regime of economic
pressure and of terroristic measures in Luxembourg
aiming at a forced inclusion of the Luxembourgers into
the *folksdeutsche Bewegung» (German People's Movement)
by the signing of a manifesto called 'Heim ins Belch»
(Back to the Reich), The German People's Movement is
nothing but the camouflaged organization of the Rational
Socialist Party imported into the country after the
invasion.
State and Communal functionaries are asked to give
proofs of their political zeal and to collaborate
actively for the incorporation of their fatherland
into the Belch if they want to avoid the penalty of
dismissal. To obtain this purpose the Germans ruth
lessly apply to each category of Luxembourg citizens
the form of constraint they think best fitted to break
their resistance.
The Grand-Ducal Government wishes to attract the
attention of the Governments of the free countries to
this situation, denouncing beforehand the factitious
character of any result obtained by such coercive
measures.
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Rpom th# moat vmrloua aouraaa, the Luxembourg
Goverameht raoelvea irrefutable teetimomlea that the
Luxembourg people remain profoundly attaehed to it#
indepeadenee and its dynasty.
In the moral as well as material distress into
which the invader has thrown th#a, the Luxembourgers ,
put all their hopes in a victory of Sight and Justice.'**
Inxembourg*8 diminutive size and the small number of
its population had obviated any plans for effective defense
before the German invasion quite aside from the country’s
disarmed status.

Row, the country overrun and occupied by

German troops, this same paucity of resources made it all but

impossible for the Luxembourg government to offer more than
token forces and contributions to the Allied war effort.

Luxembourg, unlike its neighbors, had no colonial possessions
nor vast emigrant populations whose moral support might give
weight to the position of the government. Hor were there
substantial foreign Investments to draw upon although the
steel industry had affiliations in Brazil and the Congo.
Thus, almost wholly dependent upon the Allied powers, the
luxembcHirg authorities were incapable of offering more than
a symbolic support.

But the Allied governments were not

loathe to accept this symbolic support nor to align themselves
officially as associates of so small a country.

The inclusion

of a defenseless, diminutive country as an equal in the Grand
Alliance against the totalitarian powers of the Axis did much
to strengthen the moral position of the Allies and to justify
its foimation.

In an age when public opinion can be decisive

1. Luxembourg Grey Book. 46.
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in politieal affairs these matters were significant.

Sueh a

striking example of the lamb deroured by the wolf in Luxem*
bourg*s relation with Germany was not without emotional appeal
to a group dedioated to demooratio prinolples.

Consequently

and almost paradoxioally Luxembourg*a weakness beeame its
strength and its lack of resourees its greatest resource.
For it became a symbol among the smaller nations.
It remains to consider what measures the grand ducal
government adopted to assure itself a role in international

affairs abroad* to effect cooperation in the common war effort,
and to prepare for the liberation of the homeland.
these activities had some military significance.

Some of
Others fol-

loMmà the pattern set by many of the governments-in-exile.
For reasons of convenience these activities can be categorized
as those relating to refugees, post-war relief, propaganda,
military contributions and, perhaps most important of all,
diplomacy.
In the period preceding the gigantic growth of the
iron and steel industry within the Grand Duchy and the develop
ment of manufacturing centers, Dixembourg was a poor land of
very little premise economically.

Thousands of Luxembourgeois

emigrated and in some cases whole villages packed their belong
ings for life in a more premising land.

The vast majority of

these people entered the United States.

Others in comparatively

smaller numbers settled in Canada, Brazil, and Argentina, and
others again in Cuba and the Belgian Congo,

In Europe there

were some 20,000 Luxembourgeois domiciled in France and 10,000

Ifl
in Belgium,

Despite the faet that before World War I Lurem-

bourg had a eustoms-unlon vith Qeimany and even thereafter
traded extensively with that country, the Belch reputedly
attracted only about 2,400 subjects of the Grand Duchy.^
These Luxembourg emigrants and their descendants constituted,
as officials declared them, the Grand Duchy's greatest asset
abroad.

It was to them that the government appealed in its

need and they rallied to the call.

They were the leaven in

public opinion capable of influence within their adopted
countries.

They contributed to the relief organizations

established with the blessings of the Luxembourg government.
They were enlisted in the dissemination of material informa
tional in form, propagandistic in intent.

They were the

couriers, donors, and supporters of the Luxembourg government
in foreign lands while remaining no less patriotic and loyal
citizens of their adopted countries.

In effect the support

of emigrants of Luxembourg descent proved invaluable to the
operations of the Luxembourg government.
While Luxembourg emigrants to other countries numbered
in the hundreds and thousands by the most conservative esti
mates, citizens of Luxembourg ancestry in the United States
of America numbered well over 100,000-*a figure trebled by
some writers— an overwhelming majority among the totality of
emigrants.

They tended to congregate principally in the

Middle Western states, in Mew York state, California, and the
oity of Chicago.

Several organizations were formed for the

1. "The Luxembourgers Abroad," Luxembourg Bulletin.
No. 8, June, 1943, 69-71.
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a M of rafogees from tha Grand Daahy and to supply the immedi
ate needs of the Luxembourg population at the moment of libera
tion.

In the United States the prinoipal relief organization

was the Amer loan Committee for Luxembourg Relief, Ino., (Grand
Duehess Charlotte Relief Fuad) with its headquarters in Ohioago
and headed by Mr. Fred A. Gilson, then heed of the Luxembourger

Brotherhood of Amerioa.

This relief fund was affiliated with

the Soeiety of the American Friends of Luxembourg under the

initial chairmanship of Mr. Matthew Well, Tioe-president of
the American Federation of Labour.

On the West Coast the

soeiety Felerwon (named after the title of a national song)
iras formsd in Los Angeles, California, to raise funds for
Luxembourg relief and also to organize a service of blood
donors for soldiers of the United Nations.
iras constituted in Portland, Oregon.

A similar society

In 1947 when the corpora

tion was dissolved the American Committee for Luxembourg Relief
declared that about $140,000. in material and cash receipts
had passed through its hands.

This sum did not include funds

sent directly to the Grand Duchy by subsidiary societies and
individuals after the liberation.^
The investment of capital by Luxembourg companies in
the nascent iron and steel industry of Brazil brought many

skilled emigrants from the Grand Duchy into that South American
country where, because of their position in the metallurgical
industry, they enjoyed influence and prestige out of proportion
to their numbers. This same skill and training in industrial
1. "Final Report of American Committee for Luxembourg
Relief, Inc.," Luxembourg Bulletin. Fifth Year, No. 8, May/lune,
1947, 71.
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enterprizfis brought himâroâs of Luxembourgeois into the Belgian
Congo.

Their entry into that region was faoilitatefi by the

Belgo-Lnxembonrg Eoonomio Union ami by the intiaete politisai
and oultnrel relations between the two neighbors. Smaller

groups settled in Canada, in the agrioultural provino# of
Bahia in the Argentine, in Cuba, and, for oommeroial reasons,
in Great Britain.

In each of these eountries a relief organi

zation was instituted, among others the Luxembourg Belief

fund in Great Britain inaugurated by the Luxembourg Soeiety
of that country, the Prince John fund in the Congo, and the

Canadian friends of Luxembourg.

In Brazil relief work was

under the leadership of Mr. Louis Inseh, general manager of
the Gomoanha Slderur&ica BelAo-Mine ira.
These organizations in Europe, the Americas, and Africa
were important to the success of the propaganda campaign con
ducted by the grand ducal government to call attention to the
plight of their country and, in some instances, to the fact

of its very existence.

President Roosevelt with a politician’s

concern for publicity and an American’s respect for it repu
tedly advised the grand duchess and her ministers to «put
Luxembourg on the map.«

Having been a part of the European

map for almost a thousand years this recommendation may have
seemed presumptuous to the Luxembourg officials but, acknow
ledging the almost total ignorance of their little country in
the United States, they heeded his advice.

The program adopted

included the publication of books and periodicals, tours of
members of the dynasty and of the government, lectures, and
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Ixroadeasis from rorloua radio stations.
Th# proas presented the least costly and most effec
tive means of presenting news mod information on Luxembourg.
In 1942 the government issued its own white paper. The Luxem
bourg Grey Book. Luxembourg and the German Invasion Before
and After, an official exposition of national policy,

A peri

odical, the Luxembourg Bulletin, issued rather irregularly,
was also published under the auspices of the Press Section
of the Luxembourg government.
comparatively wide circulation.

These two publications had a

An information bulletin was

also released for the general press and for the use of other

governments and their agencies.

Reliance was also placed on

the general press coverage of the activities of the various
governments-in-exile and aperçus of the occupied countries,
few of the books and periodicals having their origin at this
time were highly critical in character; they were desired to
enlist popular support and necessarily highly charged with
emotion to obtain this effect.

The success of this part of

the program of propaganda became apparent on the liberation

of the country.

On a higher political and literary level

were the lectures delivered by Premier Dupong and the other
ministers before civic and educational groups.^

1. Pierre Bupong, born in 1885, studied law in Paris,
Berlin, and Fribourg, and. having received his doctorate in
law, began his practice at the bar in 1911. He was elected
to the Chamber of Deputies in 1915, served as minister of
finance in the cabinet from 1926 to 1937, and, upon the resig
nation of Joseph Beoh in 1937, became prime minister, an office
which he held until his death in December, 1953* He presided

over the government-in-exile, residing in Montreal where his
government established itself until its return to Luxembourg
in 1944. He was a member of the Christian-Social party.

1»
good-will tours la th@ Amerloss made by the graad
duehess, the graad duke hereditary, and goveramemt ministers
provoked considerable favorable publicity.

The heir to the

throne. Prince John, visited Brazil in the latter part of
Jane, 1942, where, after a round of diplomatic reception# in
Rio de Janeiro, he visited the affluent Luxembourgeois resident
in the mining cities of the state of Kinas Germes, In addition

to numerous visits made in the company of her family and of
her minister# to the presidential residences in Hyde Park and
Washington, the grand duchess made several state visits
throughout the country.

On November 23-24, 1942, she was the

guest of the commonwealth of Kassachussets.

She was also

given a reception in Ohicago under the auspices of the American
Oomseittee for Luxembourg Relief.

Subsequently she made a

rather extended tour of some of the states west of the Missis

sippi beginning in Louisiana on February 3, 1943.

The tour

was continued in March and April with a visit through the
states of Washington, Oregon, California, and Missouri.

The

prime minister, Monsieur Dupong, accompanied the grand duchess

on these tours and made several lecture tours himself through
the provinces of Ontario end Quebec, Canada.

In the Halted

States the tours were scheduled with the recommendation and
assistance of the State Department as part of the general
program to stimulate support for the war effort.

Except for an occasional program of a special nature,
almost all broadcasting was directed towards the Grand Duchy
to present inforsmtlon and to exhort the Luxembourgeois to
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be patient, hopeful, anâ steadfast in their opposition to the
Germans.

Broadeasts in the Luxembourg dialect end in French

were disseminated from Leopoldville in the Belgian Omgo,
the B. B. C* in Great Britain on three different iw&ve lengths,
station WBL, Boston, Bhssachusett% and the Voice of America,
Bew York, in the United States.

All of these broadcasts direc

ted toimrds Luxembourg were according to an established sche
dule.

They provided the government with an effective means

of contacting the Luxembourg people either to inform them
concerning the dispositions taken abroad on an international
plane or of decrees and acts of their government.

More impor

tant, counselled and heartened, the population was assured
that it had not been forgotten.
To coordinate and facilitate much of this work the
Luxembourg Office of Information was made a central agency

for the collection and publication of material.

The special

needs of Luxembourg refugees of the Jewish faith were met by
the Luxembourg Jewish Information Office under the direction

of the Grand Rabbi of Luxembourg, Dr. Robert Serebrenik.
An armistice in France in June, 1940, had caused the
dissolution of the newly organizing Luxembourg Legion.

Even

tually, nevertheless, many young men from the Grand Duehy,
some of them volunteers in the Legion, escaped from the conti
nent and enlisted in the Free Fcench, British, and Canadian
armies.

The prinoe-oonsort. Prince Felix, and his elder son.

Prince John, set an example by joining the British army, the
father with the rank of colonel, and the son, after a period
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of tralala# at Sandbarst, as an officer in the Regiment of
the Irish Guards. Within the British army a Luxembourg unit
was foiled which served with some distinction.
Perhaps more heroic, certainly more dramatically
appealing, were the resistance groups in Luxembourg.

These

groups based their operations for the most part in the heavily
forested northern cantons, in the Ardennes.

They aided escaped

prisoners of war, smuggled parachuted Allied airmen to places

of refuge, and offered shelter to those young Luxembourgeois
who refused conscription into the Wehrmacht. The underground
movement, later designated the Luxembourg Mauuls when that
appelation became fashionable, performed a valuable service
in the 0lande#tine publication of three papers, the most
influential of which was De freie letncburger (The Free Luxem
burger) .

The underground publications offered information on

the activity of the govemment-in-exile with which they were
in touch, affairs in Luxembourg, and helped sabotage certain
German propaganda projects.

The resistance groups also carried

out operations on a minor scale against the invader. In 1942
the principal resistance group, the L. P. L., laxembourg Patri
otic Dengue, was broken by the Germans but, after considerable
difficulty, it w&e reconstituted and merged with other groups
to form the "Dnion.*

% e Luxembourg underground movement vms

able to offer information to the govemment-in-exile on home
conditions and, through a netvmrk of informers, on conditions
in the Reich.

Infoimatlon was also supplied on the movement

of German troops.

The forced deportation of Luxembourg

families throughout the leieh and the consoriptioa of Luxem
bourgeois into the Wehrmacht provided a broad basis for this
Information service.^

When Luxembourg was liberated these

resistance forces offered their services as militia to the
Allied forces, an offer gratefully accepted during the reversal
of the Battle of the Bulge. These forces of a military charac
ter, whether openly in the Allied ranks or secretly in the
underground, were invaluable to the Luxembourg government,
strengthening its position abroad and emphasizing its autho

rity.
If many of the wartime activities of the Luxembourg
government were conducted on a minor scale, diplomacy remained
a happy exception.

For generations Luxembourg had a foreign

policy dominated and circumscribed by its neutrality.

Indeed,

neutrality was the Grand Duchy’s foreign policy and the obli
gations of that policy restricted diplomatic activity conside
rably.

Only international accords of a non-military character

could be considered.

The Luxembourg foreign office ims for

ever obliged to tender its regrets upon invitation to adhere
to various international agreements or projects of a military
character, regrets Invariably carrying a rote explanation of
the Grand Duchy’s status and unique situation.

This rather

passive role in international relations was unavoidable by
circumtances. However necessary, guarding the inviolable
dove of neutrality had been a confining role for the authorities.
1. The Luxembourg espionage system has been credited
with the first precise information on the subterranean instal
lations of Feenemunde.

1)9
Oem»#qu#atly wb«n the reatrletlve neutrality was abolished as

of May 10, 1940, and the foreign offie© was as a result loosed
of its silken bonds, the authorities entered with some zest
into the negotiation of a number of treaties which, in number
and seope, quite made up for the rather barren pre-war years.

To be sure the majority of the treaties and agreements
were multilateral and relative to the World War then raging.
Aside from engaging in dissuasions on partioular points rele

vant to their country, the Luxembourg delegates joined the
ehorus of small nations approving propositions formulated by
the great powers, These treaties following one another in
rather rapid succession and drafted to meet immediate and
eventual problems were in a sense predetermined.

They were

significant to Luxembourg as a oountry at m x even after a
limited fashion but they are also important to the policy
adopted during the post-war years, setting a precedent and
a trend which, once accepted in liberated Luxembourg, were
continued by the government without undue parliamentary recri-

miiwtlon or obstruction.
The conventions arc listed in chronological order and,
with the exception of those of more immediate interest to
Luxembourg, with very brief commentary.
The Declaration of St. James* Palace of June 12, 1941,
was the first formal statement of the powers associated in a

common war against Germany and Italy,

Signed by the governments

of the United Ungdom, Canada, Australia, Mew Zealand, South
Africa, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Luxembourg, The
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NetherlenO#, lorway, Poland, Jugoslavia, and representatives

of General da Gaulle's Free Frenehmen, It was a pledge to
eontlnue the fight against the enemy until ultlrmte vietory,
not to negotiate a separate peaee, and to obtain this vietory
and to establish am enduring peace through willing eooperatlon
both during the war and in the post-war period.

Luxembourg's

Prime Minister Dupong and Foreign Minister Beoh attended the
eonferenee during which Monsieur Dupong addressed the assembly,
expressing his government's enthusiasm for this close associa

tion of the Allied governments,
On September 24, 1941, at a second Inter-Alllei Confe

rence held In 3t. James' Palace, London, the Atlantic Charter
of August 14, 1941, proclaimed by Prime Minister Churchill
and President Roosevelt, received the adherence of the govern

ments represented in the assembly,

Joseph Beoh pronounced

the customary eulogy In stating his country's approval.

The Dalted Rations Declaration signed on January 1,
1942, In Washington formally Inaugurated the coalition formed
to defeat the Axis.

The declaration, after reference to the

principles of the Atlantic Charter, pledged each signatory
government to "employ its full resources, military or economic,

against those members of the Tripartite Pact and its adherents
with which such government la at war" In cooperation with the
other signatory governments and not to conclude a separate
armistice or peace with the enemies, Luxembourg was included

among the twenty-six original signatories.
Less than two weeks after the signing of the Dnlted
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Kmtloms Ceolar&tion a treaty relative to orlmes of war was
concluded in London on January 13, 1942.

By this treaty the

governments of Belgium, Oreeee, Luxembourg, Norway, The Nether
lands, Poland, Czeohoslovakia, Jugoslavia, and the Frenoh
National Committee advocated the punishment of those guilty
or responsible for war crimes In direct contravention of The
Hague Conventions of 1907 through the channels of organized
justice.

Those guilty would be sought out, handed over to

justice, judged, and the sentences carried out in a legal
and orderly fashion.

Thus post-war acts of violence and

vengeance on the part of the general public would be avoided.
The treaty wee a promissory note to the Axis powers for their
illegal end barbarous acta, a promissory note redeemable upon

victory.
Luxembourg was represented by Hugues Le Oallais,
minister to the United States, and Leon Sehaue, counselor and
secretary general to the government, at the United Nations
Conference on Food and Agriculture.^

The conference was in

1. Hugues Le Gallaia, Luxembourg* s minister to Washing
ton for more than a decade, attended the universities of Liege
and Zurich. Employed by the Luxembourg Steel Export Corpora
tion, Columeta. he served abroad for almost seventeen years,
from ifl<^ to I936, in Paris, London, Saarbruoken, Tokyo, and
Bombay; from 1927 to 1936 fee was the director in Tokyo. In
1937 he ims premoted to the position of chief of the Hail
Export Division in Luxembourg. In April, 1940, he was appointed
grand ducal chargé d'affaires in Washington and in November of
that year fee was elevated to the rank of minister. He repre
sented his country at many of the leading international confe
rences in North America during World War II, In March, 1948,
he was anpointed minister to Mexico with residence in Washing
ton and in 1950 fee wan accredited as minister to Canada.
Serving on Luxembourg's delegation to the general assemblies

u z

stssioQ f r m May 10 through Jume Z, 1943, at Eot Springs,
Virginia, for the purpose of ooordisating the world*s produG«»
tion and distribution of food produots.

Forty-five countries

were represented.
A prelude to the Benelux Customs Union, a tripartite
Monetary Pact was signed at The Motherlands ministry of foreign
affairs in London by The Motherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg
on October 21, 1943.

By this pact the Belgian franc (by virtue

of the Economic Union acceptable in Luxembourg) and #.0 Nether

lands guilder wore fixed at the pre-war rate of one guilder
to 16.52 francs.

Foreign Minister Beoh and Minister of Justice

Victor Bodson signed for Luxembourg,

One of the first monetary

stabilization pacts signed by European countries during the
war, it prepared the way for commercial exchanges and a close

economic collaboration between these countries.
The United Mations Belief and Rehabilitation Agreement
was signed by forty-four nations on Movember 9, 1943, at the
White House in Washington.

Prime Minister Dupong signed for

Luxembourg as the head of the grand ducal delegation including
Bigues Le Gmllais, minister to Washington, and Pierre Elvinger,
secretary to the government. On Movember 12 at a plenary
session of the Council of the Administration in Atlantic City,
New Jersey, Prime Minister Dupong addressed the assembled
delegates.

of the United Nations Organisation and simultaneously as
minister to Canada, Mexico, and the United States, he enjoys
a pre-eminent diplomatic status in the Americas as far as
grand ducal diplomacy is concerned.

16)
The W x emWarg Geverament murmly weleomea the
oreatioa of the OooaeiX of the Waited Hatloas Belief
aad Behabllitatiem âdmlaistratloa. The magaitade of
the task of Post War Belief and Rehabilitation has
made it aeoeaeary to set up aa international body to
deal with the inaamerable problems arising from this
question* Ho oountry on earth, not even the wealthiest,
eould possibly aohieve this work alone. Only a close
and full collaboration of the Baited and Associated
Hâtions to bar compétition in the world markets for at
least a certain period can relieve the destitute people
of the occupied countries from their sufferings and
restore their economy to peacetime conditions.
Luxembourg welcomes the Council as a most practical
step to ensure freedom frtm want for all peoples, great
or small. She sees in its composition the affirmation
that in the partnership of the United and Associated
Hâtions, the small nations are considered the equals
of the great.!
A convention creating the United Hâtions Office of
Information was signed in London on March 16, 1944.

The cen

tral agency thus established primarily assured a unity in
propaganda.

It also served as a clearing house, a permanent

liaison, among the various national offices of information
and facilitated the discussion of questions of common interest.
The International Labor Conference held in Philadelphia
from April 28 until May 12, 1944, was attended by Pierre Krier,
luxembourg*s minister of labor, Monsieur Le dallais, and
Monsieur Charles Heuertz.
Minister Le Gallais also represented the Grand Duchy

at the International Monetary Conference sitting at Bretton
Woods, Hew Hampshire, from July 1 to 23» 1944.

Called to

place international financial and economic relations on a
sound basis through the adoption of a monetary plan, the

1. Luxembourg Bulletin. Ho. 10, Sept./Hov., 1943» 102.
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oonferenoe passed certain resolutions advocating th e stabi
lization of currencies by th e c re a tio n of an in te r n a tio n a l
m onetary fund and bank to facilitate the f in a n c ia l problems

of re c o n s tru c tio n .

The resolutions adopted a t th e B ra tto n

Woods C onference la c k e d an obligatory nature but th e y were
realized; an In t e r n a tio n a l fund and an International Bank
were e s ta b lis h e d which were o f th e g re a te s t im portance for
Luzembourg in re b u ild in g the n o rth e rn cantons devastated dur

ing

the Battle o f th e Bulge.
A Civil Affairs Agreement between Great Britain, the

Bnited States, and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg was reached
on July 27, 1944.

It served as an instrument regulating the

relations between the Luxembourg civil authorities and the
Allied military forces which of necessity would pass through
and occupy the country.

The Civil Affairs Agreement was

concluded just about two weeks before the capital was libe
Its dispositions were reinforced by grand ducal

rated.

decrees.

A decree of September, 1944, declared the country

in a state of siege and gave the orders, ordinances, and
regulations issued by the commander-in-chief of the Allied
armies operating in the Grand Duchy an obligatory character

for the population.
An annex to th e BeIgo-Luxembourg financial conven
tions o f May 23, 1935* was sign ed in London by the Belgian
and Luxembourg governments on August 31, 1944.

It officially

entered into force on #arch 12, 1945, with the exchange of
the instruments of ratification in Brussels.

By this annex
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the lAuombourg franc anâ the Belgian franc had the same parity
with respect to gold and foreign currencies• To lend uniformity
to the common monetary system, the luzembourg government was
obliged to introduce within its territory the same legislation

as the Belgian government with respect to the supervision of
foreign exchange. This supervision is confined to one organ,
the BeIgo-luzembourg Institute of Exchange, in whose Council

luzembourg is represented by two members out of ten.

The

institute has jurisdiction over the entire territory of the
Economic Union and within its defined sphere of action its
decisions are obligatory.

One of the more important treaties signed by the
luzembourg government and certainly one heralded in the foreign
press with mneh fanfare was the Convention of Customs Union con

cluded among Belgium, Luxembourg, and The Netherlands,

The con

vention was signed by the three governments in London on Septem
ber 5, 1944.

The Customs Union was of a provisional character

and adopted pending the conclusion of an envisaged treaty of
economic union among the three countries when post-war condi
tions would warrant effecting such a union.

The convention was,

in some respects, a realization of the Convention of Ouohy of
1932 which ems never put into execution because of the emphatic
opposition of Great Britain and other powers.
first step in a closer

It ims also the

integration of the three countries in

affairs not only economic but political as well.

Two of the

three countries, Belgium and Luxembourg, had already enjoyed
an Economic Union and the difficulties attending the evolution
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of that union provided a background of enlightening experience
from which the negotiators could drew in formulating the
instruments which would ultimately give the three states a
full économie union.

After their liberation Belgium and

luzembourg were able with come difficulty to refashion their
Economic Union.

This action might have facilitated placing

the Convention of September 5 into effect relatively soon hut
for the slow liberation of

Ketherlands.

Belgium and Luxem

bourg were liberated in September, 1944, although sections
were overrun subsequently during the Battle of the Bulge; by
contrast most of The Batherlands remlned under enemy rule
until the surrender of Germany.

Consequently the proposed

tripartite custons union w s postponed until economic recovery

permitted. Reconstruction demands delayed any action until
April, 1946, when the first conference of cabinet ministers
sat in session at The Hague.

The development of Benelux will

be treated in a later chapter. At this point a consideration
of the convention itself will suffice since the difficulties
it encountered awaited execution.
The governments of Belgium, Luxembourg, and The Hether-

lands expressing their desire "of creating at the moment of
the Liberation of the territories of the BeIgo-Luxembourg
Economic Union and of The Betherlands the most propitious
conditions for the subsequent realization of a lasting customs
union and for the restoration of economic activity, have
decided to pursue these under the regime of a customs
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"oommuiiity, a M hmva agreed to tàis ead oa the following

artiolee:*!
Ârtiele 1 related to the Ideatioal ouetoma duties to
be applied as listed in a %riff annexed to the eonventlon

and oonstitutiag aa integral part of the aeoord.

Article 3

removed customs duties on goods passing between the BelgoLuxembourg Economic Union and The Netherlands. The other

dispositions of the treaty, Articles 3 through 9, set up the
administrative machinery which would put the accord into
effect.
An Administrative Council of the Customs composed of
six members, three from the Belgo-luxembourg Economic Union
and three from The Netherlands, was to be constituted with

the presidency exercised alternately by the heads of the two
delegations.

"The Administrâtive Council of Customs will

propose the proper measures to assure the unification of
legislative dispositions and regulations governing the levy
ing of import duties and of excise duties in the Belgo-Imxembourg Economic Union and in The Netherlands, and the adapta
tion of these to the dispositions of the present accord, this
without prejudice to the preliminary dispositions of the
tariff here annexed."

The Administrative Council of Customs

was to be assisted by a Commission composed of four members,
two each from Belgium-Luxembourg and % e Netherlands. It was
to have competence in litigations relative to the customs
1.
Majerus, Le lAixambourx. 211-213; the subsequent
statements are made wTtii reference to the text of the conven
tion as given In the section Recueil de Textes et de Documents

léd
while its décisions would be executed by the competent ministers

An Administrative Council for the regulation of foreign
commerce was also formed with a membership and presidency
patterned after that of the Council of the Customs,

The Council

submitted opinions relative to the regulation of imports,
exports, and transit, notably by the institution of restric

tions of an economic order, of licences, special duties, quotas,
and taxes.

Its character was primarily coordiaative, designed

to assure an efficient functioning of the Customs Union among
the three countries.
Also assigned the duty of assuring the coordination
of dispositions relative to treaty relations was the Council
of Commercial Agreements.

Six members selected on a basis of

parity formed its membership like those of the aforementioned
councils.
The convention was to enter into force eight days
after the exchange of the instruments of ratification.

It

might be terminated after an advance notice of one year, and
it would cease, in any case, with the enforcement of the pro
jected economic union of the three lands.
The convention was designedly provisional, permitting

the three governments to integrate their economies as circum
stances might permit. The very fact of the treaty’s latitude
of action suggests the intention of the three governments to
improvise in conformity with changing economic demands.

The

wisdom of the statesmen who negotiated the treaty with cautious
consideration for the problems of the post-imr era became
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apparent whan the dispositions of the doouaent were finally
put into foroe— the modifioations ware many.
While the Luxembourg government in London was busily
engaged negotiating treaties and issuing decrees which would
enable a quick transition from the German regime to that of
a national administration, the Allied armies ware rapidly

apprwching the Luxembourg frontier.

The German retreat soon

gave indication of degenerating into a rout.

On the night of

August 51 and the morning of September 1, 1944# the Gauleiter
Gustav Simon prepared to flee with his staff, all of the func
tionaries, party directors, Gestano. and carpet-baggers as
well as local collaborators.

The festivities which began

with his departure were out short by his sudden but momentary
reappearance on September 5.^

Thereafter the country was in

a state of anarchy, devoid of civil government and deluged
with Geriaan troops retreating toimrds the east.

Day and

night the passage continued until September 9 when the first

American forces passed the Luxembourg frontier near Pëtange.
Little resistance was met by the liberators who found some
areas completely cleared of German troops by Luxembourg resis
tance groups; the Moselle valley as it forms the Grand Duchy's
southeastern frontier was cleared relatively early in the
operations.

The Allied forces progressed as far as the

1.
% e Gauleiter Gustav Simon, having fled into
Germany, went into àiSIng upon the collapse of the Reich.
He worked as a gardener and tried to secure employment as
a hairdresser before he was found and arrested on the demand
of the Imxembourg government. Before being taken to luxwnbourg for trial he coomitted suicide in the prison of Paderborn.
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#uburba of the oapital In the afternoon of the same day.
Providentially, on Sunday morning, September 10, 1944, four
years and four months to the day after the German inimslon,
Armriean troops made their entry into the oity of Luxembourg.
The enthusiasm of the population approached a degree of frenzy
when Prlnoe-Consort Felix and his son, the grand duke heredi
tary, appeared in British uniform.

Prinoe Felix arrived in

the eapaoity of ehlef of the Luzœabourg Military Mission to
the Allied Armies,

General Oliver of the Fifth Armored Divi

sion, mistakenly identified as General Patton at the moment,
headed the Amerloan foroes passing victoriously through the
eity.

General Eisenhower, ewwander-in-ohief of the Allied

Expeditionary Foroes, issued a proclamation to the people of
the Grand Duehy similar to that delivered by his predecessor.

General Pershing, twenty-six years earlier.
For many years you have suffered courageously Mazi
tyranny and aggression. During this time you have
borne yourselves as brave patriots and by your reslstanoe you have done everything to help us to defeat
the lazls. At the end of the War of 1914-191# you
received the Allied troops with enthusiasm as libera
tors from the German yoke. Again at this moment the
forces of the United Nations under my command have
arrived, in full agreement with the Grand Ducal Govern
ment, to liberate your country. My troops will be
withdrawn when your liberty is assured definitely by
Complete victory over our common enemy.
. . . X count on all to endure with patience the
inevitable privations which, for some time yet will
be the price to pay for liberty. My troops must first
of all take into consideration the provisions of war
essential to our comnon cause, but, without prejudice
to this essential need, they will make all efforts to
bring to you every other assistance that you need so
much.i
1. Majerus, Le Luxembourg. 167.
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For reasons of seeurlfcy among others, the grand
duehasa remained in London where she received messages of
good-will and oongratulations from the heads of various govern
ments with whom her government maintained cordial relations,
from King George 71, President Roosevelt, King Haakon, Qneen
Wilhelmina, etc.

On September 23, tim weeks after the libe

ration, the four ministers of the government who had gone
into exile with their monarch returned to Luxembourg to resume
the administration of the country.
The Civil Affairs Agreement with Great Britain and

the United States gave a legal basis to the actions adopted
by the military authorities of those countries in the Grand
Duchy.

The Allied Military Mission was headed by Colonel

Frank Î. Fraser who had, as a lieutenant, entered Luxembourg
during World War I— one of the old guard.

of the British Army served as deputy-chief.

Colonel Lamberts
An American

olvil-affairs team of thirty-eight officers and enlisted men
was under the supervision of Colonel Edgar A. Jett.

Prinoe

Felix of Luxembourg, chief of the Luxembourg Military Mission
to the Allied Armies, and three members of hi# staff. Majors
Konsbruok, Sohommer, and Inseh, directed the prosecution of
traitors, spies, collaborators, war profiteers, and Nazis who
had neglected to flee to the east.

The problem of purging

the country of traitorous elements was very difficult; Luxem
bourg had been incorporated into the Reich and its citizens,
against their will, had become— statistically— Germans. Most
citizens having been enlisted in various German organizations
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under the threat of force they could not be judged by appear
ances but rather by intentions— as well as they could be
ascertained.

The resistance groups had quickly arrested

collaborators and others whose patriotism was suspect without
legal authorisation during the first days of liberation.
These arrests had to be regularized and a procedure adopted
in prosecuting such cases.

This duty was assumed by Prince

Felix and his staff as the competent authorities during the
period of military administration.

Repatriation was also a

pressing problem for which a special commission was created
under the direction of Monsieur Kauffman.

On December 15, 1944, the government, recognizing its
obligations to Its Allies, published a decree of conscription.
The influential luxembour&er Wort published the news with this

comment:

" . . . we were among those who signed the Dnited

Watlone Declaration.

We must honor our signature if we cherish

our freedom and independence. There are such great issues at
stake for humanity itself that a nation which would not give
Its all for this cause would damn itself and perish.*!

publication of the decree was most timely.

The next day, on

December 16, 1944, the von Rundstcdt counter-offensive began,
the famed Battle of the Bulge which was so ruinous for Luxem

bourg.
The counter-offensive posed the threat of a reoocupa-

tion of the Grand Duchy by German forces.

On DecemWr 19 the

capital was shelled and Gwman tanks were only a few miles
1. Luxembourg Bulletin. Ho. 14, March, 1945, l6l.

17)
away,

leiaforoaments sent by General Patton sared the southern

eantons frcm the destruotion whleh ims the lot of the northern
region as the enemy %ms slowly foroed back.

It was not until

February 15, 1945, that the Germans were completely ejected
from grand dueal territory, almost two months to the day after
their attack began.
The disaster had the moral effect of reanimating the
national spirit of the people in the face of this renewed
threat of German occupation.
staggering.

But the cost for lAixembourg was

One-fifth of its population were deprived of

their habitations reduced to rubble.

Whole villages were

obliterated, industries were ruined, and forty-five per cent
of the cultivable land lay idle throughout 1945 because of
buried mines and other obstacles.

The reconstruction of this

devastated region was one of the feats of the post-war govern
ment.
On April 14, 1945, Grand Duchess Charlotte returned
to her country after almost five years of exile.

On May 7,

1945, Field Marshal Jodi signed the instrument of surrender.
The defeat of Gernmny initiated a new era for Luxembourg.

OHAPTR V
TSE fO LIO T OF jtLLLUMBE

ffae post-war period for Luxembourg was obaraeterlzed
by problem# oommoo to most of the nations of Europe.

Eeoon-

fitruotioa of the northern eantons was a pressing, immediate
need of which the cost threatened to be crushing• Reactiva
tion of the all-important steel industry was delayed because
of an inability to secure vital coke and coal from shattered
Germany.

Meeting long unsatisfied domestic needs coupled

with inadequate production reduced exports to a minimum.

The

finances of the state were precarious ; the all but astrono
mical expenditures could not possibly be met by current
receipts and the indebtedness incurred approached staggering
sums for so small a state.

With the passage of a few years

these economic nightmares gradually faded only to be super

seded by fears for security.
Luxembourg’s foreign policy was naturally dictated
by its war-time oomitments and post-war conditions— it goes

without saying.

Having abandoned neutrality as a policy the

country acted in concert with the other powers at war with
the Axis; it was not only logical but necessary that the
association thus begun continue as an effort was made to
-174-
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meet eosm^zx post*mar problems tlirou^ oommom projects.

%l8

attempt to meet threats to the eeonomy and security of the
Western European states on other than a strictly national
basis mas manifested early in the Grand Duchy. The Benelux
Convention of Custom# Union of September 5» 1944, mas but a
prelude to accords more comprehensive in nature and larger
in territorial scope.

Small in dimensions and in population,

Luxembourg could not envisage a strictly independent policy
with regard to trade or security.

Luxembourg*s circumstances

were such that cooperation with its neighbors, if not inte
gration after a fashion, was the only possible course.

Thus

it was that Luxembourg adhered enthusiastically to the United
Mations Organization, the Western European Pact, the Horth
Atlantic Treaty Organization, Benelux, and the Council of
Europe, participated in the Marshall Plan, and sanctioned the
projected Schuman Plan.

Iuxembourg*s participation in these

organizatioiui of an economic, political, and military order
illustrates the distinction between the two policies pursued
by the government, between the policy of neutrality as it
mas maintained for seventy-three years and the policy of
alliance pursued since 1940.
Relations with defeated Germany were an immediate,
almost pressing concern of the foreign office.

Illustrative

of the change in policy, where Luxembourg merely had denounced
a oustoms-union and made a request for compensation in 1918,
in 1946 reparations, territory, and a voice in the administra
tion of Germany were vigorously demanded.
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meirnratloas anâ Gazaamy
It will be remembered that reparations were an issue
clouding Luxembourg’s relations with the Reich after World
War I, an issue which was never satisfactorily settled.
Having accepted an initial payment from Germany several years
after the Armistice, Luxembourg had agreed to defer final
papaents pending certain negotiations.
inconclusive.

The negotiations were

With the passage of years and the resurgence

of German power the Luxembourg government lost hope of obtain
ing further indemnification.

It was perhaps with this prece

dent in mind that the grand ducal government made known quickly
and specifically its demands for reparations from Genmny
when that question arose for settlemmt among the victorious
powers.

There was a fear lest prolonged negotiation result

in another stalemate or that changed conditions would lead
to an alteration or— distressing possibility— rejection of
claims.

The urgency with which these claims were presented

was also dictated by particular economic considerations.
Reparations delivered in time would finance, partially at
least, reconstruction of devastated areas, provide the coke
so vital to the operation of the steel industry in the
southern region, and, through the cession of German territory,
permit the construction of a series of dams envisaged in a
government project of electrification.

Furthermore, the

whole question of reparations entered into Luxembourg’s policy
towards the defeated Reich, a policy echoing that of France
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la some respeets— especially with regard to an International
authority of the Euhr and the decentralization of Germany,
Luxembourg’s demands for reparations were coupled with rectmmandations on the future status of Germany.
The steel industry of Luxembourg is of overwhelming

proportions in relation to the size of the country and the
needs of the population.

Before World War II the Grand Duchy

ranked eighth in the world as a producer of steel and sixth
as an exporter of rolled products.

The metallurgical industry

has produced as much as 3,000,000 tons of steel and 3,000,000
tons of iron annually under favorable conditions but of this
vast amount only about 30,000 tons of steel is needed for
internal consumption, normlly less than ten per cent.

Appro

ximately one-third of the nation’s workers are engaged in the
steel industry or in the iron mines.
life-blood of the country.

Steel is thus the very

Although agriculture remains

important, supplying almost seventy-five per cent of the
country’s alimentary needs in pre-war years, still the metal
lurgical industry remains basic, providing the principal
export, the primary source of revenue and of national wealth.
Since Luxembourg’s prosperity oonsecLuently is contingent on
the function of this vital industry, circumstances dictated
that the iron and steel industry be revived as quickly as
possible; how much the Grand Duchy could import and how
quickly reconstruction could be achieved depended in the
post-war years on such an industrial revival.
The Luxembourg metallurgical industry is supplied
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with Iron or# from mines loeated very ©lose to the frenoh
border, from a region aotnally an extension of the Minettes
Basin of Lorraine.

The deposits of this rather narrow strip

of territory are being depleted and the indnstry has been
foroed to lagwrt iron ore of higher quality, espeeially sinoe
that of Luxembourg has only thirty per sent metal content.
The gradual exhaustion of low-grade ores and the increasing
dependence on better grade foreign imports were surpassed as
problems only by Luxembourg's complete dependence on imported
fuel.

Devoid of coal deposits, Luxembourg has had to import

almost the totality of fuel required for industrial end

domestic needs.

Before World War II, Luxembourg imported

eighty per cent of its coke from Germany, the other twenty
per cent being supplied by Belgium and The Netherlands.

Indeed, as early as 1913 the A, R. B. 1. D. concern, one of
the three great companies in the Grand Duchy, with

a

view to

redressing this deficiency, had entered into a comamity of
interests with the Bschweller Bergwerksverein at Sschweiler
in the Aix-la-Chape11© basin of Germany to assure a regular
supply of coke.

During the immediate post-war years Luxem

bourg's position with respect to fuel became desperate.

Coal

and coke deliveries from Germany were not forthcoming and the

coal industries of Belgium and The Netherlands were insuffi
cient to meet grand ducal needs.

It is thus understandable

that when the question of reparations from Germany came up
for discussion Inxembourg's demands centered about fuel, with
respect to coke primarily, and to a state project for
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•l«etrifioation. Oarmmo réparations to provide this basic
need for fnel urns vital to the whole economy of the country.
This economic need was also a factor in Luxembourg’s advocacy
of international control of the Ruhr.

Aside from political,

military, and psychological considerations, coal remained the

key to Luxembourg’s attitude towards the defeated Reich.
At a time when German troops had not been completely
ejected from the Grand Duchy and when the devastation follow

ing in the wake of the Battle of the Bulge could be surmised
but not definitely assessed, on January 22, 1945* the Luxem
bourg government presented to the European Consultative Com
mission in London a note whereby the Luxembourg government
reserved to itself ccmpensation from the Reich for damages
inflicted in the course of the war, both to individuals and
to the state.

The note was a declaration that claims would

be made when circumstances permitted an evaluation of damges.
Subsequently these damages were assessed at 660 million dol
lars.
A memorandum stating Luxembourg’s claims against
Germany, both territorial and economic claims, was presented
to the Four Great Powers at Hew York on November 27, 1946,
by the minister for foreign affairs of Luxembourg.
TERRITORIAL PROPOSALS

The Luxembourg Government, though as a matter of
principle opposed to any policy of annexation, has
been determined to ask for the cession of German terri
tory for the purpose of carrying out two projects of
vital economic importance to the Grand Duchy; the exe
cution of these projects would at least, in a slight
measure, compensate the losses suffered on account of
the war.
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These projects ere:—
1. Acquisition and exploitation by the Grand Duchy
of the railway on the German bank of the Moselle.
2. The construction of the great dam on the river
Our.
1. Railway
The Our, Sure and Moselle and some of the eighteen
bridges which connect the river banks are coamon pro
perty of both countries. Before the imr, this state of
affairs caused a number of incidents. The Germans
even started military imrk# on the waten»ys and the
Luxembourg Government had no means to prevent them from
doing so. To put an end to this situation the Govern
ment claims the exclusive ownership of the afore-men
tioned rivers as well as the session of adjoining German
territories extending along the Moselle and the Sure to
a depth of 1 to 5 km. In this way the frontier will be
moved back to the range of hills, and thereby the railimy from Perl to Wasserbillig will become Luxembourg
property. The expense resulting from the junction of
this line to the Luxembourg railway net will have to
be paid by Germany. The cession of the railway line
will necessarily entail the cession of German villages,
situated along its course as well as the cession of
the depending territories.
2. Dam of the Our
The execution of this project, which foresees a
reservoir of 25 km. in length, readers necessary the
annexation of a hydrographic hinterland of a depth of
5 to 10 km. The constructional expenses of the dam
will have to be borne by Germany.
1Ü0N0MIG PROPOSALS
1. For the fuel supply of the iron-metallurgy which
employs two-thirds of the working population, the Grand
Duchy depends entirely on foreign imports. The prin
cipal supplier in the past was Germany. In view of
this fact, Luxembourg siderurgy acquired, a long time
ago, mining concessions in the coal mining district
of Aix-la-Chapelle. Consequently the Grand Ducal
Goveriment demands that the exploitation and produc
tion of those mines, in so far as Inxembourg property,
shall be put at the disposal of the Grand Duchy with
the right to act as if the products came from mines
situated on Luxembourg territory.
2. Exactly as other neighboring countries of Germany,
Imximbourg also demands that it should receive on the
score of reparations, either direct deliveries of coal

lai
and eoke from Gormany over a certain period of years
or the concession and temporary exploitation of mines
situated In the coal mining district of Aix-la-Chapelle
and the Itihr* With regard to this the Government
intends to specify its demands later on.*
A Luxembourg delegation composed of the chief of the
Luxembourg Military Mission to the Inter-Allied Control Com

mission in Berlin, Monsieur Wehrer, the minister to the Court
of St. fames. Monsieur Glasen, and an attaché of the foreign
ministry, Monsieur Calmes, presented a second memorandum on
February 7, 1947, to the Joint Council of foreign Ministers
sitting in London.2

The second memorandum presented proposals

on the future status of Germany and appended further claims
for reparations.
The memorandum consists of three parts %—
(a) The policy of the Allied Powers with regard
to Germany.
(b) The revindications of Luxembourg with regard
to Germany,
(o) An appendix to the memorandum, presented on
Hovembcr 27th, 1946, to the Ministers for
Foreign Affairs In Hew York.
The problem of Germany, frcm a Luxembourg viewpoint,
ought to be dominated by the effort for the re-establishment of security in Europe, The Imxembourg Government
accordingly approves of the measures taken or planned
1. "Luxembourg end the German Problem, " Luxembourg
Bulletin, fifth Tear, Ho. 8, May/June, 1947, 70.
2. André Clasen studied in Great Britain, attending
Beaumont College in Windsor, University College, Oxford,
and the Royal School of Mines, London, thus acquiring an
educational background which fitted him admirably for his
ministerial post in that country. He served as acting secre
tary general of the grand ducal ministry of foreign affairs
from 1941 through 1944. He also served as consul-general
and chargé d'affaires with the government-in-exile in London.
In 1944 he was appointed minister to the Court of St. fames.
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by the Great Powers to that effect aaâ especially the

permanent disarmament, drastic demilitarisation and
denazification of Germany.
Luxembourg as neighbour, twice the victim of

Germany, considers the de-centralization of Germany
as an indispensable condition for Germany's democra
tization.
The ideology of the Reich and the evil hegemony
of Prussia have caused a succession of wars in Europe,
The only solution of the problem is the transfonmtion

of Germany into a federation of autonomous Hinder.
established according to the regional unities based
on the history and the character of the inhabitants.
Prussia in particular must be liquidated by giving
its provinces the status of autonomous Linder. The
centre of political and cultural activities should
be within the Linder whilst the central powers of the
Confederation should be strictly limited.
8TAÏ08 OP THE R O m

The Ruhr area has been the principal arsenal of
Germany and its control means the control of Germany's
re-armament potential. The Grand Duchy advocates a
system of exploitation and control by international
bodies amongst which the position of the border-countries
of the West should be particularly marked. These organi
zations would control the exploitation of resources and
the exports from the territory both in the interest of
Germany and that of European and world economy, A con
trol over use of Ruhr products, extended to the whole
of Geimny, would prevent the misdirection of production
and energy towards military purposes.
8TATD8 Of THE RRIRELARD

The Rhineland (i.e. the entire left bank of the
Rhine and as little as possible of the right bank)
should be given the status of a security zone.
These territories should form one or several
autonomous states, subject to a prolonged occupation
which, if necessary, might be extended and to a pemoanent system of control by an international organization
with special participation of all the western neighbours.
Particular importance should be attached to the re-edu
cation of the Rhineland population in order to re-estab
lish gradually good neighbour-relations with the border
countries.

la)
TERRITORIAL MOTINDICATIORS

In the new m<moran&nm nothing is added to the
revindications indicated in the mémorandum of 27th
November, 1946, concerning the regime of the frontier
rivers or waterways, the dam of the Our and the rail
way along the Moselle.
BOOROMIO RBVIRDIOATIOR8

Apart from putting at its disposal the mines of
the Isohweiler Bergwerks-Terein as its property Luxem
bourg also demands the attribution of the concession
lordstem which forms an enclave in the concessions
of the Ischweiler Bergwerks-Terein.
Furthermore, Luxembourg demands the following
supplies Î—
Three and a half million tons of coal per
annum to be supplied by Germany over a period of 40
years. Various Industrial deliveries, wood for mining
needs, siderurgical raw materials, fertilizer and elec
tric power, to be supplied free of charge and addition
ally against payment in Luxembourg goods. Luxembourg
would desire to see a special clause inserted in the
peace treaty to this effect, in order to protect, in
future, the economic life in the face of any arbitrary
alterations on the part of Germany in commercial rela
tions.
WORKS OF ART

To compensate the plunder of its art patrimony,
Luxembourg reserves its right to claim works of art
and archives of particular interest to the Grand Duchy.
VARIOUS DESIDERATA

Luxembourg demands the protection of property in
Germany belonging to Luxembourg nationals or Luxembourg
companies as well as their interests and participation
in German enterprises, against any acts of confiscation
and any measures of deoartelisation, socialization, or
nationalization. It demands the free transfer of the
profits from such property to the Grand Duchy.
Finally, Luxembourg would like to see priority of
allied enterprises established in the programme of
reconstruction.!
1. "lAixembourg and the German Problem," Luxembourg
Bulletin. Fifth Year, No. 8, May/June, 1947, 69-701
"Luxembourg likewise wanted timber, and also water
power for a dam and hydroelectric plant to be constructed on

The ainiatry of économie affairs of the Grand Duehy

had constituted a committee to study the problem of repara
tions from Germany as that problem mas related to reconstruc
tion.

The claims established by that committee were based

upon direct damages inflicted upon the country, indirect
damages resulting from the war, and losses of values In capital

and revenue.

The basis of assessment was the dollar of 193#.

Eventually the sum of 660 million dollars was agreed upon for
submission to the Inter-Allied authorities supervising the
allotment of reparations.^

Arriving at such a figure through

careful evaluation was not easy.
was much more difficult.

Translating it into a quota

And obtaining delivery of repara

tions proved to be quite another matter.
At the Yalta Conference of 1945 the principle of
reparations for war damages had been formulated.

A priority

system among the beneficiaries based on contributions to the

war effort was established.

Subsequently the Potsdam Decla

ration all but gave the Soviet Union a free hand with regard
to reparations in her own zone of occupation in Germany and
"the Our River near Vianden. In addition, the government was
interested in a German railroad that paralleled the Moselle
River along its right bank between Apach and Oberbillig.
Bridges to be built at several points would carry connecting
lines across the river, to provide rail service for a number
of Luxembourg towns on the left bank. For these purposes
140 square miles of land, containing nearly 30,000 Germans,
would be transferred to the Grand Duchy." Lewis M. Alexander,
"Recent Changes In the Benelux-German Boundary," Geographical
Review. January, 1953, m H , 71.

1. Nicolas Rowel, "Luxembourg and German Reparations,"
Luxembourg Bills tin, fifth Year, No. i, May/June, 1947 , 6?.
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in the former Ge:mmn satellites.

Other countries with eeoep-

table elaims were to draw their reparations from the western
zones of Tranee, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
Thus what claims Luxembourg adranoed had reference to the
German assets and production in this western region.

A confe

rence summoned by the three occupying powers of the western
zones and held in Paris beginning November 9, 1945, proposed
to make allotments of reparations according to a quota system
to those claimants who were to draw their reparations from
the western zones.

There was ultimately a striking divergence

between the original national claims, the designated quotas,
and the actual deliveries made from the respective zones.
Reparations became subject to other, more pressing considera
tions.

The demands of individual countries were set aside

in the interest of the general European economy when it became
apparent that the prosperity of several countries bordering
Germany, among them % e Netherlands, was contingent upon the
resurgence of the German econ<my.

The plans made at Yalta,

Potsdam, New York, lk>ndon, and Paris, were subject to con
stant amendment in response to the requirements of changing
circumstances.
The Paris Conference of November, 1945, accepted the
Yalta principle of giving priority in reparations on the basis
of the TOT effort of the participating country.

In keeping

with this principle the claimants were divided into unoccupied
countries capable of contributing actively to the prosecution
of the war and the occupied countries who based their claims
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on "âamagee sustained***

The United States logieally ohsmpioned

the preferred position of those countries basing their olaims
on their "war effort," while France remained the ehief advocate
of the thesis that equal rights should be enjoyed by countries
which had sustained severe war damages in the course of the
occupation.
The luzembourg delegation quite naturally adhered to
the "damages sustained" theory in view of their country's pro
longed occupation and the devastation which covered one-third
of the #pand Duchy after the landstedt Offensive.

The delega

tion also appealed for "a formula of justice allocating to
each country concerned a fair share in consideration of the
damage sustained as well as of the resources which each country
mi^t mobilize for its reparations.

The relationship between

the means of a country and the entirety of the damages suffered
by it should rather take the place of a purely arithmetical
calculation."^

% e plan of Luxembourg for a more equitable

distribution of reparations was dictated by the serious diffi
culties encountered by the occupied countries.

While the

unoccupied countries had poured their wealth and manpower into
the war effort they could redirect their economies perhaps
with more ease then the occupied countries.
had been ravaged by battle.

Hot all of them

On the contrary, many of the

occupied countries had to pick themselves from their ruin
and all but begin anew— from scratch.

The Imxembourg view

1. Hieolas Hommel, "Luxembourg and German Reparations,"
Luxmabourig Bulletin. Fifth Tear, May/June, 1947, 67.
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oalled the attention of the delegates to the need of eaoh
oountry as well as to its merit.
German reparations had been placed in two categories,
category A comprising German assets abroad and current produc
tion, and category B including merchantmen, industrial machi
nery and equipment in capital, vessels of interior navigation,
and captured enemy stocks,
in both categories.

Luxembourg was to be compensated

Bather then pool German assets abroad

under category A, each country was permitted to retain what
German assets had come within its jurisdiction.

The matter

of current production was subject to constant dispute and
alteration.

Bnder category B, Imxembourg was originally

awarded a quota of

0.20 per cent which was subsequently raised

to 0,40 per cent.^

The Paris Conference established anInter-

Allied Agency for Reparations with its seat in Brussels to
handle details.
Luxembourg*s steel industry had been left almost intact.
There was no great
respect.

need for German industrial equipment in this

Althoughprojects

to introduce new industries into

the Grand Duchy for the sake of a ireried economy had been dis
cussed, the diminutive dimensions of the country with its
limited domestic amrket rendered such industrial expansion
infeasible.

Consequently Luxembourg's needs were, for the

most part, confined to current German production, especially
of coal and other raw materials necessary to the functioning

1. Nicolas Eosmel, "Luxembourg and German Reparations,"
Luxembourg Bulletin, fifth Year, Hay/Iune, 1947, 67.

i#e
of lu%#mb<mrg*a iiotaXXargioal lo d u s try .

ânâ, although Oarmam

Industrial equlpm ant aaa waloomed, g re a te r hopes were enter
tained for German payments in the form o f neoessary raw mate
rials.

This hope was doomed. The enormous d e f i c i t in th e

German economy fo llo w in g i n i t i a l d e liv e r ie s of reparations

in th e form of material and goods s e a le d th e f a t e of current
p ro d u c tio n in th e western zones.

What re p a ra tio n s Luzemhourg

could hope fo r would have to be limited to industrial equip

ment which would have to be utilized as best it cou ld in the
Grand Duchy.

Such equipm ent would be in ad eq u ate to meet

Iiuzembourg’s a c tu a l needs but i t was p re fe ra b le as reparations
to nothing whatsoever.
In April, 1946, th e Inter-Allied R e p ara tio n s Agency,
having received a series o f inventories o f German factories,
began the task of selection and allocation o f those destined
to be dismantled and transported as reparations.

Several

months later the military cmmanders of the three western
zones temporarily suspended further d is m a n tlin g and delivery
of factories o th e r than those already a s s ig n e d .

The adminis

trative costs o f th e separate zones, th e d is p ro p o rtio n between
imports and exports, and the precarious state of the economy
of western Germany forced th e a d o p tio n o f th e temporary policy.
When the delivery of reparations was resumed it was more
s lo w ly , more c a u tio u s ly .

Luxembourg's a llo tm e n t of machine

to o ls and industrial equipm ent at th is p e rio d was negligible.

Of more value to Luxembourg were tho se German assets
abroad which were the portion of the Grand Duchy . Most of
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these assets were In

had been

the form

of transferable securities

abandoned in Luxembourg after the war.

which

They consti

the total German assets
abroad and the grand ducal Office of Sequester which held
these German securities was subjected to considerable criti
cism from abroad; it was considered in some querters that the
securities entering category A were in excess of Luxembourg*a
quota of 0.15 per cent in that category, and that the balance
should be distributed to other countries lacking sufficient
assets to meet their quota in this category. The Luxembourg
delegate to the Inter-Allied Commission of Reparations, Nicolas
tuted an important proportion of

Hcaaael, declared any excess in assets would not be distributed

be attributed against Luxem
bourg's undelivered quota in category B, These German assets
which the grand ducal government proposed to retain in their
to a common pool but rather would

totality constituted the most valuable form of reparations and

appeared to any degree certain,
Luxembourg, an inland country, bad not participated in the
allocation of German merchantmen. The hope for deliveries
from current production of coal end other raw materials was
not being realized. In the competition for industrial equip
ment and machinery Luxembourg*e bargaining position was poor;
its needs were for specific goods rather than large related
groups end quite logically the Grand Duchy was outbid by
countries demanding complete systems and factory groups.
the only reparations which

Because reparations from current production and industrial
equipment were scarcely realized at this time, the Luxembourg
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government was obliged in self-interest to retain what assets

it m ight la y i t s hands npon, namely German s e c u r itie s in the
Grand Duchy.
fhe matter of reparations became in c re a s in g ly complex
as political considerations took precedence.

The inability

of certain European countries to revive their economies con
tingent upon an industrial revival in Germany tended towards
a r e la x a tio n of demands for claims.

The growing hostility

between the W est, the U n ite d States in particular, and the
Soviet Union necessitated a revival of German industry in the
interest of a balanced German economy and W estern security.
Subsequently reparations were curtailed and all but abandoned.
The modified attitude toward Germany, especially with
respect to the German economy, was q u ic k ly recognised by th e
Luxembourg foreign office.

laixembourg-German trade had been

of considerable importance in the pre-war y e a rs and the revival
of this commercial relationship could do much to better luxembourg's financial position.

Luxembourg, like The Netherlands,

was particularly susceptible to the repercussions of economic

crises in Germany.

Therefore a stabilization of the German

economy was to the Grand Duchy's advantage.

Joseph Bech voiced

h is governm ent's attitude towards Germany in an address to th e

Chamber of Deputies delivered on îterch 22, 1949» quoted in part.
. , . Our policy concerning Germany aims principally
at a s s u rin g ourselves a maximum of g u aran tees and
security. That is why we are in favor of political
decentralization of Germany to the greatest possible
extent. However, we know also that a Germany whose
finances and econony are in distress must constitute
a grave menace f o r the economic rehabilitation of
Europe and of our country in particular. Therefore

i n

we favor German ©eonomio unity. To rise again. Western
Europe needs a Germany whieh works, produces, imports,
and exports. The occupying Powmrs and the Military
Security Office must watch over the German industrial
power to ensure its remaining in the service of peace
instead of serving aims of imr.
I cannot apeak of Germany without touching on two
questions which Interest our country to a very great
extent: The Ruhr and Reparations.
The fate of the Ruhr has always preoccupied the
Luxembourg Government. That is natural because the
Luxembourg siderurgical industry depends on the Ruhr
for its supplies.
The attitude of the Luxembourg Government in this
matter was stated in its memorandum of February 1st,
1947, which advocated notably the international control
over the export of all energy (coal, steel, electricity)
from the Ruhr into Germny and the administration of the
resources of the Ruhr territory in the general interest.
I should like to stress the following points with
regard to our particular position.
Our country is represented in the International
Authority for the Ruhr with the United States, the
United Kingdom, France and our Benelux partners.
While the occupying Powers each have three votes, the
Benelux countries have three votes to g e th e r so that
our country has one.
Our coke supply cannot possibly be subjected to
arbitration since the Authority will in future carry
out the distribution of coal, coke, and steel from
the Ruhr between German consumption and export, in
order to assure for countries co-operating for the
common economic welfare a satisfactory access to these
products within the frame-work of international agree
ments. In this sphere, the functions of the Authority
will be co-ordinated with the activities of the Orga
nization for Economic Oo-operation in Europe.
Moreover, the Authority will have the power to
prevent the German Authorities from applying or autho
rizing discriminative practices as regards transport,
price, commerce, end quotas, tariffs or any other
governmental measures or corniercial agreements of a
nature likely to violate the movements of coal, coke
or steel from the Ruhr into international commerce
except under protective measures approved by the
Authority.
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fhirdly, feh# Authority will he eatrusted with the
safegoardiag and proteetioa of foreign Interests in
ooal, Goke and steel industries of the Ruhr aoeording
to international agreementa.
It is understood that when the time omies the
power appertaining to the eoatrol of the administra
tion of the ooal, ooke and steel industries, at pre
sent held by control groups of ooal and steel estab
lished by the occupation authorities, will be trans
ferred to the Ruhr Authority or the Military Security
Office or to any other international organ. This is
a matter of general control powers over production,
investment and equipment.
In conclusion, I think we can say that this agree
ment takes into account the need of security and parti
cularly the economic security of our country,^
This part of Monsieur Beoh’s statement is of particular inte
rest since the foreign minister therein manifests his govern
ment *s primary concern with the économie aspects of certain
problems.
On this occasion a report on the delivery of repara
tions to Luxembourg was made.

By the beginning of Spring,

1949, lazembourg had received German industrial equipment to
the value of 2,355,559 Reichsmarks at the 1943 rate.

The

equipment delivered numbered 1,033 pieces and fell into two
categories, amchine tools for the working of steel and machine
tools for wood-working.

The major portion of these reparations,

some 799 machines, were sold to interested parties capable of
utilizing them.

Their sale realized the sum of 17,000,000

francs, less than $350,000. at that time, a comparatively
small sum to be applied against the 660 million dollars damages
established by the commission of the ministry for econcaaic
1.
Joseph Bech, "Foreign Policy and Commerce,"
Luxembourg Bulletin. Seventh Year, Ho. 19/20, Feb./Apr., 1949,

167-168.
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Affaira.1
At the opening of a parllaaentery aeaslon of April 19#
1950* Monsieur Bech again addressed the Chamber of Deputies
on the state*6 foreign relatione.

In a report on reparations

the minister for foreign affaire called the attention of the
deputies to the neoeselty of ooneidering Germany's economy
as part of the general problem of European rehabilitation.

It

was with this need In mind that reparations* gradually reduoed
In the preceding years* had assumed definite form at the end

of 1949 In the Bona Agreement.

The Initial number of 1,800

factories ear-marked for dismantling as reparations, a number
set In 1946, was reduoed by the Bonn Agreement to 660 enter

prises or about thirty-eight per cent of the original number.
This reduction of Industrial equipment did not harm Luxembourg's

interests too much; the Grand Duchy's allotment had been rela
tively small and. Insofar as it could be met* the major part
had been delivered.

Luxembourg had been alloted 1,750 machines

of which 1,419 were delivered at the time Monsieur Bech spoke.
The delivered machines were valued at about thirty-eight
2
m illio n fra n c s .
A lth o u g h Luxembourg le v ie d e v e ry th in g to
w hich it was e n t it le d , th e f in a n c ia l r e s u lts appeared r a th e r
m eager.

However* th e re p a ra tio n s had more a c tu a l economic

v a lu e than appearances su g g ested .

They enabled re p a irs to

1, Joseph Bech* "Foreign Policy and Gommerce,"
Luxembourg Bulletin. Seventh Year, Ho. 19/20, Feb./Apr.* 1949#

2. "The Grand Duchy In International Affairs,"
l^embourg Bulletin. Eighth Year, Ho* 26/29* A p ril/M a y , 1950,
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industries at a time when neither purehase nor delivery ims
possible through the European market.

Luxembourg’s repara

tions never measured up to the original estimate of war
damages,
Luxembourg’s territorial olaims raised loud protests

on the German bank of the Moselle, especially in the Saar.
Protesting against territorial indemnification, German leaders
nevertheless admitted their eountry’s guilt with respect to
Luxembourg but suggested that indemnity should be made in
some other form than that of territorial ooi^ensation.

The

lÆtxembourg government gave consideration to these objections
with the understanding that the German authorities would
assure concessions relating to Imzembourg’s proposed series
of dams on the Our and Sure rivers as part of an electrifica
tion project.

Objections were voiced in Luxembourg to the

annexation of German territory and the inclusion of a German
population in the state, a population which might prove dis
ruptive to the unity of the nation.

Ultimately the olaims

for a frontier region beyond those rivers bordering Germany,
a strip of territory paralleling those rivers to a depth of
from one to five kilometers, were not pressed vigorously.
This modification of the government’s attitude was prompted
by concern for the aggravated international situation as well
as by consideration for opinions in the Grand Duchy and the
cooperative intentions of G«pman leaders, the latter specifi
cally with respect to the grand dueal electrification project.
When rectifications along the German western border

m
were definitely made in Mareh, 1949, lurembourg warn awarded
the uninhabited Kaamerwald aeroaa the river Our and adjaeent
to the grand dueal oity of Vianden, a forested area eomprlaing eleven square miles.

The eleven square miles of German

territory eonstituted about one-fifth of a total of fifty-two
square miles, 135 square kilometers, involved in thirty-one
minor border changes favoring France, Luxembourg, Belgium,
and The Netherlands.^

The annexation of this small area

raised Luxembourg's territorial extent from 999 to 1,010
square miles.

An agreement urns reached between the grand

ducal government and the federal German government concerning
the construction of a dam at Rosport on the Sure river serving
as a boundary between the two countries.

Agreements were also

concluded relative to frontier traffic with a view to freeing
on a large scale the movement of people and the exchange of
goods.
1. Provisional Rectifications along the Western German
Frontier I Six Power Communiqué, Paris, March 26, 1949. The
communiqué stated that the adjustments were minor and "may be
confirmed or modified by terms of the final settlwent concern
ing Germny." The date of transfer for the 52 square miles
of land containing some 13,500 inhabitants was set for April 23,
1949. The status of the land avmrded Luxembourg renmins inde
terminate.
Lewis Alexander has pointed out that the Luxem
bourg government anuounced that it W)uld occupy only the Bammerwald and leave the rest of the area (the village of Roth with
130 inhabitants) alone. Citing a letter from 1. C. Maloney,
luxembourg Legation, Washington, dated July 13, 1951, he remarks
that the government has explained that the use of the area Is
solely for exploitation. He doubts that Luxembourg sovereignty
will ever be exercised over the Inhabitants. (Lewis M. Alexander
"Recent Changes in the Benelux-German Boundary," Geographical
Review. January, 1953, XLIII, 69-76). Yet maps prinïed in the
érahS Duchy show the awarded area as part of the national terri
tory, exclusive, however, of the village of Roth. The region
will remain in dispute probably until a peace conference is
held; the West German government maintains that a plebiscite
should be conducted in the disputed areas.
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Mommlemr

Beeh indleated

Luxembourg's attitude towards

its eastera neighbor in his address of April 19, 1950.
. • . Evidently the oo-operation of a demooratio
Germany, within the Strasbourg organiamtion, in the
Gultural, eeoncœio and politisai life would strengthen
and oomplete the eonoeption of a united Europe, while
the demoeratio institutions of this oountry would be
consolidated by its co-operation with free nations.
We can merely hope that the Federal Republic,
realizing the effort of good will made by the demo
cratic countries, could show in its attitude the same
European spirit.

five years after its capitulation Germany has
become aware again of its own existence. The numerous
interests which we have to defend there make normal
relations with that country and its integration in
the Western coasaunity desireable.^
Luxembourg’s post-war relations with Germany have been condi
tioned by political and economic changes unforeseen at the
moment of liberation.

The necessity of securing its eastern

frontier and of maintaining profitable commercial relations
with Germany would be assured the Grand Duchy by the inclusion
and full integration of the Reich in an European union.

The Dnited Rations
As one of the original signers of the Dnited Rations
Declaration of 1942, Luxembourg participated in the Dnited
Rations Conference on International Organization which met
in San Francisco from April 25 to June 26, 1945*

Luxembourg

was represented by Joseph Bech and Hugues Le Gallaia assisted
1, "The Grand Duchy in International Affairs,"
^embgurg Bulletin. Eighth Tear, Ho. 28/29, April/Way,
195Ô, 259.
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by Robert Ale, Ohef Ae Cabinet of th e minister for foreign
affairs, serving as secretary and advisor of th e Luxembourg
d e le g a tio n .1

Monsieur Bech addressed th e Seventh P le n a ry

Session on May 1, 1945» expressing his country’s hopes in th e
o rg a n iz a tio n under consideration and em p hasizin g, with due
re g a rd for the resources of h is land, the modest role which

his country could play in world affairs.

On June 26, 1945»

l42xembourg* s d e le g a tio n subscribed to th e C h a rte r adopted
after considerable discussion and on October 17, 1945» Luxem
bourg was officially admitted.
Within th e United R a tio n s O rg a n iz a tio n the Grand Duchy
tended to follow a policy in conformity with those of i t s
n e ig h b o rs , B elgiu m , fhe Netherlands, and T ra n c e .

As th e c le a 

vage between th e non-communist and communist n a tio n s became
more a p p aren t and h o s t i l i t y between th e two groups more bitter,
th e Western European nations were constrained by reasons of

security, economy, cultural affiliation, and politics to accept
th e hegemony of th e United States,

Luxembourg, one of th e

s m a lle s t members of th e United Nations Organization, had never

1. Robert A ls practiced as a lawyer in Luxembourg fr<m
1921 to 1928. In 1929 he became deputy s ta te a tto rn e y , in
1932 Judge o f the district tribunal, and in 1936 a tto rn e y
general. The Germans removed him from office and deported
him to the Reich in 1941. With the liberation in 1944 he again
became attorney general. Appointed minister of the interior
in February, 1945, he a ls o became a member of the Council of
State, the Council of Litigation, and th e Administrative
Court o f Inquiry In December of that year, heading the latter
body. In March, 1947, he was appointed grand ducal minister
to Belgium.
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b@em able to follow a purely taSependant policy,

fbs Grand

Duchy*# economic cooperation with Belgium and The Netherlands
extended to the field of foreign policy, a logical consequence
of the Benelux Economic Dnlon.

Thus in concert with Its

neighbors Luxembourg generally voted with the Western Bloc.
%ie policy of the Grand Duchy within the international organi
sation is not particularly distinguishable from that of the
other West European states relying on the economic and mili

tary aid of the United States to bolster their economies and
enable them to develop common defenses.
The Grand Duchy enjoyed membership In almost all of
the Specialized Agencies, Including:

the International Labour

Organization, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, the United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization, the International Civil Aviation

Organization, the World Eealth Organization, the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the International
Monetary Fuad, the Universal Postal Union, the International
Telecommunication Union, the International Refugee Organiza
tion, the Interim Commission of the International Trade Organi
zation, and the International Court of Justice.

The government

applied to the International Bank for Reconstruction and Deve
lopment for a loan of twenty million dollars ; on August 28,
1947, the Grand Duchy was granted a loan of twelve million
dollars to finance the purchase of equipment for the Luxem
bourg steel Industry and of rolling stock for the nationalized
railways.

Of this sum $238,017. was cancelled on December 19,
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1949I at the request of the graud dueal governmemt leaviag
a met loam of #11,761,936.^^ Aside from this substantial
benefit, eooperatiom within these organizations gave the
Grand Duehy some moral stature.

Luxembourg, whose military

potential was so inoonsequential that th e oountry eould play
only a very minor r o le in affairs involving th e use of force,
had e natural enthusiasm for those agencies of a pacific
character.

It had supported them e a g e rly in th e League,

It

gave its adherence to them in the United Rations Organization.
This faith was not misplaced since the Specialized Agencies
accomplished much constructive work; their achievements in
the underdeveloped regions of the world are real and notable.
Monsieur Bech, who as a delegate to the League of
Rations and as minister of foreign affairs for almost a gene
ration had acquired considerable experience in international
relations and gained stature as a statesman, served on various
committees and commissions of the United Nations Organization,
am»ng others as chairman of the First (Political and Security)
Committee of the Second Regular Session of the General Assembly
which terminated its work on November 19, 1947.

W h ile luxem-

bourg did not bring any great problems to the organization and
while its diminutive size and population recommended a dignified
but above all modest attitude, one which borders on reticence,
the Grand Duchy was represented by capable men whose knowledge
and experience were valuable to councils and committees and
who, as the delegates of a very small state, were also in a
1. Yearbook of the United Nations. 1946-1949. 1047.
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position to serve es disinterested arbiters and eounsellors.
In a statement of March 22, 1949, before the Chamber
of Deputies Minister Bech made an appraisal of the United
Nations Organization with reference to Luxembourg’s foreign
policy.
. . . As regards the world plan, we have been amongst
the founder members of that greatest endeavor for human
solidarity which is the United Nations, The United
Nations at their beginning inspired enthusiasm, hope,
faith. It was expected to profit from the experience
and correct the faults of the League of Nations. But
soon we knew better.
Hardly brought Into being, the United Nations were
exposed to thunderous storms, and today appear para
lysed when faced with disputes dividing their principal
members. To many people they appear more like a sono
rous rostrum, amplifier of international conflicts than
as an instrument of peace-making. The ideal of the
United Nations primarily as an upholder of world peace
is and always has been ours. Thinking of their impo
tence, due not only to the use of the veto by certain
Powers, could we still seriously maintain that the
United Nations as they stand now still have sufficient
means to assure peace in security and to safeguard
the States, and particularly the small ones, against
future aggression.
I do not share the ironical scepticism which is
evident too often in discussions of the United Nations
activities. During the few years of its existence they
have carried out, within the cultural, economic and
social spheres, work which if not spectacular neverthe
less is enormous. Even in the purely political field,
it is profoundly unfair to underline always their
failures and never their real successes. Unfortunately,
at the moment this organization is not capable of
assuring world security.*
This analysis of the state of the United Nations was reiterated
in a subsequent speech made a year later, on April 19, 1950,
by the minister for foreign effairs, but on this occasion

1.
Joseph Bech, "Foreign Policy and Commerce,"
^ e mbog|g Bulletin, Seventh Tear, No, 19/20, Feb./Apr.,
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llonslQur Beoà thought it opportune to draw the attention of
the deputies to the advantages their oountry had in its
representation in that international body, primarily in
diplomatlo oontaots.
. . . I have already said last year that the situa
tion inside the United Mations refleots the gravity
of the w r l d situation. This state of affairs ha®
hardly improved sinee. If, however, national selfish
ness and dlvergenee# of views and ideas clash at times
violently in the United Mations, it is as Izvestia
states on United Mations 4th anniversary «a gooi
instrument for maintaining peace and international
security." It is certainly not this international
institution*® fault if it reflects above all serious
clashes of political opinion. If the United Nations
has not yet fulfilled the hopes placed in its essen
tial mission, the strengthening of peace, it has on
the other hand achieved a imluable task of interna
tional co-operation in the economic, social, cultural
and technical fields. Its auxiliary bodies, amongst
them UNESCO, the Refugee and the Agricultural Organi
zations, are working efficiently to bring people
together by multiplying contacts and by making efforts
to solve concrete problems entirely outside politics.
It would be wrong to judge the work of the United
Nations and other international organizations by tak
ing into consideration only their not very spectacular
successes. Against a wide background of history,
these organizations represent stages of a great evolu
tion. fifty years ago international relations developed
by narrow diplomatic channels exclusively. Today con
stant personal meetings between statesmen, parliamen
tarians, economic and social groups create precious
contacts from which small nations, with restricted
diplomatic means, benefit in particular.
Apart from any other considerations our active
presence in international organizations contributes
to the reinforcement of our existence and safeguards
our interests on an international plane.
I need not tell you that since I have had the
honor of representing Luxembourg at the League of
Nations, the United Nations and all the international
organizations to which we belong, I have always endea
vored to give to our presence the character of reserve,
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eoasidefation anê eanolXiatloB whleh, In the eonfXlet
of ideas and interests between the peoples of the
world, befits our ssmll country.*
Luxembourg is represented by its own envoys in eleven
countries and, in certain instances, one envoy may serve as
minister to several countries.

Thus the minister to the

United States with residence in Washington also represents his
sovereign in Mexico and Canada, and the minister to the Soviet
Union is likewise accredited to Poland,

In those countries

where the Grand Duchy does not have its own proper represen
tatives, by an agreement of January 6-7, 1880, between the
Grand Duehy and The Netherlands, diplomatic agents of The
Netherlands are charged with representation of Luxembourg
although they are not authorized to negotiate grand ducal
political affairs. The sessions of the Assembly and of vari
ous commissions— the general diplomatic activity of the United
Nations— present opportunities for diplomatic contacts with
envoys of nations with whom Luxembourg does not maintain
direct diploamtie relations.^
Luxembourg’s activity within the United Nations is
1. "The Grand Duchy in International Affairs,"
Luxembourg Bulletin. Sighth Year, No, 28/29, April/May,
2. Seven countries, the Federal Republic of Germany,
Belgium, the United States, France, Great Britain, Italy,
and The Netherlands, maintain their own proper legations in
Luxembourg city with resident envoys. As the administrative
seat of the High Authority of the European Coal and Steel
Community, Luxembourg’s diplomatic importance has undoubtedly
been enhanced. Envoys of thirty-three other countries accre
dited to the grand ducal court reside in Brussels, serving in
the dual capacity of representatives to Belgium and to Luxem
bourg.
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Goasldereâ in ita proper oontext in the reports and Tarions
pubXieations of that organization.

It is a snbjeot oapabXe

of separate and possibly lengthy treatment, a record of voting
and representation.

Here only a general review of polioy has

been attempted. But brief reference to the Grand Buohy’s
attitude towards certain issues will substantiate the Western
orientation of Luxembourg policy.

The Luxembourg delegation

voted for a resolution giving Libya independence in 1952 and
for placing Somaliland under Italian trusteeship, for placing
the city of Jerusalem and the Holy Places under international
control, end for the establishment of a High Commissariat for
Refugees to assume the duties of the International Refugee
Organization then in the process of dissolution.

Luxmbourg

also voted for a resolution abolishing two measures, adopted
in 1916, condemning the Franco regime in Spain, and at the
same time recommended the return of that oountry to interna
tional conferences not contingent on membership in the United
Nations.

With the invasion of the Republic of Korea by North

Korean forces on June 25, 1950, Luxembourg voted in favor of
the successive resolutions introduced in the General Assembly
leading to the intervention of the United Nations in that
conflict.

In accordance with the obligation to support the

action initiated by the United Nations, incumbent on it as a
member, Luxembourg contributed an infantry unit, composed of
volunteers, to the United Nations forces serving in Korea.
The infantry unit serves in association with Belgian volun
teers in a Belgo-Luxembourg battallion.
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One problem of the Grand Duehy whleh has been brought
up in the United Nations on every feasible oeoasion has been
that of Luxembourg prisoners of Twar, grand dueal subjects

eonserlpted Into the German Army during the occupation and
still held by the Soviet Union.

When delegations from the

United States, Great Britain, and Australia demanded an inter
national inquiry on the question of prisoners of war detained
in the U. 8, S. R., the delegate from Luxembourg called the
attention of the delegates to the special problem of Luxem
bourg subjects penalized through no fault of their own and
placed by oireuiastances beyond repatriation.

About 2,000

Luxembourgeois, formerly in the German Wehrmacht. remain
unbraced and on their behalf the Luxembourg government has
lodged appeal after appeal both in the United Nations and
through normal diplomatic channels.

The Assembly adopted

a resolution, enthusiastically supported by Luxembourg,
requesting all governments to sutmit information concerning
the disposition of prisoners still detained and of those
deceased with some explanation for their detention or the
circumstances in which they died.

On a bilateral plane of

negotiation Luxembourg's minister to Moscow, Monsieur Blum,
made repeated and urgent démarches with the Soviet authorities
to institute a search for such Luxembourgeois among the German
prisoners of war from whom they had not been separated.^

The

1. René Blum, born in 1889, studied in Liege, Paris,
Montpellier, and New York. He began his practice as a bar
rister in 1911. Prom 1918 through 1944 he urns a member of
the Chamber of Deputies and vms speaker of that body from
1925 to 1927. In 1937 he became minister of justice and

20)
m ia le tr y of r e p a t r ia t io n in laucombonrg offered to furnish all
r e le v a n t In fo rm a tio n .

The Soviet government re o e iv e d these

notes with seeming eoneem but nothing tma e ffe c te d .

In an

a tte m p t to emphasize th e serio u sn ess o f the q u e s tio n for
tuzem bourg th e Grand Duchess Charlotte appealed to th e presi

dent o f th e S o v ie t Union.

The intervention of the grand

duchess, th e démarches o f Monsieur Blum, th e p e rs o n a l dis

cussions o f M onsieur Bech with S o v ie t o f f i c i a l s at the United
R a tio n s , and th e o f f i c i a l re s o lu tio n s have re s u lte d in vague

promises, d e n ia ls , and In d iffe r e n c e on th e p a rt o f th e
U , 8 , 8 , B.

But the problem rem ains u n s o lv e d .^

Problem s rem ained unsolved in the United R a tio n s in
many cases and it was because so many p ro je c ts ended in a
s ta le m a te o r were n o t even broached th a t th e Marshall Plan—
from w hich stemmed a succession of p o l i t i c a l , econom ic , and

military alliances— ims brou gh t into b e in g .

Since it was so

fun dam en tal to the formulation and success of th e successive

alliances, a survey o f it and o f i t s operation in Luxembourg
would be pertinent.

retained that position for three years. He presented his
credentials as m in is te r to th e Soviet Union in Moscow on
August 12, 1944. He was su b sequ ently accredited as m in is te r
to Poland with residence in Moscow. He has been described
as an extremely a b le but by no means orthodox envoy who
provides his s u p e rio r with information quite different from
the routine facts supplied by other le g a tio n s in Moscow.
1. Joseph Bech, "Im Politique E tra n g è re du Luxembourg,
Bulletin d*Informâtion. Ro. 1/2, February 28, 1951, 9-10.
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The Marshall Plan
It was as a p a rtn e r in th e Belgo-ta% em bonrg Eeonoado
Union that the Grand Duehy participated in the Marshall P la n .
The manner of participation— within th e framework of the
Economic Union— w s dictated by th e primarily financial
character of th e European Recovery Program .

Because of this

integrated economic relationship, those credits re c e iv e d by
Luxembourg initially came not through any direct agreem ent
with the United States b u t in the form of allocation on a
proportional basis within the Union. C onsequently a defini
tive review of Imxembourg's foreign commerce has been rendered
difficult by th e v e ry fact of the Economic U n io n ; fig u r e s of
grand ducal exports and imports, included with those of Bel

gium, are not r e a d ily ascertained.

This situation fu r th e r

suggests that with re fe re n c e to th e O rg a n iz a tio n for European
Economic C o o p eratio n Luxembourg be treated n e c e s s a rily as a

partner in the Economic Union rather than on a distinctly
national b a s is .
It must be kept in mind that Luxembourg's mamoth
metallurgical industry was all but intact when the Germans
were expelled.

The industry ims in need of modernization

after serving the Germans for almost five years but, provided
with sufficient coke, it was capable of nearly normal produc
tion.

As it has been remarked before, more than ninety per

cent of Luxembourg's iron and steel were offered for export.
As the increased deliveries of vital coke were assured from
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the Ruhr, the iron and steel Industry began to approach pre
war figures in its production.

Luxembourg thus enjoyed a

strong economic position In comparison with other European
countries and this in spite of the costs of reconstruction
of th e northern cantons.

The supplies fu rn is h e d to the

American Army p ro v id e d a source of needed d o lla r s a t first,
and when this m arket tended to taper off, th e re was a press
ing demand for m e ta llu r g ic a l products from n a tio n s deprived
of such products d u rin g th e war y e a rs .

Thus Luxembourg as

well as Belgium enjo yed an alm ost in s a tia b le market.

However,

it was th e very c h a ra c te r of this m arket w hich threatened th e
Belgo-Luxembourg economy for, w h ile the neig hb ors of th e Eco
nomic tinion provided a c o n s ta n t m arket for goods, those same
countries were incapable of paying for their imports.

To

enable such custom ers to continue making purchases, the Econo
mic Union extended huge credits to their clients.

At the time

th e Marshall Plan was p u t into execution the Belgo-loxembourg

Economic Union had granted credits amounting to thirteen
billion Belgian francs or approximately three hundred million
dollars.

A very la rg e part of these credits were placed at

the disposal of The Motherlands and were the basis of an inten
sive trade with that country. But it is apparent that credits
could not be g ra n te d indefinitely.

The M a rs h a ll P la n came at

a time when the Economic Union was pondering the need of res
tricting exports.
Luxembourg* s needs tended n o t so much towards direct

aid as indirect aid, not so much a want of dollars as for
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assietanee to meet the credit demande of Ineolvent oastomers.
What Luxembourg required, primarily, was the financial and
eeonomio re-eatablishment of those European countries which
constituted a market for grand ducal products, a stabilized
condition permitting them to pay for their Imports. In recog
nition of this circumstance, the creditor position of the
Economic Union, most of the Marshall Plan aid granted Belgium
and Luxembourg assumed an indirect character.
for the first year of Marshall Plan aid, from July 1,
194#, to June 30, 1949, the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union
was granted in one form three million dollars as direct aid.
Luxembourg's share of the grant, a gift, was four million
francs or $9#,750., a sum allocated proportionally on a popu

lation ratio of 1:29.

This percentage of the direct aid was

relatively unimportant although certainly welcomed.

Of greater

significance was a loan of fifty-nine million dollars to the
Economic Union of which Luxembourg was allocated 3.5 million
dollars.

The allocation of loans was based on the productive

capacity of the two countries, a ratio of 1:17.

The direct

loan had its counterpart fund in accordance with the provisions
of the European Recovery Program, the counterpart fund of
Inxmabourg providing for the re-establishment of agriculture
and medium industries as well as for the financing of special
works such as dams.

Of supreme importance to the Economic

Union were some 207.5 million dollars or 9.7 billion francs
in conditional credits placed at the disposal of other speci
fied countries which had drawing rights for declared amounts.
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Tà« eoQditlo&al oradits la effect flnaaeed the export trade
of the leoaomie Ualoa,

Luxembourg* e share in conditional

credits amounted to between twenty to twenty-five million
dollars although there was no provision for a definite allo
cation from this fund.^
The policy of indirect aid was sufficient to meet the
needs of the Economic Onion.

In the year from July 1, 1949,

through June 30, 1950, no direct aid was provided for Belgium
and Luxembourg but rather within the system of inter-European

payments 352.5 million dollars was designated for the Economic
Union, a sum representing 17.5 billion francs of drawing
rights for debtor nations.
In the third year of operation of the European Recovery
Program, from July, 1950, to June, 1951, the Economic Union
was apportioned 88.1 million dollars, half of it designated as
direct aid, the rest as conditional credit.
The Marshall Plan was, for Luxembourg, vitally impor
tant as a means of re-establishing the economies of the Western
European states.

Sinee so much of Luxembourg*s industrial

production is designed for export the Grand Duchy is particu
larly vulnerable in a time of economic crisis.

The Marshall

Plan provided for the stabilization of the West European
economy and consequently enabled Luxembourg to increase its
exports, in effect partially Insuring the foreign commerce
1, Marcel Pischbaoh, "Luxembourg and the Marshall
Plan,” The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg: A Study in Economic
Development^ince ihe LÎïïeration. 1949.~6-S.
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of the Oread Duehy,

Moreover, the Marshall Plan provided

teohaleal assistâmes, a matter of partieular interest for
lurembourg with reepeet to plans for a system of eleotrifi-

©ation.

The Marshall Plan also affected a liberalization of

trade and finance through such agencies as the Organization
for European Economic Cooperation and the system for interEuropean payments. Since Duxmahourg* a export -demineted
economy recommended itself to free or at least liberalized

commerce, these measures were enthusiastically welcomed.
The industrial expansion following in the wake of this eco

nomic assistance also meant full employment in Luxembourg ;
economic stability had a political counterpart.

The plan

also called for the cooperation of the participating states

to obtain the proposed benefits.

Cooperative reconstruction,

demanded under the Marshall Plan, provided a basis for closer

economic integration in such projects as Benelux and the
Schuman Plan, for military alliances such as Western Bnion
and the Worth Atlantic Pact, and for political association

or federation as envisaged in the Council of Europe.

In a

world tending towards greet states spanning continents,
Luxembourg* s continued existence as a state with some measure
of autonomy seems possible only within the framework of an
European union.

Inasmuch as the Marshall Plan has contributed

towards this end, both in the aid panted to the Belgo-Mxembourg Economic Union and in the impulse towards European
cooperation, Ihxembourg has welcomed it.
The Marshall Plan provided a background for one of
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the first p08t-is»r military alllanee* antarad into by laxam*

bonrg, an elliamoa which was a striking departure from the
pre-war policy of neutrality, and an alliance which for the
first time since liberation in 1944 involved international
military obligations:

Western Union or, as it is also called,

the Brussels Pact.

Western Union
A population of less than 300,000 certainly is
scarcely the basis for an army, properly considered, at the
present time when potential military forces of the great
powers number in millions. Nor does an area of slightly over
one thousand square miles recomnend itself to defense in an
era when aircraft are capable of traversing the country in a
matter of minutes.

Anciently Luxembourg was a fortress des

cribed by some strategists as comparable to Gibraltar until
new weapons of m r rendered it obsolete.

Luxembourg relying

solely upon its own resources is indefensable in the modem
world and it ims in recognition of this fact that its states
men had held so tenaciously to a policy of permanent neutrality
during the pre-vmr years.

The second German invasion necessi

tated the abandoning of neutrality.

Henceforth the Grand Duchy

ims to assume military obligations commensurate, in theory at
least, with its resources, small as they were.

But because

of the country's indefensibility, rearmament— the formation
of armed contingents dignified as an army— ims possible only
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in assoeiatlon with neighboring eountries.
During World War II the German ooeupation did not

permit the organization of grand dueal forces of any ntmber;
those Luxembourgeois who succeeded in fleeing the continent
served as volunteers in the Allied armies or with a Luxembourg
unit integrated in the British army.

With liberation the

Luxembourg government accepted the consequences of its new
status when, about a month and a half after its return to the
country, on November 30, 1944, a grand ducal decree instituted
ccmipulsory military service.

The execution of the decree was

delayed by the counter-invasion of the Rundstedt Offensive

and the social and economic results it gave rise to.

By July,

1945» an army was in the process of organization, 1,825 men
having been inducted, two light infantry battallions in train

ing, and an American officer, Lt. Colonel Arnold Sommer,
appointed chief of staff.

At the time the grand ducal forces

were equipped by the British and fed by the Americans. Subse
quently they served as occupation troops in the french zone
of Germany garrisoning the tomi of Bitbourg,

The army formed

within a year of liberation and slowly auvented in numbers
was constituted on a permanent basis.
to its existence remained:
Luxembourg Constitution.

One legal impediment

neutrality was inscribed in the
By a constitutional amendment passed

by the Chamber of Deputies on April 15» 1948» by a vote of
41 to 3 the stipulation in Article 1 establishing neutrality
yma deleted.

Incumbent on Imxembourg were the duties of

defense but a defense which could be considered only with
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relation to that of frienAly neighbor*.
Despite its diminntire size and population Luxembourg
enjoys a distinguished position in Western Europe. Its poli
tisai status as an independent state, its géographie position
at the crossroads between France, Belgium, and Germany, and
its relatively large industrial output tend to assure it a
seat in international councils.

It is too small to ever effec

tively challenge policies mutually agreed upon by its neighbors
and yet too important to be ignored.

Luxembourg is a paradox,

too large in one sense and too small in another.

This situa

tion has not been so apparent in the United Rations Organiza
tion which includes states of equal and even less population
but it becomes almost painfully obvious within the framework
of a military alliance.

Nevertheless, despite the miniseule

size of its army, Luxembourg has entered into military alli
ances within the framework of the Western European Pact (Western
Union or the Brussels Pact) and the North Atlantic Pact.
The Marshall Plan, the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union,
and the Benelux Customs Union formed a background for Luxem
bourg’s inclusion in the Western European Pact.

Marshall Plan

aid created certain moral obligations for the Grand Duehy, an
obligation to share military burdens even as it M d shared

economic benefits.

The Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union and

the Benelux Customs Union tied Luxembourg’a economy so closely
to those of its neighbors that their inclusion in certain pro
jects automatically entailed the admission of the Grand Duehy.
Even if it were desired, Luxembourg eould not be easily
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exeludeâ.

Thus it was that as a sovereign state, a member of

the Halted Nations, of the Belgo-Luxembourg loonomie Union,

of the Benelux Customs Union, and as a participant in the
Marshall Plan, Luxembourg signed the Treaty of Western Euro
pean Alliance in Brussels on March 17, 1948, and became
associated in a common defense with Belgium, Prance, The
Netherlands, and the United Kingdom.

The agreement binds the

five powers to provide military and material aid should one

of the signatories become a victim of an armed attack upon
the European continent or the adjacent islands. Provision

is made for the coordination of the economic activities of
the members of the alliance to implement the military stipu
lations.

Arrangements were also made for cultural and Q ues

tional exchanges to improve understanding among the signatory
nations. The alliance is to endure for fifty years.

Joseph

Bech and Robert Ala signed the treaty on behalf of Luxembourg.
Western Union, as the association of the five states

is commonly known, has been considered a regional arrangement
in accordance with provisions of the United Nations Charter,

Article 52, paragraph 1, which specifically states that noth
ing in the Charter precludes the existence of such arrangements
or associations with the provision that such regional groups
be designed to maintain International peace and security and
are in keeping with the principles of the United Nations.
The preamble of the Brussels Treaty enumerates a list of such
laudable objectives to be attained through "collaboration in
economic, social, and cultural matters and for collective
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Within a yaar the military objective# of the
paet were Implemented in a oomplementary fashion by the sign
ing of the Worth Atlantic Defense Paot.

Since all of the

signatories of the Brussels Pact signed the Atlantic Fact the
military la^oTisions of the former have tended to be superseded
by those of the larger, more inclusive alliance.

Western TJnioa

initially was characterized by hopes and plans which could be
put into operation very gradually because of the financial
status of its members. The formation of the Worth Atlantic
Defense system in which the United States assumed the role

of creditor and principal power gave rise to a situation in
which the Brussels Pact became, in a sense, subsidiary.

The

military provisions of the Worth Atlantic Defense Pact became
paramount because of the position of the United States in the
alliance and the all-important aid provided by the United
States through bilateral agreements, as well as the generally
larger scope of the Worth Atlantic system.

The Consultative

Council of the Brussels Pact powers, composed of ministers of
the member states, continued to meet on occasion as originally
scheduled but the subjects considered were primarily cultural
and social; military coordination was treated with reference
to the Worth Atlantic Pact.

The g^eral trend of conferences

of the Brussels Pact powers is indicated in Foreign Minister
Bech*# parliamentary address of April 19, 1950.
. . . Their [the Brussels Pact powers] activity was
manifested in particular very recently through the
conclusion of bilateral and multilateral conventions
in matters of social security. I do not have to tell
you that on Wovember 7, 1949, I signed with my four

axé
colleagues of the other signatory countries of the
Brussel* Past, am agreement of social security,
superposed on the bilateral conventions which take
into consideration the cases of people who have worked
or lived in mere t M a two of the five countries. I
have just taken part in a session of the Consultative
Council at which I signed two new conventions in social
matters, one for the encouragement of exhanglng proba
tioner# and the other to facilitate the movements of
frontier workers, nationals of these five countries.
The social co-operation between the five countries
is assured by four principal Coranittees, the social
cornaittee, the committee for public health, the c(mmittee for war pensions and a mixed comaittee. I am
only giving these few examples without entering into
the details of the numerous activities and studies
undertaken successfully in this matter by the experts
of the five countries.
Bor will I dwell on the projects and realisations
in the cultural field. I shall only mention that the
cultural experts of the five countries held a number
of meetings where they studied amongst other questions
that of cultural identity cards, the circulation and
free exchange of cultural materials, such as books,
works of art, documentary films, etc.
The countries of the Five Power Paet ere continuing
their efforts of military co-ordination in matters of
aid for mutual defense. Thus, as you will have learned
from the communiqué published at the conclusion of the
recent session of the Oonsultative Council in Brussels,
the defense organization of the Five Power Paot aims
more and more at its integration in the vaster organi
zation established within the framework of the Atlantic
Pact.I
The military questions which the Brussels Pact raised
for Luxembourg tend to be merged in those arising from inclu
sion in the Borth Atlantic Defense system.

Contrary to the

popular impression in this country that small countries have

small problems, the organization of an army by battalions in
Luxembourg has not been accomplished without financial
1. "The Grand Duehy in International Affairs,"
lAixemboura Bulletin. Eighth Tear, Ho. 28/29, April/May,

195Ô, èPT
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iiffisulty and mom# popular opposition.

This opposition

beaama more manifest as the military demands made within the

North Atlantic system increased and it is with reference to
the larger organization that such opposition should be con
sidered.

% e Atlantic Pact
The United States had sanctioned the dispositions
adopted in the Brussels Treaty of March 17, 1948, and had
encouraged the five powers in their plans.

Within several

months discussions ware initiated to explore the possibilities

of enlarging the alliance of the five nations to include
Canada and the United States as well as certain invited powers.
While diplomatic representatives of the seven powers discussed

tentative proposals, military representatives of the United
States and Canada took part in the consultations of the Perma
nent Military Committee set up within the framework of the
Brussels Pact.

The pourparlers resulted in a general agree

ment, reached in October, 1948, that the proposed system of
collective security was within possibility.

More formal dis

cussions were subsequently undertaken by the Brussels Fact
powers, the United States, and Canada. Hcnrway joined in the
negotiations as they entered their last stages.
In presenting the paet to the Luxembourg Chamber of
Deputies for that body's consideration and ultimate approval,
even before it had been signed in Washington, Monsieur Bech
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drew attention to its essentially defensive eh&raoter, declar
ing that it was inspired by a concern to win any war imposed
upon the signatories but more so by a desire to avoid any
such war through a display of determination and solidarity in
meeting it.

Emphasizing the pacific aspects of the paet uma

deemed necessary to secure its approval in so samll a country
where, with respect to modern methods of warfare, a whole
generation might be lost with the destruction of the army or
the whole land devastated through aerial attack and invasion.
. . • Convinced that our security was hardly safe
guarded through the United Nations, we have signed the
Five Power Pact and we are preparing to sign the North
Atlantic Pact, By doing so we are substituting the
illusory guarantees of our former status of unarmed
neutrality and the still feeble guarantees of the
United Nations with concrete guarantees of a system
of common reciprocal defense against all aggression.
These pacts are in agreement with the United Nations
Charter which foresees the conclusion of regional
defense pacts. They neither violate its terms nor
its spirit. You have given your approval of the
Brussels Pact by passing it by a majority represent
ing nine-tenths of the members of this assembly. I
am certain that you will ratify with the same majo
rity the North Atlantic Paot as soon as it has been
signed.!
On April 4, 1949, the North Atlantic Treaty was signed
in Washington, D. C., by the representatives of Ureat Britain,
France, Belgium, The Netherlands, Luxembourg, Portugal, Denmark,
Norway, Italy, Iceland, Canada, and the United States.

For the

Grand Duchy the treaty had a corollary in an Agreement for
Mutual Defense Aid between the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and
the United States of America signed at Washington on
1. Joseph Bech, "Foreign Polioy and Commerce,"
g Bulletin. Seventh Year, No. 19/20, Feb./Apr.,
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Jaauery 27, 1950, an agreaaant ratified la Luxembourg on
Mbroh 16, 1950.

Commenting on the treaty as related to his own oountry
Luxembourg’s minister for foreign affairs stated:
. . . fo hare signed it, to have freely assumed the
obligations whioh it puts upon us means that in the
world of today we have to make a ehoiee and that for
a small country like ours there earn be no salvation
if we were to seek shelter in isolation and neutrality,
. . . Many treaties of allianoe concluded in history
have resulted in the subjection of the weakest partner
to the strongest. This is not the ease where the
Atlantic Pact is concerned. Never in times of peace
have signatories of a treaty endeavored with so much
obvious good faith to make each other strong by mutual
aid. None of the partners is subjected to the strongest
or has lost his equality of rights, his independence
or sovereigntyj quite to the contrary, the knowledge
of forming part of a political and moral group of con
temporaries strengthens the feeling of security and
the liberty of big and small partners.

We are the smallest of the signatory countries
of the Paet, Our military obligations can of course
not be equal to those of the others. Yet we have
pledged ourselves, in the interest of our own as much
as in that of collective security, to maintain and to
increase our capacity of individual and collective
defense. We mean to honour this pledge,1
The minister’s words, however sincere, seem designed to calm
any fears that Luxembourg, always conscious of its small
dimensions and population, might assume in effect a colonial,
a subservient, position with relation to the larger powers,
the United States in particular.

The Luxembourg mentality

had been conditioned by almost a century of neutrality, of
no compulsory military service, of an "army" of company
strength organized to maintain internal order and provide a
1. "The Grand Duchy in International Affairs,"
Inxembo^g Bulletin. Bighth Year, No, 28/29, April/May,
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setting for at&t* **r#moni*a, and of neeaaa&ry laolatloniam
In lurope*3 aXIlanees and affairs of a military oharaoter.
Two German oooupatlons had tempered this attitude.

Moreover

German eonsorIptIon of Luxembourgeois Into the Wehrmacht. an
act which occasioned a strike of national dimensions, had set
a precedent.

The German introduction of compulsory military

service, however unwelcome it was to the people and their
government, in effect made it easier for the grand ducal

government to enforce its decree establishing conscription,
a measure which might have encountered violent opposition
under other circumstances.

As it was the people were condi

tioned to the duty and the need.

Nevertheless, there still

lurked in the popular mind a suspicion that they were being
put upon, that despite appearances military obligations need
not be.

It was not easy to rearm after a century of compara

tively carefree and costless neutrality when there was no
conscription, no entangling foreign alliances, no crushing
military expense; like Lot's wife they might look back and
sigh for what had been.

To soothe this unreasoning mentality

the minister for foreign affairs demonstrated the equality of
Luxembourg in the organizations whioh it had joined as well

as their very necessity.
The Atlantic Pact was generally accepted but its
obligations and burdens weighed rather heavily on a people
just beginning to relax and enjoy some of the fruits of their
industry after the horrors of the occupation and the priva
tions of the first few years of the post-war era.

Having
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suffer®â oonsldermble âevastatloa the Benelux countries would
have preferred oonoentreted efforts to enlarge peaeetlme pro
duction and delay large expenditures on military Improvements
until the national economies could better stand the strain
they would impose.

Nevertheless, the Benelux countries, need

ful of American aid and military support, could not afford an
apparent dilatory attitude despite this opinion,

Luxembourg, with an army of about 2,000 men in active
service and 8,000 reserves in 1949, was the first of the

Benelux countries to raise the term of service from six months
to one year in an effort to meet obligations incumbent on it

as a member of the pact.

In extending— doubling— the term of

military service the grand ducal government was guilty of
several blunders.

No proclamations were broadcast nor state

ments given relative to comparable sacrifices among other
members of the pact.

No serious effort was made through

counteracting propaganda to balance or quell the natural dis
content which this measure aroused.

The Socialist opposition,

removed from a coalition government in 1948, was quick to
exploit these oversights on the part of the ministries con
cerned.^
The attitude of the Socialist party is significant.
Of late growing in strength, the party ranks second in numbers
in the Chamber of Deputies among the four national parties,
lacking only a few seats of attaining equality with the long

1.
A. J. Fischer, «Benelux and the Atlantic Pact,»*
Contemporary Review, CIXOX, February, 1951» 85-86,
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dominant Ohrlstlan-Soolellsta.

Mlohel Raaquln, the leader

of the party, has expressed views Interesting as Indleatlve
of the attitude of the opposition at the time the Horth
Atlantis Past was signed and relevant as those of the leader
of a party emerging into power.^

The Socialists gained con

siderable support through their vigorous criticism of the
government's conscription policy.

In their eyes under present

methods of warfare the Luxembourg army, treated as a unit,
could be wiped out In a day.

It would mean the loss of a

whole generation of young men, a veritable disaster for any

country.

The Socialists, definitely opposed to the uniform

system of two years conscription proposed by the British,

in a compromise with the Ghristian-Socialists finally agreed
upon a term of a year of military service with two three-month
additional training periods.

The Socialists have also tended

to oppose an independent German rearmament, and yet they are
hesitant concerning the project of an European army which
they view as equivalent to the surrender of national sove
reignty .2
1. Michel Rasquin, born in 1899, studied engineering
at Munich and economics at Liège, receiving his degree, Licencié
ès Sciences Economiques et Commerciales, in Paris. From"1R5T"~~
tîtrougE 1§55 'Me ems employed in a private Insurance company.
He was also employed as a journalist on the Journal d'Esch. a
powerful organ in the southern industrial cantons. With the
Oeramn invasion in 1940 he fled into Franc© where he remained
as a refugee. In 1946 he was elected to the Chamber of Deputies
but resigned and was appointed to the Council of State. In 1948
he was re-elected to the Chamber. He was appointed minister of
economic affairs in 1951.
2. A. J. Fischer, "Benelux and the Atlantic Pact,”
Contemporary Review. GLXIIZ, February, 1951, 85-89.
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The Iwxeabourg goverzment Itself has tended, like that

of Belgium, to adopt a rather distrustful vie* of German rearma
ment, remembering bitterly two German invasions.

Hesitant over

the prospeot of a German army under a German High Command, the
government has admitted the feasibility of German rearmament

within the framework of an Integrated European army but in this
oiroumstanoe priority should remain with those states which had
suffered invasion from Germany.
These views, both of the government as representative
of the Christian-Socialist party, and of the Socialist party
have been subject to some alteration as changing circumstances
have demanded. Internal differences have not had a noticeable
reflection in Luxembourg's foreign policy.
Aside from participation in the Marshall Plan, the
Brussels Pact and the Atlantic Pact, Luxembourg’s inclusion
in the Benelux Economic Union has been the most noteworthy
post-war achievement.

The union, designed in 1944, was made

possible through Marshall Plan aid as it has been remarked
before.

The union also made possible Luxembourg's inclusion

in the Brussels Pact and the Atlantic Pact.

Like the Belgo-

Luxembourg Economic Union it is basic to grand ducal policy.

Benelux
The Benelux Economic Union seems a logical and natural
unification of those territories which originally formed a
large part of ancient Lotharingie and, with the dissolution
of that ephemeral realm, evolved as distinct provinces bound
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by dynastie ties and cultural and aoonomio affinities, finally
enjoying a degree of association under the unified rule of the

able and ambitious dukes of Burgundy.

And it is true that a

long and common history coupled with linguistic and cultural
affinities has provided a background for the present union.
But if nostalgic remembrance of a common heritage had been
one of the primary bases of reunion, such unity could have
been achieved generations ago.

The Netherlands end Belgium-

Luxembourg had parted as provinces under a common ruler with
the rise of the United Provinces.

The factors separating

them tended to increase with the passage of centuries until,
when the congress of Vienna proposed to unify them under the

House of Orange-Nassau, the artificial union was capable of
enduring only fifteen years.

The United Provinces and the

southern Catholic Provinces had followed different paths too
long to be unified by fiat.

If, since the establishment of

the kingdom of Belgium, many old grievances have been put to

rest and a rapprochement has been achieved under more congenial
conditions, yet differences in the economic policies of the
Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union and The Netherlands were not
readily reconciled.

The difficulties of adjustment became

more apparent as attempts were made to bring the economic
policies of the two territories into agreement.
Closer cooperation in économie affairs had been pro
posed in the abortive Convention of Ouohy concluded in 1932
with stipulations arranging for a gradual lowering of trade
barriers.

Execution of the convention was contingent upon
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the approval of the United Kingdom and other oountrles with
whom both the Belgo-Luxembourg loonomio Union and The Nether
lands had ooameroial treaties containing the laost-favored-nation
clause.

Such a waiving of rights was never conceded and the

Convention of Ouohy consequently lapsed.

Attempts were also

made by the Benelux states for closer economic cooperation as
members of the Oslo Group, in association with Norway, Sweden,

Denmark, and Finland.

The Hague Convention of May 28, 1937,

concluded among the Oslo Group, came into operation but after
one year it was permitted to lapse through the refusal of The

Netherlands to renew it.

These attempts at economic associa

tion had their counterpart in closer political relations.

A

drawing together of the small states of Europe was a natural

reaction to the disturbing events of the period, the drift
towards war.

With the invasion and occupation by Germany of

the three lands, the Belgian, Luxembourg, and Netherlands
governments-in-exile entertained the hope that, with liberation,
they might form a customs union which would be enlarged in
scope into an actual eoonomio union.

In all of these projects

the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg entered into the negotiations
primarily as a partner in the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union.
The project for post-war economic union seemed feasible
at the time it was under consideration.

While the German inva

sion and occupation undoubtedly would bring in its wake formi
dable problems it would have the salutary effect of sweeping
away pre-war tariff barriers and other economic obstacles.

The governments of the three countries would have to rebuild
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their eoonomles anâ administrations, starting almost from.
soratoh, and this situation would offer an excellent oppor
tunity to do this work in association with one another.1
Building in common would provide a basis for the desired
tripartite union.
However, this optimistic view of the proposed union,
while making provision for a gradual reduction of economic
barriers because of probable difficulties, certainly did not
foresee a redirection of much of The Netherlands* economy and
outstanding changes in the oommerclal relations of that country
with the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union,

There were such

factors as war-devastation in The Netherlands and Luxembourg,
the disparity in time between the liberation of The Netherlands
and of Belgium, the liquidation of Dutch assets abroad, the
loss of Dutch transit trade with Germany, the burdensome war
in Indonesia, and the debtor status of The Netherlands within
the Customs and Tariff Union.

In contrast, Belgium enjoyed a

prosperity not inmediately shared by her partners.

Even Luxem

bourg %ms not immediately able to resume its position in the
Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union upon liberation.
Luxembourg*s wartime losses were comparable, proportionally, to those of The Netherlands,

2

When the country was

invaded in 1940 one-third of the population, 100,000 people,
were dislocated and the southern cantons depopulated for
1. William Diebold Jr., Trade Payments in Western
Europe. A Study in loonomio Co-Operation ï^i>7-l^l, dbapter 18,
"Benelux," 324. Hereafter cited as Diebold, Trade Payments,
2. Ibid.. 325.
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several months.

During the period of the German oooupation

aside from outrages oommitted against the Luxembourgeois,
grand ducal natural resources were depleted with little heed
for future needs, the forests were felled, the mines exploited,
and transportation facilities requisitioned in a peremptory
fashion.

Certainly these measures were dictated by the exi

gencies of a war economy but this qualification did not miti
gate the problem faced by the government-in-exile upon its
return.

Moreover, with incorporation of the Grand Duchy into

the Reich, the Economic Union with Belgium was dissolved, the

Reichsmark declared the legal tender of the territory, and
Luxembourg became economically as well as politically a part
of the Greater German Reich,

While the natural resources of

the land were depleted and the industrial plants suffered
depreciation through excessive use and a lack of replacements

— all to meet the needs of the German war machine— thousands
of young men were conscripted into the German army and fifteen
per cent of the population ims deported from the country as
politically unreliable into Germany and regions east.

Almost

miraculously, Luxembourg was liberated with little damage.
But then came the von Eundstedt Offensive, repulsed slowly and
bitterly to the great destruction of the northern cantons.
This area vms devastated to such a degree as to constitute a

calamity for the country.

Losses in capital were equivalent

to thirty-three per cent of the national patrimony as evaluated
before the war.

In 1945 about forty-five per cent of the culti

vable land lay fallow because of mines and other obstacles.
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Out of 53,000 houses, 18,000 were destroyed or damaged.

And

10,000 people died In the course of the war.^
Because of these factors, which had their equivalent
in The Netherlands, the Convention of Customs Union signed
on September 5, 1944, by the Benelux states could not be put
into execution.

Indeed, Luxembourg was unable to resume imme

diately its old position in the Belgo-Luxembourg loonomio
Union.

The German annexation had introduced a new administra

tion in Luxembourg divorcing the country eoonomioally from
Belgium.

Reunion could not be accomplished without a recon

stitution of the grand ducal administration and a reorganiza
tion and reorientation of the national economy, a matter
requiring a period of transition.

The franc had to be reintro

duced to replace the Reichsmark, prices adjusted to meet those
of Belgian^ higher through less strict regulation.

The govern

ment adopted an autonomous eooncmlc policy, taking gradual
steps to adjust the country’s prices to those of Belgium, and
regulating the country’s finances in such a m y as to render
reunion feasible.

On May 1, 1945, the Economic Union was

resumed.
While Luxembourg and Belgium were able to resume their
old relationship, be it with initial difficulties, the Benelux
Customs Union vms shelved during 1945.

Reconstruction problems

were urgent, demanding the complete attention of all three
governments.

During that year and in following years there

1. Jerome Anders. L ’iyolutlgn jg.QjmiaaS. M
Duché de Luxembourg depuis la Libération. 4.
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were polltioal and colonial preoeoupations which did not pemit
the governments of Belgium and of The Netherlands to adopt bold
or daring policies with regard to Benelux.

In Belgium the con

flict over the status of King Leopold III did little to enhance
the stability of a government which, considering the possibility
of its demission, could not pledge itself to a program capable
of being altered by a new ministry.

Likewise, The Netherlands,

in addition to the formidable task of reconstruction, was bur
dened with costly military operations in Indonesia,

The poli

tical Instability in Belgium and the colonial problems of The
Netherlands created a fear in both countries that economic
integration, entered into rashly, might bring in its train more
burdens than advantages.

An atmosphere of anxiety developed.

Caution characterized negotiations when they were again initi
ated.
In April, 1946, the first conference of Benelux cabinet
ministers was held at The Hague.

A proposal to broaden the

customs union into an eoonomio union, envisaged in 1944, was
adopted, but in view of the circumstances it was decided that
such an objective could be best attained by progressive steps,
by a gradual approach.

Rather than suffer the dislocation of

any industry within its frontiers, each government considered
union with reference to the protection of its economy, with a
view to securing commercial advantages while obtaining certain
minimum guarantees.
with hesitation.

Compromises on conflicting issues came

The conference began work on tariff reform,

the standardization of excise taxes, and the regulation of
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agricultural traâe.

This was a period of study, planning,

and adjustment.
Plans for the Benelux Union progressed relatively
slowly in keeping with the complexity of commercial relations.
Finally, on March 14, 1947, a protocol between The Netherlands
on one hand and Belgium and Luxembourg on the other was signed
at The Hague.

Ratifications were exchanged in Brussels on

October 29, 1947.

The protocol clarified and interpreted the

Convention of Customs Union of 1944 and in so doing modified
it to meet changing conditions.
On January 1, 1948, Benelux became a tariff union;
customs duties on trade between the partners were abolished.
The common tariffs were agreed upon only after much adjustment
since those of Belgium had been relatively high and specific
while those of The Netherlands were low and on an ^
basis.^

valorem

The tariffs of the Benelux Union were a compromise

which had the ultimite effect of increasing the Dutch rates.
The abolition of customs duties did not mean that
goods moved freely between Belgium-Luxembourg and The Nether
lands.

Trade was limited by a system of quotas and exchange

controls, a very necessary measure occasioned by The Netherlands’ chronic debtor position.

2

As it was, the Belgo-Luxem

bourg Eoonomio Union had extended huge credits to their sister*
nation which had to be restricted.

Had it not been for the

alleviation of this situation as provided through Marshall
1. Diebold, Trade Payments. 342.
2. Ibid.. 333.
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Flan aid, it is doubtful whether the Benelux Union eould have
progressed beyond this point of evolution.
The same month the third Benelux oonferenoe was held

in Luxembourg when the governments reached an agreement to
coordinate investments in such a way as to avoid duplication
or the creation of new industries which, requiring special
protection, would hamper the functioning of the union . How
ever, the agreement lacked enforcement since it merely pres
cribed consultation.

Projects, once adopted, could not be

abandoned merely because of a protest registered by one of
the countries. There was, for all that, a realization that
the cartels, in looking after their own interests, would
restrain the formation of rash enterprises.
There was also a proposal made to arrange for uniformity

in the tax systems, especially with regard to excise taxes.
It might be pointed out that in thirty years of economic union
Belgium and Luxembourg had never completely aligned their
excise taxes.^
Aside from balance-of-payments difficulties, the agri

cultural problem was outstanding and particularly so for Luxem
bourg.

The position of Luxembourg agriculture in the nation's

economy has been suggested earlier. If there was one demand
which the Luxembourg government had to insist upon, both for

reasons of political support and of economy, it was that Luxem
bourg agriculture receive even more protection than that con
ceded to Belgium.

Before the war, within the Economic Union,

1. Diebold, Trade Payments. 329,
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Luxembourg agrioultur© was aooorded special protection, a pro
gram of supports which guaranteed to the rural population
engaged in such pursuits a basic profit.^

Luxembourg’s produc

tion was less efficient than that of The Netherlands because
of natural conditions and less efficient organization.

Thus

in such unfavorable circumstances the competition of Dutch
agriculture, unrestricted and without compensation to the grand
ducal agriculturist, would have been crippling in Luxembourg.
More than likely had the grand ducal government failed to adopt
a firm policy in this respect, it would have suffered defeat
in the Chamber of Deputies,
The Benelux oonferenoe of May 9, 1947, granted to each
country the right to practice on its territory a policy of
autonomous agricultural protection.

The policy was considered

temporary, a concession to Belgian end Luxembourg farmers who
feared a flood of cheap Dutch products.

Each country was per

mitted to set minimum prices on its products after consultation
with the other members of the union.

Protection at this time

assumed the form of a tax on imported agricultural produce
raising it to meet the price of the importing country.

The

conference of October, 1950, meeting in Luxembourg, modified
the 1947 agreement which was to apply to a limited and speci
fied list of products.

Those farm products not listed would

be admitted freely in the three countries as of January 1, 1951.
1. Carlo Hammer, "Luxembourg* s Contribution to the
Benelux Customs and Economic Union," The Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg— A Study in Eoonomio Development Sinoe ihe‘~Xiberatlon. 13.
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By the agreement reached at this time, the importing country
no longer had the exclusive right to determine the minimum

price at which farm products might cross its frontiers but
rather was obliged to reach an agreement on prices with the
exporting country.

This program was subjected to strain in

December of that year.

The Belgian government of Prime

Minister Pholien, dependent on the support of Flemish farmers
and opposed to an influx of Dutch food products, expressed a
desire for revision of the agreement.^

The Luxembourg govern

ment also remained adamant in its position with regard to
farm produce.
Belgium and The Netherlands tended to be more tolerant

of Luxembourg’s agricultural policy.

The farm produce of the

Grand Duchy was consumed on the domestic market and did not
offer competition in that of its neighbors.

Moreover, Luxem

bourg was a small country which, aside from the agricultural
issue, offered advantages to the union through its export of
iron and steel, the basis of a very active commercial balance,

and of leather, Luxembourg being responsible for fifty per
cent of the total production of the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic

Union.

There were also exports of wines, ceramios, cement,

etc., which counterbalanced any disadvantages in agriculture.
As to the benefits Xuxembourg derives as a member of
the Benelux Union, Monsieur Bech has enumerated some of them
in a parliamentary address of March 22, 1949» in which he gave
a résumé of the progress of Benelux.

1. Diebold, Trade Payments. 335-336.
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. . . The Customs Union or rather the regime of
eommon tariffs oame into force legally on January 1st,
1948,
That was the first stage. As from July 1st
next, we will enter Into the period of Pre-Union or
the period of adaptation of three economies during
which the difference in the conditions and the econo
mic policy of the partner will be mitigated.

The co-ordination of the three countries* economies
will be pursued notably through unification of the
excise duties. Thelevying of these duties according
to the common basictables and rules represents one of
the necessary conditions for the goods, subject to these
duties, to pass freely from one territory to another.
The Administrative Council of Customs has been able
to find a solution which was approved by the three
Governments,
On December 16th, 1948, an unification agreement of
excise duties was signed at The Hague, The agreement
will be submitted for the ratification of the Chamber,
Therefore I need not go into details at this moment.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the three
Governments presented on October I8th, 1948, to the
European Organization of Economic Co-operation a memo
randum on the long-term eoonomio program which presents
the line along which these countries hope to attain the
objectives proposed by the OBOE through the co-ordina
tion of their efforts.
Such a co-ordination is so much more justified as
the approaching integration of the three economies will
allow a considerable reduction in the needs for outside
help which must be much lower than the total require
ments for each country taken individually. Moreover,
such co-operation with European economy is sure to
bring results.
The principal aim of the long-term program is to
balance the scales of payments and to find a solution to
the problem of the deficit in the dollar account.
On November 26th, 1948, the Benelux countries pre
sented to the 19 Governments a special memorandum on
the long-term eoonomio program. This document completed
the general memorandum; it provided information on the
plans of action for the principal eoonomio sectors, on
the policy of usage, on foreign commercial relations, on
the balance of payments and on the national revenue.
The work of the Conference, held from March 10th
to 13th, 1949, at The Hague, is known, as the text of
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the protocol was published in its entirety. A collec
tion of documents concerning the work carried out and
the compiled data giving an idea of the future of the
Union will be placed at the disposal of the Chamber as
soon as it is ready. Therefore I need not refer to
the different questions dealt with in those documents.
You know that the Protocol fixes two datess
July 1st, 1949, for the Pre-Union, a period during
which a certain number of products will be freed pro
gressively and during which the commercial and monetary
policy of the three countries with regard to other
countries will be co-ordinated systematically; July 1st,
1950, for the Economie Union.
The work of The Hague, as previous work, has revealed
difficulties which it would be vain to deny.
These difficulties concern first and foremost the
monetary and commercial policy and that explains why
the action aiming at an equilibrium between the two
economies is linked with the fulfillment of the ERP aid
of the United States.
My colleague, the Minister of Agriculture, will
present to you, during the discussion of his budget,
the aspects of the agricultural question within Benelux.
As regards the social policy, the three Governments
are considering the disparity of wages; this question
is still under examination. We are of the opinion— and
this principle has been accepted— that equal remunera
tion is not a condition for the realization of the
Economic Union.
Certain fiscal problems, particularly the unifica
tion of the taxe de transmission, are raising very
great difficulties.
Despite all these difficulties we must have faith
in Benelux. As a small country, wedged in, situated
at a long distance from sea ports, we have sufficient
experience of customs unions to know that their estab
lishment has always been the cause of certain passing
disturbances but that the invigorating current of new
and increased commercial exchanges resulting from it
has never failed to appear rapidly.
What are at this moment the practical realisations
of Benelux and the direct advantages for our country?

Apart from the fundamental agreements which brought
Benelux into being these are the realisations:
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The postal tariffs are unified almost entirely
with regard to internal rates: as from April 1st,
1947* letters between Belgium, the Netherlands and
Luxembourg are no longer subject to the international
tariff ;
Since January 1st, 1946, customs duties have been
abolished between the Netherlands and the BelgoLuxembourg Economic Union;

With effect from May 1st, 1948, the traffic of
passenger vehicles has been eased by the abolition
of triptychs and transit certificates;
With effect from April 1st, 1949, certain excise
duties will be unified;

Certain international negotiations have been con
ducted in common, and with all the weight which the
defense of the three countries* interests gain by an
economic entity of such importance as that of Benelux,
The fact that Luxembourg is taking part in the
Agreements of London, that it has obtained a vote and
a seat in the International Authority for the Ruhr,
that it is participating in the Brussels Pact, and the
Atlantic Pact, is due, not in the last place, to the
fact that we are a member of Benelux,
Meanwhile, the Belgo-Netherlands-Luxembourg Union
gives our country this prime advantage of free circu
lation of our products in our neighbours* territories,1
In the Spring of 1950 the minister of foreign affairs

was in a position to announce that Luxembourg would be repre
sented in all of the organizations of the Economic Union which
was scheduled at that time to come into force shortly there

after,

He also assured his countrymen that no vital interest

of the nation would be sacrificed to an ideal however inspir
ing it might be.

To rest the fears of the farm population,

it was announced that special measures relative to grand duoal
1, Joseph Bech, "Foreign Policy and Commerce,"
Luxembourg Bulletin, No, 19/20, Seventh Year. Feb,/Apr..
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agriculture were eaviaaged because of the special natural
conditions of that industry although such measures would
have to be considered with reference to possible repercus
sions in the other two realms of the Economie Union.
It was agreed at the Luxembourg conference of October,
1950, that Luxembourg and Belgium should try to modernize
their agricultural methods and so lower production costs
while The Netherlands would gradually abolish subsidies to
her farmers. Ultimately special protection was conceded to
Luxembourg agriculture by Belgium and The Netherlands in the
Treaty of Economic Union.
Aside from these economic considerations, Benelux has
been the basis for much of the Grand Duchy’s participation in
West European pacts and organizations.

As it has been remarked

before, and as Luxembourg’s minister for foreign affairs has
candidly admitted, it has been as a member of Benelux that
the Grand Duchy has participated in the Marshall Plan, the
International Authority of the Ruhr, the Brussels Pact, the
Atlantic Pact, the Council of Europe, and the Schuman Plan.
Moreover, the tendency of the Benelux governments to act in
concert in foreign affairs as well as in the field of commerce
has strengthened the Grand Duchy’s position abroad.

Indeed,

this tendency to collaborate has been made apparent not only
within the United Nations Organization where each country is
represented by distinct delegations but even more so at various
international conferences such as those of Geneva, Annecy,
Torquay, and OEEC, where the Benelux states have been
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represented as a single unit by a eommon delegation*
However, the original impetus to the formation of
Benelux seems to have passed,

The elan of the movement appears

to be in decline, a preference to accept affairs as they are
without serious thought to implement them by devising new pro

jects.

And, most important of all, Benelux has been oversha

dowed by the more comprehensive and effective Schuman Plan
as well as by the European Payments Union.

The possibilities

suggested by the Council of Europe also emphasize this aspect
of Benelux as a stepping-stone to a greater objective.

The Council of Europe
While the military commitments of the Brussels Pact
and the Atlantic Pact aroused some apprehension in ci-devant
neutralized Luxembourg, the Council of Europe was greeted
with an almost uniform enthusiasm.

Unlike the British and

the french, the Luxembourgeois did not have a long tradition
of national absolute sovereignty— a psychological barrier to
federation— and so they were more willing to surrender a por
tion of their sovereignty in federation.

As late as 186? the

sovereign of the country, the King-Grand Duke William III,
had considered selling his small domain to the Emperor
Hapoleon III.

And when the throne passed to an agnate of

the House of Orange-Kassau according to a family compact, to
the present reigning dynasty, the change was accomplished with

an attitude describable as indifferent on the part of the
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Luxembourgeois.

This aatiouaX mentality at the time m&f be

attributed partly to the security provided by neutrality and
partly to the economic and social preoccupations of this
period.

Luxembourg nationalism, quiescent theretofore, became

more vocal in the period following World War I, with the reali
zation that a guaranteed neutrality was capable of being vio
lated, that Luxembourg's security was not infallibly assured.
But this ancient heritage of having been a crossroads in
dynastic wars, of being a borderland between cultures and races,
of being ruled by a succession of foreign princes, did much to
condition the Luxembourgeois in their attitude towards other
European peoples.

The geographic position of the country and

its history made Luxembourg more receptive to the idea of
European Union,
Furthermore, the position of small countries in the
modern world has become precarious.

Reasons of economy and

security recommend the association of smaller powers and this
need for alliance has become urgent as the Western democracies
and the Eastern communist states have become actively hostile
towards one another.

Such an association has been realized in

the Atlantic Pact, but this military alliance is still among
sovereign states and subject to all of the liabilities and
conditions inherent in relations between powers.

As a small,

weak state having a legal status of equality in the alliance
Luxembourg is nevertheless subject to financial and military
pressures within the framework of this organization, pressures
which in effect could give it an inferior position.

Military
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association is not enough; Luxembourg needs protection within
a larger political framework.

A United Europe would give the

Grand Duchy certain advantages.

The country would enter such

a union as an equal and would enjoy a defined legal status

within it.

It would preserve the Grand Duchy*s identity and

a measure of autonomy while assuring eoonomio advantages and,
most important of all, security.

It has been remarked that

Luxembourg has a natural vocation fbr European Union.

European

Union would certainly solve many of the problems of the country.
The idea of European Union had been urged by Briand
during the interim period between world conflicts.

The project

was taken up with renewed enthusiasm after World War II and
sponsored by such internationally prominent men as Winston
Churchill heading "United Europe," Edouard Harriot of the
French Council for United Europe, Paul van Zeeland, Belgian
chairman of the Economic league for European Cooperation, and
Henri Brugmans of The Netherlands, directing the European
Union of federalists.

These organizations, together with the

New International Teams (Les Nouvelles Equipes Internationales)

supported by Catholic groups, sponsored a congress held at
The Hague in May, 1948.

The subject was introduced at a session

of the Council of the Brussels Pact powers where measures were
adopted by the five states advocating the formation of a repre
sentative body for Europe.

Having established outlines for

the proposed organization, the Benelux states, France, and
Great Britain invited Ireland, Italy, Denmark, Norway, and
Sweden to send representatives to a conference in London.
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The Statute tor the Council of Europe finally adopted
and sign ed on May 5, 1 9 4 9 , p ro v id e s f o r a Consultative Assembly
and a Committee of Ministers.

The Committee of Ministers is

composed of the ministers for foreign affairs or their deputies
of the member countries.

This body has the directing power

o f the o rg a n iz a tio n , d e te rm in in g the agenda of the Consultative

Assembly, extending invitations to prospective members, and
establishing the number of representatives which new members
may have in the Consultative Assembly.

In the Consultative

Assembly, Italy, Great Britain, and France each have 18 repre
sentatives; Belgium, The Netherlands, Sweden, 6; Ireland,
Denmark, Norway, 4; Luxembourg 3.

The Assembly, lacking any

authority to en act legislation, is g iv e n over to debate and
the m aking of recommendations. It is in some respects a
sounding board for proposals made by the Committee of Ministers.
Strasbourg is the seat of the Council of Europe where the first
meeting was held on August 10, 1949.

On this occasion an invi

tation was extended to Greece, Turkey, and Iceland to join the
organization.

Later Western Germany and the Saar were invited

to become Associate Members.
Luxembourg’s minister for foreign affairs stated his
government’s view of the Council of Europe while negotiations
were still in progress in 1949, before the Statute of the
Council had yet been signed.
, , , To this European Union we have brought our
complete agreement even when the efforts to establish
it were not yet co-ordinated. We adhere to it all the
more spontaneously, as the principle of absolute
national sovereignty, which the member states of the
future European federation will have to renounce to
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some extent, tad never in the past the slgnifloanee
for us which those bigger than we are, realizing their
power, attach to it.
. . . The European Union will raise numerous political,
economic and monetary problems. We shall tackle these
problems in close agreement with our Belgian and Dutch
friends to whtm we are linked by ties, becoming ever
closer, and who have to face the same situations as we
have. This applies particularly to the question of
Germany in the future Europe.!
Besides these statements relative to Luxembourg's
participation, the minister appraised the work of the Council
and the problems it faces in his parliamentary address of
April 19, 1950. He remarked that, faced with the danger of
possible conflicts, the nations of Western Europe have realized
that national isolation would mean their being crushed by
enemy forces.

From the beginning Luxembourg supported the

idea of European Union, he emphasized, not only because his
country saw in European Union the means of assuring peace
and of preserving its democratic institutions, but also because
no European state has resources or dimensions large enough to
accomodate the expansion of the forces characteristic of our
era with reference to the econcmic and social needs of the
world at present.

He admonished the deputies that Europe will

face grave difficulties if it cannot agree on principles and
settlements in regard to its common interests.

The institu

tions of Strasbourg were admittedly only a modest, "rather
vague manifestation for Europe's will of solidarity" which
ims in the process of taking shape, but small wonder when it
1. Joseph Bech, "Foreign Policy and Ooamerce,"
Luxembourg Bulletin. Seventh Year. No. 19/20, Feb./Anr..
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oan be reoalleâ that in the past Europe had never existed as
a genuine political reality.

And Monsieur Bech quoted as

appropriate the remark of the French minister for foreign
affairs that "The Europe in view is the Europe which by its
will attests its existence,"

With due caution he admitted

that it was natural that responsible statesmen feared impro
visation and preferred to advance gradually and safely, and
did not want to risk the final success of a task undertaken

while the promoters of European unity, both within and outside
the Consultative Assembly, grew impatient and wished to accele

rate the cadence of realisations.
no reason for pessimism.

But, he concluded, this was

The road towards federation, towards

the abandonment of important parts of national sovereignty and
the establishment of a European super-national executive power,

would be necessarily a long road.

Then he proceeded to demon

strate that achievements had been made.

The idea of a United

Europe had won over broad stratas of the European population.

Moreover, the European Consultative Assembly had shown sur
prising vitality both in the range of its work and in the dig
nity and the quality of its debates.

He also remarked on the

activity of his own country within the organization.
. . . Our country in a spirit of healthy realism will
cooperate in the realisation of an ideal, far off maybe,
but one which we shall not renounce.
The thirteen countries recently assembled at Strasbourg
have unanimously invited Germany and the Saar to become
associate members of the European Council. This means
that our country has acted in a true spirit of European
solidarity.!
1, "The Grand Duchy in International Affairs,"
Luxembo^g Bulletin. Eighth Tear, Ho, 28/29» April/kay,
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The Luxembourg foreign ministry has been one of the
most ardent advoeates of European Union forreasons reviewed
in the preeeding paragraphs.

It has consistently affirmed

that federation is impossible without the surrender of a por
tion of national sovereignty by each member; union on any
other basis would be illusory.

However, in the opinion of

officials of that ministry the approach must be gradual and
cautious in view of the complexity of the project.

The Grand

Duchy's long experience in the Zollverein. the Belgo-Luxembourg

Economic Union, and Benelux recommended caution,

â. country

whose history for almost five hundred years has been outlined

at international conferences of one sort or another may con
sider the value of future conferences hopefully but not blindly,
unrealistlcally,

Although the achievements of the Council of Europe
have

not been spectacular, they have held a note of promise.

Conducted less on a theoretical level, the Schuman Plan was
translated into reality as the European Coal and Steel Commu
nity,

The Schuman Plan
The Schuman Plan was proposed on May 9, 1950, and,
compared to other European organizations, its evolution and
final adoption were not overly prolonged.

However, its prima

rily economic considerations in the field of industry, as well
as formidable political ramifications of seme complexity would

preclude anything more than superficial treatment here.
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Nevertheless, it would not be inopportune at this point to
refer to the problem Luxembourg’s metallurgical industry brought
to the European Coal and Steel Community when it cam# into being,
a problem outlined by Foreign Minister Bech in a parliamentary
address.

Although many aspects of the problem have been settled

to the satisfaction of Luxembourg authorities, the problem as

it was described by the foreign minister is illustrative of
the many difficulties encountered in attempts towards European

integration.
The foreign minister remarked that from the beginning
his government had applauded the generous idea which inspired

Monsieur Schuman to take an initiative as revolutionary in its
methods as in its repercussions on the economic and political

relations of the peoples of Europe.

In doing this the govern

ment had acted within the policy of European integration to
which the Chamber of Deputies had given its sanction on more
than one occasion.

But from the beginning the government had

also taken into account that, as the sector of the national

eooncHay on which the Schuman Plan would have bearing— namely
the metallurgical industry— dominated the whole national
economy, the realization of this plan would have a determin
ing influence on the eoonomio and social evolution of the
entire country.
The minister pointed out that, among the six countries
represented at the Conference of Paris for the Bohwmn Plan,
his country occupied a position absolutely unique and more
vulnerable than that of any other country.

Having a
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metallurgical production which classified Luxembourg seventh
among the steel-producing countries, but having practically
no home market, the nation was obliged to sell almost the
whole of its production on foreign markets.

The importance

of the metallurgical industry consequently conditioned the
whole economic and social life of the land.
By an evolution, slow, difficult, and progressive,
since the creation and within the framework of the BelgoLuxembourg loonomio Union, a balance had been established
between the metallurgical industries of the two countries.
Monsieur Bech demonstrated that this balance permitted the
two metallurgical industries to dispose of their products
under conditions appreciably equal since a disadvantage in
one of the elements of oost-price was more or less compen
sated by an advantage in another element of this oost-price.
As a consequence of this balance in the conditions of pro
duction and of sale, a balance laboriously established in the
course of an evolution of almost thirty years, a home market
within the Economic Union was opened to Luxembourg which
absorbed about forty per cent of the national metallurgical
production.

The remaining sixty per cent of national produc

tion was sold on foreign markets, none of which was repre
sented by the five other countries of the Schuman Plan then
in formation,
Luxembourg's anxieties were so much more great, he
declared, since the oost-prioes in the two major countries
of the plan, Germany and France, were considerably lower than
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those of Luxembourg and her économie ally, Belgium,

In the

face of the competition of lower prices, the Grand Duchy
could scarcely count on selling its products on the great
markets within the Schuman Plan unless a certain harmoniza
tion could be established among the productive conditions of
the six countries of the plan.
He admitted that none of the six countries had
approached the negotiations of Paris without major technical
preoccupations, but he emphasized that for none of the five
other countries would the realization of the plan present
repercussions comparable to those affecting Luxembourg,

The

whole national economy and the very future of the country
would be affected.
Having acknowledged the formidable technical problems
raised at the conference, and having assured the Chamber that
he had not failed to consult with its Commission for Foreign
Affairs, Monsieur Beoh observed that the creation of a cosmon
market for steel and coal presupposed a progressive harmoniza
tion of conditions of production and of sale*

This harmoniza

tion could not be effected without a transitional period which
it was thought desireable to limit to five years.
Too often, he declared, a prepared solution for the
special position of a country opened a new problem for the
position of another country.

Thus a solution adopted to

permit Belgian coal to enter the common market under the same
conditions as German coal permitted the Belgian metallurgical
industry, by lowering the price of coal, to lower the sale

prioes of its metailorgloal produets.

But by the same token

it was in a position to destroy the balance between the metal
lurgical industries of the Economic Union, and in that way
have grave repercussions on Luxembourg*s capacity for ocmpetition in all of its distributive markets.
. . . Every aspect of the general problem presented
by the entrance of Luxembourg steel in the common mar
ket has been diseussed at length at the Conference,
and a compromise fomula has been submitted to it
which would oblige the High Authority of the Plan to
take into account, when laying down the conditions
for the entry of our metallurgical products on the
common market, the special influence of our iron end
steel industry on the general economy of the country
and the special conditions under which the sale of
our products has been made in the past, in order to
maintain our competitive capacity within the commu
nity set up by the Schuman Plan. It is a question
vital to the immediate and remote future of the country,
and we hope that the final phase of the negotiations
of Paris will give us, in this question, the satisfac
tion that we by right expect and claim.1
The concessions which Joseph Beoh sought to obtain
for his country met with initial criticism in the Grand Duchy,
especially from the Socialist party.

In an interview with

Alexander Werth of The Nation. Michel Rasquin, the Socialist
leader, expressed strong views on the Schuman Plan.

He had

grave doubts about all "supra-national" authorities and not
least about the board that would administer the Schuman Plan.
Moreover, at the time he considered the concessions secured
by the minister for foreign affairs "paper concessions and
quite inadequate."

His concern, like timt of Monsieur Beoh,

and equally inspired by fears concerning the effect of the
1. Joseph Beoh, "La Politique Etrangère du Luxembourg,"
Bulletin d*Information. No. 1/2, February 28, 1951, 13-14.
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plan on Luxembourg's eoonomy, is apparent in a statement made
to Mr. Wertb.
The steel industry is the lifeblood of Luxembourg,
and I am very hesitant indeed about transferring to
people of whom we know nothing the power to decide on
the living standard of our people. I fear this all
the more as our standard of living and our wages are
high, our transport problems difficult, and our home
market almost non-existent. For these reasons we are
very vulnerable. We have no coal; our reserves of
iron ore will barely last us another generation; in
short, the risks are so great that distrust is justi
fied. Although we produce ten times more steel per
head of population than the United States our produc
tion is still only a small fraction of the pool, which
can, if it wishes, do without us. There is our tragedy.

We must ask for a minimum of safeguards— for the
very existence of our people, not just for the good
of the steel companies. I am sure we can get these
safeguards if we fight hard enough. The present text
of the Schuman Plan must undergo a lot of amending.
We shall, in any case, probably be the very last
to ratify it, and not without a big fight.^
But eventually the Chamber of Deputies did ratify
the treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel Community
by a vote of 47 to 4 on May 13, 1952.

Indeed, Luxembourg

city became the seat of the High Authority and also of the
High Court of the European Coal and Steel Community and thus
centered as the administrative capital of the community.
The Assembly, however, holds its sessions in Strasbourg.
The location of the High Authority in Luxembourg was not
unusual.

Inolaved among France, Belgium, and Germany, Luxem

bourg is centrally located from a political viewpoint.

More

over its location near the Minettes Basin of Lorraine— and
1, Alexander Werth, "Luxembourg% Steel and Socialism,'
The Nation. Vol. 173, August 4, 1951, 93.
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franee*s Iron, and steel industry, and its proximity to the
Saar and to the Ruhr give it a strategic importance which
cannot be dismissed.

And it must not be forgotten that

French, Belgian, and— to a lesser extent— German capital
invested in the Luxembourg iron and steel industry give it

an international character.

These factors contributed to

the selection of Luxembourg as the headquarters of the

European iron and steel cartel in pre-war years.

These same

factors served to induce the six powers to select Luxembourg
as the administrative headquarters of the High Authority.
Luxembourg is represented in all of the organs of the commu

nity.

CmPTKR VI
SmoOLBT
In tills review of Luxembourg’s foreign policy, from
the permanent neutralization of the country In 1867, the pur
suance of the policy of neutrality for almost three-quarters
of a century, the abandonment of that policy In 194-0, and
finally the adoption of a policy of close alliance, certain
tendencies are discernible which serve to Indicate the pro
bable direction of grand ducal policy In the future.

It Is

only necessary to call to mind certain high points In the
history of the country to demonstrate the general tendency
of governmental policy.
The policy of permanent, disarmed neutrality under
the guarantee of the great powers met Its first test In the
course of the Franco-Prusslan War of 1870.

The Grand Duchy’s

neutrality was respected but the threatening tone adopted by
Prussia over certain alleged violations of Its neutrality on
the part of Luxembourg did much to provoke speculation In the
country concerning the effectiveness of the collective guarantee
made by the powers.

Although Luxembourg’s territorial Integrity,

neutrality, and Independence were not violated nor infringed
upon, as a result of Germany’s victory Luxembourg was forced
to admit German exploitation of the grand ducal railway
-251-
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Guillaum*-&u%#mbourg. This concession, coupled with a customs
union with the Reich, permitted thorough German economic pene

tration of the country and the dominant influence of German
capital.
The Conventions of The Hague 1899-190? d id much to
c l a r i f y th e s ta tu s of n e u tr a l n a tio n s in tim e of w a r.

The

o b lig a tio n s and r ig h t s o f n e u tr a ls were d e fin e d and the

inviolability of p e r p e tu a lly n e u tr a l s ta te s was r e a ffir m e d .
Luxembourg’s permanent neutrality was thus made sacrosanct
and a s u b je c t of international law.

Consequently th e conven

tions had the e f f e c t o f s tre n g th e n in g th e c o u n try ’ s position
internationally.

M oreover, Luxembourg's participation in the

conferences in a p o s itio n of a pp aren t equality w ith the other
powers d id much to enhance th e p r e s tig e o f th e country.
The first World War— the German invasion and occupa

tion of the land— brought a violation of Luxembourg's neutra
lity but the violation did not, as the grand ducal government
consistently maintained, automatically involve the abrogation
of neutrality.

The policy of permanent neutrality was inscribed

in the Constitution; it was fundamental and it was maintained
as well as it could be throughout the occupation and thereafter.

As it has been remarked repeatedly in the foregoing
chapters, permanent neutrality was the only policy which the
Luxembourg government could pursue.

The modest dimensions

of the land, its small population, as well as its compara
tively meager resources certainly precluded the adoption of
a policy of self-defense or even the negotiation of a defensive
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alliano© with a neighboring oountry at this particular time.
Alliance with Belgium or with ï^anc© or with both countries
(Gerwmy was beyond consideration) under existing conditions
would have meant an intolerable strain on the economy of the
Grand Duchy, and the military forces offered would have
appeared negligible from an international viewpoint.

Only

within the framework of a regional system of defensive alli
ances such as those negotiated after World War II and on a
proportional basis would such participation be possible.
Necessarily Luxembourg continued to maintain its traditional

policy of neutrality.

When certain jurists proposed to inter

pret Article AO of the Treaty of Versailles as abrogating
Luxembourg's neutrality, the grand ducal government refused
to concede such an interpretation.
Certainly the most pertinent factor in the maintenance
of the policy of neutrality in the period between the first
and second World Wars was the formation of the League of
Nations.

True, the question of Luxembourg's neutrality was

posed when the oountry sought admission to the League.

But

once Luxembourg became a member, the land's declared neutral
status remained beyond question.

Thereafter the League of

Nations was a haven for the Grand Duchy, an organization within
which the policy of neutrality might be maintained and possibly
strengthened.

Luxembourg firmly held to that policy within the

bosom of the League until the German invasion of May 10, 1940*
On that day permanent neutrality as a national policy was
abandoned.
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Perhaps in many respects more significant at this time
was the economic reorientation of the country after World War I.
Having repudiated its customs and railway conventions with
Germany, Luxembourg turned to Belgium for an economic partner.
On July 25, 1921, a Treaty of loonomio Union with Belgium was

signed.

The Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union thus established

is the key to Luxembourg's foreign policy since the abandon
ment of neutrality and, moreover, it was an influential factor
in the policy followed in the period between wars.

It is

fundamental to almost all treaties signed by the Grand Duchy
in the course of the last thirty years and apparently it will
r«aain an influential if not determining factor in all future
treaties.

It created a close association between Belgium and

Luxembourg which ever grows more intimate.
The primarily economic aspects of the association

proved a basis for close cooperation in educational, cultural,
social, political and ultimately military affairs.

But the

approach towards integration in these several spheres of
action was cautious.

Experience gradually begot trust between

the partners of the Union and the growing threat of war among
their neighbors drew them closer together.

Initially Luxem

bourg's policy of permanent neutrality proved a barrier in
any negotiations or plans of a political nature.

But in 1937

Belgium resumed her older policy of neutrality and this barrier
was removed.

The two nations, united economicallyj were able

to follow similar foreign policies.

The innocuous Convention

of Oslo, 1930, among the Low Countries and the Scandinavian
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states of Demmrk, Normy, and Sweden--thereafter grouped as
the Oslo states— was followed by the abortive Convention of
Ouohy In 1932 between Belglum-Luxembourg and The Netherlands,
On May 28, 1937, the Convention of The Hague was signed by
the Oslo states Including Finland.

The economic character

of the association of the Oslo states gradually assumed poli
tical overtones.

In July, 1938, representatives of the Oslo

states met In Copenhagen to discuss measures of political
cooperation and In effect to constitute themselves as a
neutral bloc.

The plan miscarried.

On May 10, 1940, with Germany’s Invasion, occupation,
and subsequent annexation of Luxembourg, grand ducal policy
assumed a new direction.

The traditional policy of neutra

lity vms abandoned with this second violation by Germany.
The Luxembourg government declared a state of war to exist
between the Grand Duchy and the Reich,

Although the country

nms occupied and contributions to the prosecution of the war
necessarily were token, the government-in-exlle nevertheless
was signatory to the United Nations Declaration and a number
of vmr-time agreements which effectively set a pattern for
the post-war period.
In its exile the grand ducal government worked closely
with the Belgian government, Belgian means of propaganda and
communication— publications and the Congo radio station— were
utilized by the Luxembourg government, On October 21, 1943,
a tripartite Monetary Pact was signed In London by Belgium,
Luxembourg, and The Netherlands,

And on September 5, 1944,
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a Coaveatloa of Cuatoma Uaioa was eoneladed la London among
the three Low Countries.
The policy of alliance initiated during World War II
was retained and implemented in the post-war period.

Luxem

bourg joined the United Nations Organization, participated
in the Marshall Plan, is signatory to the Brussels Pact and
the Atlantic Pact, is a member of the Benelux goonomic Union,
the Council of Europe, and the European Coal and Steel Commu

nity of which it is the administrative capital.

Nevertheless,

it must be noted that, with the exception of the United Nations
Organization, Luxembourg has joined almost all of these organi

sations primarily as a member of the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic
Union.

Certainly the oountry, so small and so powerless, has
a natural disposition towards European Union. Such a union

would preserve the oountry in its identity and in a measure
of autonomy while assuring security.

European Union would

be a haven for Luxembourg after centuries of buffeting at the
European crossroads.
But while this haven is hopefully awaited, the ties
with Belgium grow ever tighter.

When the Luxembourg railvmys

were nationalized, it was with Belgian participation.

When

Belgian troops were despatched to Korea, a Luxembourg contin
gent was integrated in the unit.

When the treaty establishing

the European Defense Coammnity was signed on May 27, 1952,
Luxembourg's Joseph Beoh announced that his country's small
army of four battalions would be integrated with the Belgian
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armed forces.

And on April 9» 1953, the grand dnke hereditary

of Lnzembourg, Prince John, mas married to the Princess
Josephlne-Oharlotte of Belgium thus adding a dynastic tie to
the many accords already in existence.

The economic, cultural,

educational, social, religious, political, dynastic and military

ties between Luxembourg and Belgium are so strong and so inti
mate that since the abandonment of grand ducal neutrality in
1940 It has been difficult If not impossible to differentiate
between the foreign policies pursued by the two countries in
matters touching both of them.

The Identity in policy is

striking and the Inference patent:

Luxembourg is constrained

both by its community of interests with Belgium and the inter
national problems which it faces mutually with Belgium to march
in step with its sister nation.

While both nations await the

creation of an European system capable of offering them security
they draw ever closer the bonds which unite them.

APEK«DH
Treaty Relative to the Neutralization
of the Grand Duehy of Luxembourg May 11, 186?
In the name of the moat holy and indivisible trinity
His majesty, the King of the Netherlands, grand duke
of Luxembourg, taking into consideration the change produced
in the situation of the Grand Duchy in consequence of the
dissolution of the ties by which it was attached to the late
Germanic Confederation, has invited their majesties the Queen
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, the Emperor
of Austria, the King of the Belgians, the Emperor of the french,
the King of Prussia, and the Emperor of all the Russias, to
assemble their representatives in conference at London, in order
to come to an understanding with the plenipotentiaries of his
nmjesty, the King Grand Duke, as to the new arrangements to be
made in the general interests of peace.

And their said majesties, after having accepted that
invitation, have resolved, by conaaon consent, to respond to
the desire manifested by his majesty the King of Italy to take
part in a deliberation destined to offer a new pledge of secu
rity for the maintenance of the general tranquility.
In consequence, their majesties, in concert with his
majesty the King of Italy, wishing to conclude a treaty with
a view to that object, have named as their plenipotentiaries,
that is to say:
(Here follow the names.)

Who, after having exchanged their full powers, found
in good and due form, have agreed upon the following articles:
Article 1.
His Majesty the King of the Netherlands, grand duke
of Luxembourg, maintains the ties which attach the said Grand
Duchy to the house of Orange-Nassau, in virtue of the treaties
which placed that state under the sovereignty of the King
Grand Bike, his desoendents end successors.
-258-
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The rights which the agnates of the house of Nassau
possess with regard to the succession of the Grand Duchy, in
virtue of the same treaties, are maintained.
The high contracting parties accept the present decla
ration, and place it on record.

Article 2.
The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, w it h in th e l im i t s deter
mined by the act annexed to th e t r e a t ie s o f th e 19th o f April,
1839, under the guarantee of th e courts of G re a t Britain,
A u s t r ia , France, P ru s s ia , and R u s s ia , s h a ll h e n c e fo rth form a
perpetually n e u tr a l s t a t e .
It shall be bound to observe the same neutrality
towards all other states.
The high contracting parties engage to respect the
principle of neutrality stipulated by the present article.
That principle is and remains placed under the sanction
of the collective guarantee of the powers signing parties to
the present treaty, with the exception of Belgium, which is
itself a neutral state.
Article 3.
The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg being neutralized,
according to the term s of the preceding article, the mainte
nance or e s ta b lis h m e n t of fortresses upon its territory becomes
without necessity as well as without o b je c t.
In consequence, it is agreed by common consent that
the city of Inxembourg, considered in time past, in a military
point of view, as a federal fortress, shall cease to be a
fortified city.
His majesty the King Grand Duke reserves to himself
to maintain in that city the number of troops necessary to
provide in it for the maintenance of good order.
Article 4.
In conformity with the stipulations contained in
articles 2 and 3, his majesty the King of Prussia declares
that his troops actually in garrison in the fortress of Luxem
bourg shall receive orders to proceed to the evacuation of
that place immediately after the exchange of the ratifications
of the present treaty. The withdrawal of the artillery, muni
tions, and every object which forms part of the equipment of
the said fortress shall commence simultaneously. During that
operation there shall remain in it no more than the number of
troops necessary to provide for the safety of the material of
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wap, and to effect the dispatch thereof, which shall be com
pleted within the shortest time possible.
Article 5,
His majesty the King Grand Duke, in virtue of the
rights of sovereignty which he exercises over the city and
fortress of Luxembourg, engages, on his part, to take the
necessary measures for converting the said fortress into an
open city by means of a demolition which his majesty shall
deem sufficient to fulfill the intentions of the high con
tracting parties expressed in article 3 of the present treaty.
The works requisite for that purpose shall be commenced imme
diately after the withdrawal of the garrison. They shall be
carried out with all the attention required for the interests
of the inhabitants of the city.
His majesty the King Grand Duke promises, morsoever,
that the fortifications of the city of Luxembourg shall not
be restored in future, and that no military establishment
shall be there maintained or created.
Article 6.
The powers signing parties to the present treaty
recognize that the dissolution of the Germanic Confederation
having equally produced the dissolution of the ties which
united the Duchy of Limburg, collectively with the Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg, to the said confederation, it results therefrom
that the relations, of which mention is made in articles 3, 4,
and 5 of the treaty of the 19th of April, 1839, between the
Grand Duchy and certain territories belonging to the Duchy of
Limburg, have ceased to exist, the said territories continuing
to form an integral part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands.

Article 7.
The present treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifi
cations shall be exchanged in London within the space of four
weeks, or sooner if possible.
In witness whereof the respective plenipotentiaries
have signed the same, and have affixed thereto the seal of
their arms.
Done at London, the eleventh day of May, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-seven.1
(Here follow the signatures of the plenipotentiaries.)
1. American Journal of International Law, Supplement/
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Bibliographical Note
An inadequate knowledge of German— my inability to

utilize sources written in that language— certainly consti
tutes a serious drawback in an evaluation of this review of
grand ducal foreign policy and foreign relations.
confined to French and English sources,

I have been

Pierre Majerus* Le

Luxembourg Indépendant (Lux., 1945), recommended to me by
Mr. Hugues Le Gallais, grand ducal minister to Washington, as
the most significant work on the subject, has proved indispen
sable.

It is authoritative; Mr. Majerus has served as a coun

selor to the ministry of foreign affairs, as one of four repre
sentatives to the Fifth General Assembly of the United Nations,
as charge d'affaires in the grand ducal legation in Brussels,
and is presently serving as minister to Bonn.

Le Luxembourg

Indépendant is an exposition of events up to the Liberation
with emphasis on the legal aspects of the matters treated.
Similarly, la politique de sécurité et d'arbitrage du GrandDuché de Luxembourg— Sa politique de neutralité (Lux., 1932)
and la Statut International du Grand-Duché de Luxembourg
(Belgium, 1937) by Albert Wehrer are authoritative; Mr. Wehrer
served on Luxembourg's delegation to the Assembly of the League
of Nations and both of his works treat the Grand Duchy's rela
tions within the context of the activity of the League.

Paul

Weber's Histoire du Grand-Duché de Luxembourg (Brussels, 1949)
has the quality of being trenchant in style and yet, despite
its brevity, of not being superficial or given to
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generalizations.

The perception of the author, his ability

to seize and emphasize significant points, made the book
invaluable in outlining the direction of grand ducal affairs,

A

collection of well-written articles by Luxembourg authors

comprises the encyclopaedic Le Luxembourg: Livre du Centenaire
(Lux,, 1949) designed to commemorate a century of independence
in 1939 and delayed in publication by the German Invasion until
the post-war years.

Quotations from French texts are my own

translations.
Publications in English have not fared as well.

Most

writers in Great Britain and the United States seem unable to
extricate themselves from the perplexing questions of where
Luxembourg is located and what it is,

I have included in the

Bibliography several books properly entering the category of
Travel because they contained material of a general nature or,
as in the case of Robert J, Casey*s The Land of Haunted Castles
(Hew York, 1921), because there was a reference to the abortive
revolution of 1919 or some such significant event,

Luxemburg

and Her Neighbours (New York, 1918) by Ruth Putnam has excel
lent sections on the Congress of Vienna, the Treaty of London,
May 11, 1867, and the first months of the German invasion in
1914, But the book suffers from its mr-time associations,
from an Allied bias particularly evident in the last chapter;
still, for the period covered it remains one of the best works
on the subject published in the United States,

Arthur Herohen’s

History of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg (Lux., 1950) is excel
lent as an exposition of national history from the Gallo-Roman
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period although more recent ©rents are merely sketched. The
translation by A. H. Cooper-Priohard is, in some respects,
frightful; the translator has embellished the text with patri
otic slogans and pious exhortations which are neither a credit
to his taste nor to the dignity of the author. Pierre Krier*s
Luxembourg Under German Occupation has been cited with due
regard for the author's position as minister of labor in the
Luxembourg government-in-exile.
The Bulletin d'information and the Luxembourg Bulletin
published under the auspices of the Press Section of the govern
ment have been invaluable in the formulation of the later chap
ters.

W. J. P.

